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Howmuch profit
Applemakes every
day - p74

£79m

Maximumbroadband
speed you can now
demand - p7

10Mbps
Proportion of people over 75
who use the internet - p8

39%

I may contact Guinness World Records to see if
they will recognise Jane Hoskyn’s achievement
in this issue’s Cover Feature, because I doubt
anyone has ever unticked as many software
boxes in 24 hours as she did. It may not have
been as entertaining to watch as Olga
Liashchuk crushing three watermelons
between her thighs in a record 14.65 seconds
(www.snipca.com/20687), but it will prove
incredibly more useful.
We’re not saying you should avoid the

programs wemention in the feature. On the
contrary – they are all excellent. But these days
even reputable software can contain lots of
pointless junk. Sadly, it’s becoming clear that
the only things you can be certain of in life are

death, taxes, and pre-ticked boxes when
installing programs.
Daniel Booth
editor@computeractive.co.uk

PS:We’ve introduced a new section in this
issue, called ‘Is it Worth the Money?’. Every
fortnight we’ll test a paid-for service, program
or app, starting with the Ordnance Survey’s
Maps app. See page 57.
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News The top stories in theworld of technology

Microsoft backtracks over
latest W10 upgrade ‘trick’

We’ve always thought
thatMicrosoft’s upgrade
messageswere obscene,
but this one is positively
x-rated.The company knows
that clicking the ‘x’ at the top
right ofmessages is the type
of action PC users perform
without thinking. And it also
knows that closing these
boxes has nevermeant
you’re automatically agreeing
towhat they contain.
Microsoft isn’t just changing
this convention, it’s abusing
it.We remain confident
thatmost peoplewill like
Windows 10 should they
upgrade, butMicrosoftmust
cease these cynical tricks.

COMMENT

criticism by writing an article
explaining your options:
www.snipca.com/20767.The
company said that should you
click the ‘x’ “you’re all set for
the upgrade and there is
nothing further to do”. But
this wasn’t made clear until
Microsoft’s U-turn.
The article also contains

advice on how to reschedule
the upgrade using the ‘Get
Windows 10’ app (also called
GWX). Should you do this,
you’ll receive a reminder 15
minutes before the upgrade is
due to begin. If this arrives at
an inconvenient time, you can
reschedule again by clicking
‘I need more time’.

Microsoft has been forced
into a U-turn following a

backlash over its latest
Windows 10 upgrade message,
which was tricking some
people into downloading the
operating system.
The controversy surrounds a

message that tells you when
your upgrade is scheduled to
begin. What’s enraging people
is that clicking the top-right
‘x’ to close the box – one of the
most common actions
performed on a PC – tells
Microsoft that you’ve agreed to
the upgrade (see screenshot).
To compound users’

frustration, Microsoft wasn’t
telling them that this action
confirmed the upgrade,
causing confusion when
Windows 10 started to
download.
Two other options on the

message – ‘Upgrade now’ and
an ‘OK’ button – also agree to
the download.The only way to
postpone the upgrade is to
click ‘here’ – highlighted in
blue – in the line ‘Click here to

change upgrade schedule or
cancel scheduled upgrade’.
Following complaints that

accused Microsoft of “dirty
tricks”, the company has
confirmed users will now be
given the option to cancel the
upgrade after clicking the ‘x’.
The company told the BBC

that based on “customer
feedback” it has added
“another notification that
confirms the time of the
scheduled upgrade and
provides the customer an
additional opportunity for

cancelling or rescheduling
the upgrade”.
But some experts have called

for Microsoft to go further and
add an unambiguous ‘No, I
don’t want to upgrade’ button.

‘I needmore time’
The anger over the ‘x’ button
followed initial annoyance at
the tone of the message, in
which Microsoft assumes that
you wantWindows 10, and
has therefore set a time for the
download to begin.
Microsoft responded to the

You’ll like this… VirginMedia isbringing
200Mbpsbroadband to 10moresmall

towns (www.snipca.com/20766)

…but not this Conmenare trickingvictims
intopaying taxdebtswith iTunesgiftcards

(www.snipca.com/20765)
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START MENU ADVERTS TO DOUBLE
Windows 10 userswill be pestered bymore
adverts in the Startmenuwhen the Anniversary
Update arrives later this summer. Microsoft
has revealed plans to increase the number of
‘promoted apps’ - as the company calls them -
from five to 10. Clicking an app takes you to its
page on theWindows Store.
Microsoft broke the news during a

presentation to hardware developers, saying

that the promoted apps are intended to
“introduce users and expose them to the
Windows Store”.
You can block some Start menu adverts by

clicking Start, Settings, Personalisation, then
Start and switching off ‘Occasionally show
suggestions in Start’. Next, open theWindows
Store app, click on your account, choose
Settings and switch off ‘Show products on tile’.
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Every household will have the
legal right to fast broadband,
the Government confirmed in
the Queen’s Speech.
As part of its Digital

Economy Bill the Government
will introduce a Broadband
Universal Service Obligation,
guaranteeing every home
and business speeds of
10Mbps by 2020.
Ofcomwill have the

power to increase the
minimum speed to “make
sure it is still sufficient
for modern life”.
The Government said that

the Bill will “make the UK a
world leader in digital
provision”, and ensure that

Every home must be able to get 10Mbps,
says Government

Norton antivirus flaw ‘as bad as it
gets’ – so update now
Symantec has urged users of
its Norton antivirus to update
the software, after it was
found to contain a huge
security flaw.
Google security researcher

Tavis Ormandy discovered a
vulnerability that, if exploited
by hackers, could allow them
to take control of a computer.
An attack would be
devastatingly simple to carry
out – the hacker would just
need to email a file to a
computer to gain access to it.
The victimwouldn’t even
need to open the email.
Ormandy said that a flaw on

this scale “is about as bad as it
can possibly get”. Symantec
responded by fixing it with an
update (called CVE-2016-
2208). To get this, Norton
users should update their
antivirus through Symantec’s
LiveUpdate tool (the company
provides instructions at www.
snipca.com/20764 – see
screenshot). The company
tried to reassure users by

saying that it wasn’t aware of
hackers exploiting the flaw.
Ormandy works for

Google Project Zero, a team
of security experts that look
for bugs known as zero-day
flaws - so-called because once
they are made public, the
software’s developer has
‘zero’ days to fix them before
hackers can take advantage.
When the researchers find a

vulnerability, they give the
company responsible a 90-day
deadline to release a fix. If this
doesn’t arrive in time, they
publicly reveal the flaw,

allowing hackers to pounce.
Some security experts have
called this policy deeply
irresponsible.
Project Zero’s biggest

scalp came two years ago
when it shamed Microsoft
about not fixing a flaw in
Windows 8.1. Google’s
researchers said they told
Microsoft about the problem
on 30 September 2014, but
were still waiting for a fix
90 days later. Microsoft
eventually fixed the flaw in
mid-January, two weeks after
Project Zero exposed it online.

CHROME TO END
FLASH SUPPORT
Googlewill end support for
Flash in its Chrome browser
by the end of 2016. It means
that formost sites that
require Flash, you’ll need to
activate the plug-inmanually.
However, this restriction
won’t apply to theworld’s 10
most popular Flash-based
sites, which include YouTube
and Amazon. Google says
that HTML5 is safer and
faster than Flash at loading
multimedia content.

NEWONEDRIVE APP
FORWINDOWS 10
Microsoft has launched a
newOneDrive app for
Windows 10 that lets you see
on your PCwhat files you’ve
stored online. It means
that you no longer need to
synchronise and download
your files and folders to
browsewhat’s in your
OneDrive account.The free
app, whichworks on both
touchscreen and non-touch
computers, is available now
from theWindows 10 Store
(www.snipca.com/20751).
We’ll have aWorkshop on the
app in a forthcoming issue.

IN BRIEF

technology will “ceaselessly”
transform the country.
However, communities in

the most remote areas may
need to contribute to the cost
of getting broadband installed,

as well as “request” it to prove
there is demand for it.
Some in the broadband

industry criticised the plans
for not going far enough.
“Realistically, even if the
Government’s plans are
pushed through, it could still
take up to five or six years to
roll out superfast fibre
broadband,” said Paul
Evans, CEO of Boosty, a
service that increases
broadband speeds using
3G and 4G.
The Bill also states that

customers should receive
automatic compensation
when their broadband service
is unavailable.

We’re guessing you’ve never
stared at your phone and
thought that it may look
lovely as a bracelet.Well,
researchers at Chinese
companyMoxi have.They’ve
built a bendable screen,
made from the cutting-
edgematerial graphene,
that allows a phone to be
wrapped around yourwrist.
To decidewhether it looks
more Ratners than Rolex,
check out the images at
www.snipca.com/20749.

Tomorrow’s
world

8– 21 June 2016
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News

Pornography websites
will have to check that
users are aged 18 or over,
under new Government
regulations announced
in the Queen’s Speech
in May.
David Cameron says the

rules, which form part of
the Digital Economy Bill,
will reduce the amount of
harmful content children can
see online.The Government
says that one in five children
aged 11-17 had been “shocked
or upset” by seeing sexually
explicit content online.
It’s not clear howwebsites

would verify the age of users,
but they could ask them to

Porn sites to check users are 18+

Rise in over-75s using the internet
– but 25% of disabled miss out
More people aged over 75 are
using the internet, according
to a new survey from the
Office for National Statistics
(ONS), but the figure remains
relatively low.
In its 2016 surveymeasuring

internet use the ONS said that
since 2011, when it started
collecting data, the percentage
of people aged over 75 who go
online has doubled to nearly
39 per cent.
However, that contrasts

sharply with the percentage
of people aged between 16
and 24 who go online – a
remarkable 99 per cent. The
percentage of regular internet
users drops with every age
group – 74 per cent of those
aged 65-74 use the web.
Older men are more likely

to go online than women.
In 2016, 47 per cent of men
aged over-75 have used the
web “recently”, compared
with 33 per cent of women in
that age group.
The ONS said that overall

internet use is growing in
the UK. So far in 2016, 88 per

NEWPI ZERO IS
CAMERA READY
A newversion of the
Raspberry Pi Zero – the
cheapest version of the
micro-computer – has been
releasedwith a camera
connector.Writing on the
official blog (www.snipca.
com/20627) Eben Upton,
who founded the Pi, said
a camerawas the “most
frequently demanded
‘missing’ feature” by users. Its
price stays the same at just
£4 - buy it fromThePi Hut at
www.snipca.com/20628.

DRIVING LICENCE
COMING TO YOUR PHONE
A digital version of the
driving licence to appear on
phones is being developed
by the Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Agency (DVLA).
Chief executive of the DVLA
OliverMorley provided
proof by posting a photo of
it on Twitter (www.snipca.
com/20640), describing it as
a “little prototype”. He said
it will be an “add-on” to the
existing plastic card, not a
replacement.

IN BRIEF

ng
at
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o

Shouldmidwives be retrained
to learn Facebook’s privacy
settings? It would have
saved the embarrassment
of Fakamalo Kihe Eiki,
who used the site to live-
stream hiswife giving birth
in a California hospital. He
thought only his relatives
in Tonga couldwatch, but
he’d accidentallymade the
broadcast public, generating
an audience of thousands.
Over 400,000 people have
nowwatched the video (you
can too, if youmust: www.
snipca.com/20695).

8– 21 June 2016

Do you know someonewho has
never been online? Let us know:

letters@computeractive.co.uk

cent of adults in the UK (just
under 46 million) have used
the web, up from 86 per cent
in 2015.
Seventy-five per cent of

disabled people have used the
internet in 2016, a two-per-
cent annual rise. Despite this
Mark Atkinson, chief executive
of disability charity Scope,
said it was “shocking” that 25
per cent of disabled people
still didn’t access the web.
He said: “Digital access has

the power to make life cost
less. Many people go online to
compare the best consumer
deals and offers”.
With 91 per cent, London

has the most internet users.
Northern Ireland comes
bottom, with 82 per cent.
You can read the ONS’s

survey at www.snipca.
com/20697.

register with their credit-card
details. Gambling websites
already do this to confirm
users are 18.
The Government has

previously said that if sites fail
to comply, they could be
banned from displaying
adverts on their site, or even

shut down. However, critics
of the proposal question
how the Government
would prevent foreign-
based porn sites from
operating in the UK.
Children’s charities have

welcomed the bill. The
NSPCC said that online
porn was giving some
children a “warped view

of sexual relationships”
and called for “strict
age-verification rules”.
The Conservatives pledged

to introduce age checks in
their 2015 election manifesto.
It’s unlikely to face a challenge
from Labour when it goes to
Parliament.
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Download your ebooks now –
or lose them forever

Get five years of Windows 7
updates in one download
Microsoft has released a
special Windows 7 update
that contains all the changes
made to the operating
system since Service Pack 1
was released in February
2011.
Officially called the

‘Windows 7 SP1 Convenience
Rollup’, it contains over 1,000
updates, including many
security fixes. Should you
reinstall Windows 7 or install
it on a new PC, you can apply
the one-off update rather
than download hundreds of
separate updates.
Microsoft classifies the

update as “optional”, which
means it won’t be installed
automatically – you’ll need
to do so manually from the
Microsoft Update Catalog:
www.snipca.com/20747 (see
screenshot). However, this
site works only in Internet
Explorer 11.
During installation the

update will temporarily
take up around 4GB of space

on your PC, though this
will be reduced to 2GB once
you restart. Microsoft also
said that antivirus software
installed on your PCmay
“interfere” with the update
(read more on the company’s
site: www.snipca.com/20741).
The update was announced

alongside news that
Microsoft will soon start
issuing regular monthly
updates for Windows 7 and
8.1 in order to “simplify” the
process.
The company said that it

will now “roll up” all
non-security updates in one
monthly package, instead of

releasing themwhen they
become available. Microsoft
claims that this will
“improve the reliability and
quality” of its updates.
Security fixes will continue

to be released on the second
Tuesday of every month, or
as emergency updates.
If your updates are set to

be delivered automatically,
you don’t need to do
anything to receive them
every month.

•We’ll explain how to
download the ‘Convenience
Rollup’ in more detail in
our next issue – outWeds
22 June

CHECK YOUR
BROADBAND SPEED
VIA NETFLIX
Netflix has launched a
website that checks your
broadband speed in an
instant.The TV-streaming
service says it wants to
provide a simpleway for
people to “estimate the
speed their ISP is providing”.
To use it, just visit https://
fast.com. Your speedwill
automatically appear on
screen. It’s part of Netflix’s
campaign to highlight the
ISPswith the fastest speeds
(see also its Speed Index:
https://ispspeedindex.
netflix.com).

HUGE PRICE RISES FOR
TEXTING PHOTOS
Mobile networkThree has
more than doubled the
cost of sendingmultimedia
messages (MMS), which
are phone texts that
contain photos or videos.
From 13 June it will charge
40p, up from 17p,making
it more expensive than
O2 (35p), but cheaper
than Vodafone (45p). In
announcing the rise (www.
snipca.com/20736)Three
suggested that “to keep costs
at bay” customers should
send photos and videos using
WhatsApp and Skype.

BEWARE NEW
‘WHATSAPP GOLD’ SCAM
WhatsApp users have been
warned about a new scam
that tempts themwith
the promise of a limited
edition ‘Gold’ version of the
messaging app. Criminals
are sendingmessages to
phones claiming that by
upgrading userswill gain
access to new features such
as video chats, and sending
100 photos in one go. But
tapping the link to upgrade
leads to awebsite that infects
the devicewithmalware.

IN BRIEF

stop selling ebooks reflects the
revival of physical books, sales
of which rose by three per
cent in Britain in the first half
of 2015 compared with the
same period a year earlier.
The retailer signalled last

October that it may cease
selling ebooks when it
stopped stocking the Kindle
in its stores, following sales
figures it described as
“pitiful”.

Waterstones has stopped
selling ebooks and audiobooks
online, after poor sales.
Anyone who has bought

ebooks or audiobooks through
Waterstones’ website must
download them before 13 June
to keep access to them.
The book retailer

announced the decision
online (www.snipca.
com/20737) along with
instructions on how
customers can download
audiobooks.
Ebook customers will be

able to move their libraries to
Kobo (www.kobo.com),
ensuring that they won’t lose
any books they’ve bought.

From 14 JuneWaterstones will
email customers explaining
how to do this.
Waterstones has struggled

to make money from ebooks,
and said that Kobo would
provide “an excellence of
service we ourselves are
unable to match”.
Many customers

complained that buying
ebooks fromWaterstones was
too difficult. They had to
download a file and then
transfer it to an e-reader, or
use a phone or tablet app –
muchmore complicated than
downloading ebooks on
Amazon to read on a Kindle.
Waterstones’ decision to
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ISO-creation tools are becoming
increasingly popular. Programs like
WinToUSB Free 3.0 (www.snipca.
com/20590, see Best Free Software,
page 19) let you create an ISO file of
your old XP orWindows 7 operating
system, or even copyWindows 10 to
another PC. It’s a fiddly process, but
that can be the least of your worries.
Take PowerISO (www.poweriso.

com). Clicking Download opens an
‘optional’ offer for Search Manager
(see screenshot), a Chrome extension I
recommend you avoid like the plague.
Click Skip, and up pops a box urging
you to reconsider (I’m actually getting a

Junk Offender
PowerISO

Advert blockers

‘Read and change your data’
You’d never knowingly let anyone mess
with your browsing data, nor would any
trustworthy tool request it. However,
that’s exactly what the web’s most
popular advert-blocking tools are now
demanding.
In May, users of AdBlock (https://get

adblock.com) reported Chrome pop-ups
warning that the extension wanted to
‘Read and change all your data on the
websites you visit’. Chrome disabled
AdBlock automatically, and gave users the
option to re-enable it or remove it.
I tried installing other advert-blocking

Chrome extensions, including Adblock
Plus (https://adblockplus.org) and
Adguard AdBlocker (https://adguard.
com), and found they all demanded the
same permissions. A quick web search
finds users of Firefox and Safari
expressing similar worries.

JaneHoskynputs the boot into tech villains, jargon-spouting companies and
software stuffedwith junk
JaneHoskyn t th

To block or not?
At the time of writing, reports of these
scandalous permission requests are still
buzzing around the internet but advert
blockers remain as popular as ever.
Adblock Plus claims a user base of
“over 50 million” and AdBlock “over 40
million”. AdBlock’s ChromeWeb Store
listing (www.snipca.com/20698) has
– when I looked – 187,509 user reviews,
with an average 4.5 star rating.
Without ad blockers, today’s web

would be a visual assault of flashing
banners, pop-ups, un-skippable videos
andmore, renderingmany sites unusable.
What’s more, tools like Adblock Plus can
prevent sites from tracking you, block
malicious sites and remove Facebook’s
annoying ‘Like’ buttons.
Is this popularity being taken for

granted by ad blockers - and being used
to demand permissions that undermine

your privacy? No, says AdBlock, as it tries
to calm everyone downwith this Help
article: www.snipca.com/20699.
The article explains that advert blockers

must ‘read’ (access) pages to spot adverts,
and ‘change data’ to remove adverts. OK,
that makes sense – but the actual wording
is ‘change all your data on the websites
that you visit’, and that really worries me.
Until these permissions are re-worded

or changed, I’m disabling my Adblock
Plus. Sadly, the web without it is a
horrible place, so I’m not sure how long
I’ll survive before I go crawling back.

Villain of the Fortnight

Add any advert-blocking extension to Chrome,
and it will demand permission to ‘Read and
change all your data on thewebsites you visit’

bit angry now). Click Skip again, then
run the installer, and you’re confronted
with a pre-ticked ‘Bing powered
Chromium browser’ (ugh, no thanks)
and a very sneaky ‘I agree to install my
choices above’ box. I unticked it, only
to be greeted by twomore PUPs with
no tick boxes. Sometimes you know
when to click Cancel and get the heck
out of an installer. Go nowhere near it.

What they say
Microsoft (www.
snipca.com/20688)
“We’ve heard your
feedback and... the
interstitial pagewill be removed by
default. IE11 will simply load on top of
Microsoft Edgewith no extra visual
affordances, helping your usersmore
quickly complete tasks”.

What theymean
Youwon’t see an extra
pagewhen opening
Internet Explorer (IE)
sites in Edge.

Wh
Yo

What are they
talking about?

Want to nominate a villain of the fortnight?
Email us at editor@computeractive.co.uk
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?Question
of the

Fortnight
Is FindFace the death
of privacy?

A disturbing new app can identify you from a photo taken in public

THE FACTS
•• The app FindFace lets users
take photos of people in
public, then search for
their identity online

•• It has been downloaded
500,000 times in Russia
since it launched inMarch

•• It has been used to uncover
the identity of porn stars
and prostitutes

Visit any tourist attraction
and you run the risk of

inadvertently appearing in
someone else’s photo.They
may not have captured your
best side, but there’s usually
little else to worry about.They
certainly won’t be able to use
the photo to identify you. At
least, not yet.
But that’s precisely what

will happen should the
terrifying FindFace arrive in
the UK. Launched in Russia
twomonths ago, it’s a
facial-recognition phone app
that lets users take a photo of
a person in public, then
search online to identify them
(see screenshot). It’s legal,
easy to use, and extremely
popular, having gained
500,000 users since launch.
Nearly 3 million searches have
beenmade, and they are very
accurate, finding the correct
person 70 per cent of the time.

FindFace’s appeal is
obvious. Once a user has
snapped someone, the app
compares the photo with a
database of 1 billion images on
the Russian social network
Vkontakte (the secondmost
visited website in the
country). Vkontakte has over
300million registered users,
so there’s no shortage of
potential matches.
Alexander Kabakov, one of

the co-founders of FindFace,
says it could transform dating.
He toldTheGuardian: “If you
see someone you like, you can

photograph them, find their
identity, and then send them a
friend request”. The prospect
of being stalked in this way
will horrify most, but it may
appeal to the millions of
under-30s who have grown
up in the internet age, and are

less anxious about privacy.
The potential for abuse was

starkly illustrated in April
when FindFace was used to
uncover the identity of porn
actresses and prostitutes in
Russia. Users took photos of
images online, searched for
matches on Vkontakte, then
emailed the results to the
victims’ friends and family.
Yet FindFace’s founders

seem shockingly blasé about
the dangers. Kabakov said:
“A person should understand
that in the modern world he is
under the spotlight of

technology. You just have to
live with that”.
Kabakov’s “modern world”

seems a ghastly place. His
money-making dream
involves high-street shops
using FindFace to identify
customers, then bombarding
themwith marketing emails.
It’s true that FindFace has

crime-fighting potential.
Moscow authorities hope to
use it to identify criminals
from CCTV footage. But what’s
troubling is that Kabakov sees
no problemwith Russia’s
secret services adopting the
technology behind the app.
Used bymembers of the
public, FindFace is creepy
and sinister; but used by an
authoritarian regime, it could
be a deadly tool of oppression.
You don’t have to be George
Orwell to imagine the police
using the app to track down
peaceful protestors.
But what will most concern

the British public is that
anyone with a half-decent
phone could use FindFace to
work out that you’re John
Smith, a 74-year-old retired

accountant from Basingstoke.
While the app has technical
limitations (it struggles, for
example, to identify faces
captured from a distance),
researchers at Kaspersky
concluded that “in daylight it’s
not hard to take a photo of a
pedestrian with an average
smartphone that would be
good enough for FindFace”.
Thankfully, there’s one thing

that could stop FindFace
catching on in the UK and
across the world: it can’t
search photos on Facebook.
But if its developers work out
how to do that, then the death
of privacy will feel imminent.
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Shops could use FindFace to
identify customers, then bombard
them with marketing emails
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‘Unfair’ to call Nero
rip-off software

I think it’s unduly harsh
to describe a reputable

product like Nero as “rip-off
software” that we “must never
use” (Cover Feature, Issue 475).
While some entries in your
software list are undoubtedly
dodgy and disreputable, Nero
isn’t one of them.The software
is a complete toolkit for those (and there
are still plenty of us) who use discs for
any number of valid reasons.

Nero’s biggest problem is the same old
one of trying to present a consistent front
end to such a wide range of tools and
helping us choose which one to use; after
more than a decade of using Nero even I
still get confused sometimes.There’s no
doubt that, for quite a few users, cloud
computing has reduced the need for disc
storage, but there must be many tens of
millions of disc drives in use in Britain’s
homes and offices, and they are not going
to go obsolete any time soon.

AlanWinstanley

In the interests of balance, I would
like to offer my comments about

your ‘Rip-off software youmust never
use’ Cover Feature in Issue 475.
Software inevitably costs money to

develop and there is always a price to
pay if you get something for free. It might
be that you get no or substandard
customer service.The free version
might lack a particular module or
functionality that you can do without,
but would be very useful all the same.
And of course there are the nag screens
that are always suggesting that you
upgrade to the ‘Pro’ (paid-for) version.
Take Ashampoo Uninstaller for

instance. I’m a satisfied user of this
software. Sure it costs £39.99 but, this is
a kind of RRP that is offered as a
reference to show you howmuch you
have ‘saved’. My advice with this and
other software is to download a trial and
then see what price is offered to you at
the end. I paid £7.49 for Ashampoo
Uninstaller and was happy to do so. It
gives me features that I want with the
knowledge that I will get good service
if anything goes wrong.
Contrast this with the free iObit

Uninstaller. I found that it
was downloading unwanted
programs (specifically
Malware Fighter and Driver
Booster) under the guise
of a software update.
We all have different

requirements of software –
it could be aesthetics or
functionality – and wemake
our own trade-offs. If you are

happy with free software, that’s fine, you
have saved money. If you paid £40 for
software and are pleased with it, that is
fine too.

Duncan Gaylor

My ‘genius’ idea for
Microsoft

WhenMicrosoft included the
‘How to get Windows 10’

option in their updates last August,
I registered for it. If this was the way
of the future, then why not get it for
free? Since then Computeractive, to
which I have subscribed for most of its
life, has includedmany letters from
readers complaining about being forced
to upgrade. Well, I’m still waiting.
Microsoft says it will tell me when it’s
my turn. I understand that I only had
12 months to update for free and that
time is running out.
So I was a bit put out recently when I

read about Microsoft being “disappointed

with the uptake of windows 10”. I have a
deceptively brilliant suggestion for
Microsoft: Why don’t they put all the
energy they spend on forcingWindows 10
on to people who don’t want it, into
giving it to those who have been patiently
waiting and are more than happy to
receive it?Themoaners will have nothing
to moan about, I will be happy, and
Microsoft’s “uptake” will increase
dramatically. Everybody is happy apart
from the professional moaners. I think I’ll
have to go and lie down for a bit – being
such a genius is really quite tiring.

Roy Brown

Blind people confused by
Windows 10 upgrade

I’m writing regarding Microsoft’s
statement that they are not forcing

people to upgrade toWindows 10. I am a
volunteer for the Kent Association for the
Blind and on a number of our PCswe
have had the “Upgrade now” and “Upgrade
tonight” messages appear. If this is not
forcing people to upgrade, what is?!
Many blind and visually impaired

people use screen-reading software such
as Dolphin Guide (https://yourdolphin.
com) to help them use their computers.
But these don’t always register
notifications that Microsoft slips in
underneath whatever they’re currently
doing on screen. So when their upgrade
begins, we receive calls from visually

I read your review of the £125
Cubot X17 phone (Issue 473,

page 24) with interest as we have
been using the Cubot P9 (pictured)
for our pest-control business for a
number of years. We found that
expensive iPhones, Samsungs etc
were getting broken g l ly d
the environment they
were used in - and at
£300-£400 a go it
was getting very
expensive.
We decided to try a

couple of P9 phones
three years ago for £5
each, and they are st ll

Cubot phone is just the job for us
going strong today. We wouldn’t
change them for all the Samsung
Galaxies in the universe.
As the phones are dual simwe

have the advantage that by using
an app such as DualSim Ringtone
( snipca com/20606) we can
d ffe e t ate business calls we receive

from private ones.
Cubot’s phones may

not have all the bells,
whistles and pixels, but
as a reliable, flexible
communication device
they take a bit of beating
at the price.

Peter Brown
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STAR LETTER

Here’s how Microsoft will extend
the ‘free upgrade’ period

impaired people who need help because
they think their computer has broken.

Peter Kelly

Govt is right to restrict
rural broadband

I’m probably going to make
myself unpopular with many

Computeractive readers, but I think the
Government is correct to demand that
rural areas request broadband (News,
Issue 476, page 9). My view is based
partly onmy experience with my
neighbours. I live in a small Suffolk town
- not a bustling metropolis, but certainly
not out in the sticks. When super-fast
Virgin Media broadband arrived last year
I thought all my neighbours would sign
up straight away, but in the end I was the
only one. When I asked why, they said
that they simply didn’t need it. I think
the digital revolution has passed them by.

and super-fast speeds are possible. While
parts of our borough do get super-fast
speeds, there are areas such as ours that
have been overlooked by BT. It’s about time
they were forced to get their act together.

Brian Adams

Stop ‘oversharing’
on Facebook

Thank you Ken Rigsby for
expanding my vocabulary with

your Final Straw column in Issue 476. I
shall now tell all my Facebook friends to
stop ‘oversharing’, because I have no
desire to read about how sunburnt they
got on holiday, or why they think staying
in the EUwould be a disaster (there are
just as many with the opposite view).
People don’t seem to think twice about

expressing an opinion when using
Facebook.They say things they would
never say in real life, either because it

would be too confrontational
or simply too boring. I ration myself to
about two Facebook posts a week. I’ve
not had any complaints so far, so I don’t
feel that I’m guilty of oversharing.

WilliamGold

CA says See ‘TheWorld’s Gone Mad’ on
page 8 for perhaps the most outrageous
case ever of oversharing on Facebook.

My Word, what a big
document you have!

I loved the ‘my spreadsheet is
bigger than yours’ competition in

Letters, last issue. I can’t compete with
Ian J McGarrigle’s 3.5m lines, but I’d like
to lay down aWord gauntlet. I still update
a document – many years old now – that
has hit the 60,000-page mark. Can
anyone beat that?

Dr John Saunders

Computeractive, you’re getting
cynical in your old age (just like

me). I chuckled at your suggestion in
Issue 476 (News, page 6) that Microsoft
is secretly plotting to extend its
deadline for gettingWindows 10 for
free. I’ve since thought about this, and I
think it’s obvious that’s precisely what
they are doing. You don’t have to be a
conspiracy theorist to believe it.
This is what will happen: first, for the

next fewweeks, Microsoft will endlessly
remind everyone that time is running
out.They will find a way to display lots
of messages on PCs across the world
– as they have with the prompts to
upgrade toWindows 10.This will scare
loads more people into upgrading
rather than pay £100.
But then – guess what – Microsoft

will release a cleverly worded statement
saying that due to “increased demand”
it will knock the deadline back by a few
months, making all those people who
upgraded in a panic feel like fools.That’s
what I would do, anyway. Perhaps I
should email Microsoft with my idea,
and come out of retirement to work in
their marketing department.

Incidentally, I think everyone should
upgrade, whatever Microsoft do. A few
months ago, with all fingers crossed, I
upgraded fromWindows 8. I expected
catastrophe followed by apocalypse,
but it’s all been fine. Happy days!

Trevor Peters

CA says Trevor may be right. He’s not
alone in thinking Microsoft will pull
this trick – many Computeractive
writers also expect it to happen.What’s
tricky is knowingwhenMicrosoft may
make its ‘surprise’ announcement. In
the meantime, we’ll keep looking
for clues that give the game
away. We promise you’ll be
the first to know!

The Star Letterwriterwins aComputeractivemug!

al

!

I suspect that attitude is just as common
in villages. So the question is: Why should
the taxpayer foot the bill for a service that
some people will never use? It’s a bit like
building special roads – solely for sports
cars – that has a speed limit of 100Mph.
Like fast broadband in remote
communities, this would end up being
paid for by the many, but used by the few.

RyanWilshaw

Stuck on 2Mbps in
Basingstoke

Never mind ‘super’ fast broadband
– fast broadbandwould be nice. We

live on the south-west edge of Basingstoke
and struggle to get 2Mbps on a good day.
By no stretch of the imagination can our
area be called a rural blackspot.
Although the exchange is some four

miles away, BT Openreach did lay fibre to
the nearest cabinet, but that is at least a
mile from our property.Their best guess
is that wemight get a nearer fibre cabinet
later this year. The Hampshire Superfast
Broadband Programme (www.hampshire
superfastbroadband.com) does not seem
to realise howmuch the signal degrades
over the last mile of 30-year-old copper
wiring.They seem to think that one just
has to ask an internet service provider
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Consumeractive
Can I get money back for
scam phone calls?

Q I received an email
saying my PayPal
account had been

accessed from an
unauthorised location
somewhere in India.That
was strange because I’ve
never actually had a PayPal
account. I was told to ring 0913 122
0033. I tried three times and the
calls have cost me over £10, but all I
get is a recording saying all agents are
busy, please try again. Can I get this
money back?

Don Roskilly

A
Because Don has been
conned into calling a
premium-rate line he has a

strong case for getting his money back.
Companies are allowed to use
premium-rate lines, but they can’t
mislead people as this scam clearly
does. We’ve advised Don to report the
fraud to Virgin, his phone provider, at
http://netreport.virginmedia.com.
Virgin told us it will investigate his
case. Time is on Don’s side, because
Virgin won’t pay the company running
the premium-rate line for 30 days.
This delay was added to the law

because so many customers were
complaining about premium-rate

scams. It means that rather than
having to chase a company for money
back, customers can stop the payment
being made in the first place.
PhonepayPlus, the premium-line

regulator, told us that Don should
make a formal complaint, so it
can launch an investigation. To
do this on PhonepayPlus’s website,
visit www.snipca.com/20561 and
type the premium-rate number
into its NumberChecker box (see
screenshot). Doing so with 0913 122
0033 tells us that it belongs to Heart
Communications Ltd, a London-
based call-centre company. We’ve
emailed Heart asking for their
comment, because it may not be
aware that its number is being
used by scammers.
For more advice watch

PhonepayPlus’s ‘Unexpected
phone charge?’ video:
www.snipca.com/20562.

Q A graphics card I bought on
eBay for a couple of hundred
pounds was sent recorded

delivery to the wrong address. The seller
won’t respond to my emails, and eBay
says that because it’s been delivered –
albeit to the wrong address – its Money
Back Guarantee won’t cover me. But can
I get mymoney back?

Alex Blake

A
Although we’re surprised by
eBay’s reaction to this situation
– which in our opinion renders

its Money Back Guarantee (www.snipca.
com/20538) unfit for purpose –
ultimately it’s the seller’s responsibility
to ensure Alex received his goods.
There are ways Alex can go about

getting his money back. It doesn’t look
like the seller will refund him, so Alex
should make a claim against Royal Mail,
whose parcel insurance will hopefully
cover the cost of the lost graphics card
(more info at www.snipca.com/20539).
He can also start a claim through PayPal
for goods not delivered (details at www.
snipca.com/20540). If all else fails, Alex
should seriously consider taking the
seller to the small claims
court. We’ve asked Alex
for more details, including
the name of the seller.

Can I get a refund
for eBay item sent
to wrong address?

The laptop was returned, but Royal
Mail has told me that it was sent to
someone else, who signed for it. PayPal
is demanding that I repay the £45.
What can I do?

David Phillips

A
We’ll try our hardest to help
David, because we suspect he’s
been a victim of fraud.This type

of scam is something all sellers risk –
eBay and PayPal really should do more to
protect them.

We’ll ask PayPal to reopen the case on
David’s behalf. If it doesn’t, David should
make a formal complaint about the
company to the Financial Ombudsman
Service (www.snipca.com/20541).
Although PayPal isn’t based in the UK, it
has agreed to be covered by the service.
David would need to ask PayPal for a
deadlock letter, which states what
it’s done to resolve the
situation.The
Ombudsman should then
investigate his case.

Q I sold a laptop on eBay for £45,
and sent it to the successful
bidder. Although I received no

communication from the bidder, after
five weeks I received a notification from
PayPal telling me the buyer had raised
a complaint.

An eBay buyer didn’t return my laptop – what can I do?

8– 21 June 2016
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Contact us sowe can investigate your case
Email: consumeractive@computeractive.co.uk

Write: Consumeractive, Computeractive, 30 Cleveland Street, LondonW1T 4JD
Please include both your phone number and address.

Unfortunately, we can’t reply to all your letters.

Westand up for your legal rightsWe

Can I claim back HMRC charges for goods bought overseas?

You can escape VAT by getting the item
sent to you as a “gift”, but only on orders
up to £34. You’ll be chargedVAT on alcohol,
tobacco products and fragrances (such as
perfume and aftershave) of any value.
Phil’s case serves as a reminder that it’s

always worth bearing in mind that your
‘bargain’ from abroad could lead to a

nasty bill from the Government; and
depending on the cost and type of
goods, youmay also be liable for customs
and excise duty as well when buying
from overseas sellers (see the HMRC
website for more details: www.snipca.
com/ 20542). You can also checkwhich
countries are in the EU at www.gov.uk/
eu-eea (it may need to be updated
after 23 June!).
The delivery company will keep

hold of your item for around three
weeks. If you’ve not paid
by then, it will be returned
to the sender.

Q I recently bought a T-shirt and a
toy called Bright Bugz from a US
website called the Smile More

Store (www.romanatwood.com).The
total cost including shipping came to
£30. HMRC has sent a card telling me I
also had to pay VAT of £12.24. I’d have
thought this charge was covered by
shipping, so can I claim this back?

Phil Owen

A
No, Phil can’t claim this charge
back unless the website
specifically said that it was

covered in the shipping costs. Phil
acknowledges there’s no mention of this
on the site, so because the goods were
shipped from outside the EU, they are
subject to VAT.This is added if the goods
(including postage) cost more than £15.

Roaming charges

THIS WILL COME IN USEFUL

AsdaMobile
www.snipca.com/20507

BT
www.snipca.com/20610

EE (incl Orange and
T-Mobile)
www.snipca.com/20504

Giffgaff
www.giffgaff.com/
international

iD
www.snipca.com/20513

Lebara
www.lebara.co.uk/
roaming-rates

O2
www.o2.co.uk/
international

Plusnet
www.snipca.com/20502

Post OfficeMobile
www.snipca.com/20509

Talkmobile
http://talkmobile.co.uk/
roam-charges

TalkTalkMobile
www.snipca.com/20511

Tesco
www.snipca.com/20442

Three
www.snipca.com/20503

Virgin
www.snipca.com/20506

Vodafone
www.snipca.com/20505

EU’s new capped
roaming costs

www.snipca.com/20514

Cold-callers forced todisplaynumbers
All cold-calls are annoying, but themost
troubling are those that don’t display their phone
number. It’s estimated that around a fifth of all
marketing calls are from anonymous orwithheld
numbers. The Government has taken on this

menace by changing the law so thatmarketing companiesmust
display their numbers on your phone, even if their call centres
are based abroad. Thiswill make it easier for you to decide
whether you should answer the phone.
The change came into force on 16May following a public

consultation by the Government, which showed that last year
alone the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) issued fines
of £895,000 against companiesmaking nuisance calls.
Themovewill alsomake it easier for the ICO to do its job

tackling this problem. Steve Eckersley, the ICO’s Head of
Enforcement said: “We do investigate unscrupulous companies,
who hide their identities, andwe can track themdown, but it
makes our job difficult.When people are able to identify the
number behind the call they’ve received, they’remore likely to
complain to us and thatmeanswe’remore able to take action”.
Penalising companieswasmade easier in April 2015when

the Government removed the obligation for consumers to prove
that cold calls had caused them substantial distress or damage.
Companies can be fined up to £2mbyOfcom. If after this they
continue to bombard customerswith calls, the ICO can increase
the fine by £500,000. You can report nuisance calls to the ICO
online atwww.snipca.com/20560. Bear inmind thismove
won’t stop scammers targeting youwith phishing phone calls.

LEGAL UPDATE

8– 21 June 2016
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Protect Your Tech
Scamsand threats to avoid, plus newsecurity tools

Having added in April a VPN (virtual
private network) to its web browser,
Opera has now launched an equivalent
app for iPhones and
iPads. It lets you
disguise your location
while browsing the
web, a trick many
people perform to
access web content,
such as TV shows,
blocked in the UK.
But Opera’s VPN is

also a powerful
security tool because it
blocks all adverts,
thereby protecting you
from any that contain
malware. It shows you
howmany ads, and
web trackers that

New tools

What’s the threat?
Multiple security flaws
discovered in the file-
compression program 7-Zip,
which hackers can exploit to
take control of infected PCs.
What makes these
vulnerabilities so serious is
that because 7-Zip is open-
source software, it’s used by
other programs, including
some antivirus products.
These security tools use 7-Zip
to unzip files to check whether they are
safe, which means they are all at risk of
attack until they update to the latest
version of 7-Zip.
The flaws were found by researchers

at Talos, a security division within
Cisco, who sensibly told 7-Zip before
going public with the news. Talos says

Unsafe older versions of 7-Zip
WATCH OUT FOR…

Validate my Amazon
account? Don’t think so!
I got an email claiming to be from
Amazon that looked real, apart from
the ‘from’ line (voizwy@service.net)
and the signature at the bottom:
(‘Amazon.co.uk, Inc’). The subject
line was ‘Important: Account Identity
and Usage Confirmation’, and the
email said that every six months
Amazon “makes integrity checks
related to its customers accounts”.
It said that if accounts aren’t used
for a month they are deactivated. It
wanted me to sign into my account to
“validate” it. I didn’t click the link,
but forwarded the email to Amazon:
stop-spoofing@amazon.com.

DerekWood
Warn your fellow readers about scams at
letters@computeractive.co.uk

Opera VPN for iOS
www.snipca.com/20642

ScamWatch
READERSWARNREADERS
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it worked with 7-Zip to fix the flaws in
the new version of the software (16.0).

What should you do?
If you use 7-Zip, update to version 16.0
immediately. Go to www.7-zip.org, then
click either of the two download links at
the top left – 32bit or 64bit (see

screenshot). To find out
which version of Windows
you have on your PC click
the Start button, right-click
Computer, click Properties,
and then look under the
System heading.
The flaws highlight the

importance of keeping your
software up to date. But that’s
easier said than done. Unless
you can read the mind of
security experts, howwill

you knowwhether a program needs
updating? One solution is to use
Patch My PC Updater (www.snipca.
com/18875), which looks for out-of-
date programs on your PC, then lets
you update themwith a single click.
We explained how to use it in a
Workshop in Issue 465 (page 40).

follow you online, have been “crushed”
and “smashed” (see screenshot).
The app also encrypts what you do

online when you
use a public Wi-Fi
network, thwarting
any opportunistic
hackers lurking nearby.
Unlike most

VPN apps, it’s free.
Hopefully, this means
Opera won’t eventually
need to fund it by
adding adverts to
the app (which will
somewhat undermine
its ad-blocking claim).
We hope also that
an Android version
arrives before the fat
lady sings.
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Best Free Software
JaneHoskyn recommends newprograms thatwon’t cost you anything

WhatsApp
www.whatsapp.com/download
What you need:Windows 8.1 or 10

1 Click a contact to access
and sendmessages. If you
already useWhatsApp on
your phone and tablet, your
entiremessage historywill
be synced here.

2 Click a photo or video to view
it; maximise thewindow to
see it even bigger. You can
then cycle through photos
and videos in that chat, and
downloadwith one click.

3 Click the paperclip, then click
the dropdown icons to, from
top to bottom: send photos
and videos from your PC; take
webcamphotos; and send
other files.

4 Click the three dots for
options, including your
profile, group chats, archived
chats and Settings, where
you can set up Desktop
alerts containingmessages.

MESSAGING

the PC program (essentially a big-screenmirror of the app).
Reading and writing – not to mentioning viewing photos,

videos and web pages – is much easier with a monitor and
keyboard. If you have a webcam, you can take and send photos
instantly, and if you have a mic you can send voice messages.
Unlike the mobile app, the programwon’t (yet) let you

make free voice calls or search the contents of messages.
Hopefully these features will be added soon. In fact, we
doubt it’ll be long before free video calls come toWhatsApp
(making it a good alternative to Skype).
Download and run the installer, and straight away you’ll see

a window containing a QR code. OpenWhatsApp on your
phone or tablet, tap the three dots, tapWhatsAppWeb, then
hold your device up to the QR code. You only have to do this
QR palaver the first time you use the program. Find out more
in theWhatsApp FAQ (www.snipca.com/20585).

WhatsApp?What’s up with us, more like. Why devote this page
to an app for kids instead of the latest open-sourceWindows
Explorer alternative?Well, as many of you know,WhatsApp is
too good to leave to smartphone-savvy youngsters. I’m halfway
to 90 and I’ve spent years usingWhatsApp onmy phone, tablet
and, more recently, in my browser (https://web.whatsapp.com)
to swap long messages with mymother.
At first it was a friendlier alternative to SMS texting, with no

word limits or fees, other thanmobile-data charges where
applicable. WhatsApp grew into a communications hub for
sharing photos, videos, audio clips, documents and web links.
It’s more informal than email, andmore versatile than SMS.
On the downside, your recipient needs to haveWhatsApp

installed too. What’s more, you need to install the free mobile
app (Android www.snipca.com/20586; iOS www.snipca.
com/20587) and create an account using it before you can use

1

2

34
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PRIVACY

www.snipca.com/20588
What you need:Windows 10

Use this program to find out what yourWindows 10 PC knows
about you, and allow only the permissions you want. Dozens of
privacy options such as webcam access and feedback requests
are easy to switch off or on using tickboxes under tab headings
such as Network, Edge and ‘Background-Apps’. It’s a portable
program, so it doesn’t need installing.
That’s all fantastic, and we really like this new tool. However,

it’s pretty rough and ready, andmuch of its website is in
German. Our ‘snipca’ shortened URL takes you to the English-
language home page. Click the Download link, click the top
Download button and then save and extract the Zip Launch the
program as administrator and it’ll automatically load in English,
presumably after checking your IP address (ironically this is
one of the permissions you can disable).
W10Privacy may ask to launch Registry Editor to switch off

certain permissions. Save a system restore point before agreeing
to this, in case anything goes wrong.

www.snipca.com/20590
What you need:Windows
XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1 or 10

Copy a wholeWindows operating system (OS) on to a USB
stick and run it from there on another PC. Simple! Well, no.
WinToUSB is everythingW10Privacy isn’t: well-established,
slick, installable – and requires patience and confidence to use.
Cloning an OS is a complex process. However, the program
walks you through it, and there’s plenty of help available.
The new version lets you clone your OS in encrypted ESD
(Electronic Software Download) format, as well as the more
familiar ISO.
Installation is quick and easy; scroll down the page and

click the orange Download button on the left, then save and
run the installer.

W10Privacy

SYSTEM TOOL

WinToUSB
Free 3.0

Q MyWindows 10 desktop is already crammedwith
program shortcuts, portable tools, Notepad files
and favourite photos. I like having them there –

if I hid them in Library folders, I’d lose track. I just want a
way to organise the mess better than using ‘Sort by’. Can
you help?

Mike Fowley

A
Themost sophisticated tool for this job is Fences
(www.snipca.com/20593), which lets you ‘draw’
shaded areas on your desktop to house different

categories. You can then drag the shaded boxes around,
create rules to organise icons automatically, and swipe
betweenmultiple pages of boxes. However it’s not free - but
at a reasonable $9.99 (£6.95) youmay decide it’s worth the
cash, and there’s a free trial.
Our favourite completely free

desktop-organiser is Shortcuts
To Tray (www.snipca.com/
20591). This portable program
works quite differently from
Fences. It lets you add program
shortcuts, folders, files, tasks,
browser bookmarks andmore
to menus that hide in your system tray until you need them.
The program has just been updated to support Windows 10
as well as 7 and 8/8.1, and it’s very easy to use.
To download, click the little black-and-white arrow icon

next to the program’s name (it took us a few clicks to
discover that), then save and extract the Zip. When you
launch ‘ShortcutsToTray.exe’, there’s no programwindow
– the program sits in your system tray. Click the tiny red-
white-and-blue icon to see all your shortcut categories.
Click one, and then click Add New Item to start filling up
the lists (see screenshot).

WHAT SHOULD I DOWNLOAD?

What can I use to tidy my
desktop?

We tell you what software to use

Do you need our advice onwhat software to use?
Just email us at letters@computeractive.co.uk

You’ll findmore superb
free programs in our
144-page book: TheDefinitive
Guide to Free Software

TheDefinitive Guide
to Free Software

BUY IT NOW
FROMAMAZON
atwww.snipca.com/16785

e
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upgrade at around £30.The 1TB hard
drive is a Seagate Barracuda, nippier than
the slow drives occasionally found on
cheaper PCs.There’s room for more
drives inside, of course, as well as three
fast USB 3.0 ports for external storage.
One of these could also be used for an
802.11acWi-Fi adapter, if your router’s
too far away to run a cable to the Gigabit
Ethernet socket. There are also three USB
2.0 ports – fewer than on some systems,
but more than enough for most people.
Although the Elite Inspire CA isn’t a top

performer, it’s a notch above a budget PC,
and with the extras it works out as great
value. Sooner or later there’ll be a better
one for less, but if you want our advice,
sieze the moment.

There are two questions peopl
always ask you when your job
writing about PCs. One is whe h
best time to buy a PC, and the h
when’s the best time to get rid f
Well, here’s the answer to both h
is no right time. Whenever you d
youmight have got a better de l
month later.Sorry, we realise th
not helpful. But the good new f
there’s no right time, there’s n
wrong time either.
Setting aside thewhen, the

question iswhat to buy – and h
also means deciding what to k
Let’s say you have a five-year-old d k
PC with a keyboard andmous y
picked up in Asda and a 21in monitor
that’s been looking a bit the worse for
wear. In theory, you could hang on to
those bits and bobs and plug them back

into a new PC. After all, it’s the core
components that count.Then again, the
parts that interact with your hands and
eyes are also pretty important. Shouldn’t
you just invest in a whole new setup?
This bundle fromMeshmakes a

convincing argument for it. It’s a tower
systemwith a fast i5 processor from
Intel’s latest Skylake range, a decent Full
HDmonitor, a solid brand-name keyboard
andmouse, and even a set of powered
speakers. All for only £549, which you
could easily spend on a PC alone.
The 24in monitor, Acer’s K242HL (see

w p / 2),
and gives great picture quality. Deep
blacks contribute to punchy contrast,
and colour is accurate enough for photo
editing. Logitech’s popular MK270
wireless keyboard andmouse are
well-made and comfortable to use.
Meanwhile, the Creative A250 speaker
set provides clear sound from its two
compact stereo drivers, backed by lots of
bass presence from the subwoofer unit,
should you choose to turn it up.
The PC itself comes in a plain black

case (made by Fractal Design) that’s no
bigger than necessary, while still
providing room for expansion. With
nothing spent on soundproofing, it’s not
the quietest PC, so the best place for it is
probably under your desk. In our tests,
the i5-6400 processor worked as briskly
as we’d expect with everydayWindows
tasks. However, unlike some pricier i5
and i7 machines, it plodded a little in
more ambitious tasks. You could add a
graphics card later in the PCI-Express x16
slot, but bear in mind the limitations of
the 400W power supply. You could
probably get away with playing more
basic 3D games without it.
A sensible 8GB of memory is supplied,

and evenmore sensibly it’s on a single
module, leaving the second slot free to
add another if required: a cost-effective

Mesh Elite Inspire CA
PC ❘ £549 fromMeshwww.snipca.com/20748

A complete PC with good peripherals

VERDICT:The trick to creating value in
mid-range computers is not spending
moneywhere you don’t have to, and
Mesh has got that prettymuch spot-on

★★★★★

ALTERNATIVE:Chillblast Fusion
Orion i3 £400You could add
peripherals to this for abou
the same price, with 802.1 n
Wi-Fi and a DVD drive
included. An i5 processor
costs £89 extra

Fusion
add
out
11nSPECIFICATIONS

2.7GHz Intel quad-core i5-6400 •• 8GBmemory •• 1TB
hard drive •• 24in 1920x1080-pixel display •• Gigabit
Ethernet •• HDMI •• DVI •• VGA ••Windows 10Home ••
358x175x410xmm (HxWxD) •• One-yearwarranty
www.snipca.com/20748

With this PC, money
has been spent in all
the right places

le
ob is
en’s the

he other is
d of it.
h: there
ou do it,
deal a
that’s
ws is, if
no

next
that
keep.
-old desktop
se you
monitor

www.snipca.com/20742), looks smart
and gives great picture quality. Deep

BUY IT!
★★★★★
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HOWWE TEST
Computeractive is owned by Dennis
Publishing, which owns a hi-tech facility
for testing the latest technology. You’ll
often read references to our benchmark
testing, which is amethod of assessing
products using the same criteria. For
example, we test the speed of every
PC and the battery life of every tablet
in exactly the sameway. Thismakes
our reviews authoritative, rigorous
and accurate.
Dennis Publishing also owns

themagazinesPCPro,Computer
Shopper,WebUser andMicroMart
and thewebsite Expert Reviews
(www.expertreviews.co.uk). This
meanswe can test thousands of
products before choosing themost
relevant forComputeractive.

FAIR AND IMPARTIAL
Ourwriters follow strict guidelines to
ensure the reviews are fair and
impartial. Themanufacturer has no
involvement in our tests.

OURAWARDS

BUY IT!
★★★★★

Weaward every product
that gets five stars our
Buy It! stamp of approval.
It meanswewere

extremely impressed by the product,
andwe think youwill be too.

Every product that gets a
four-star review is given
the Great Pick award.We
highly recommend these

products, although they just fail tomeet
the high standard of our Buy It! winners.

PRICES
Our reviews contain a link to the best
pricewe foundonlineat the timeofpress.

VERDICT: It’s not the best value, but
this business computer could teach the
average consumer system a thing or
two about build quality

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE:Mesh Elite
Essential Skylake CA£499
With a slower i5 processor
but a huge 2TB hard drive,
Wi-Fi and a graphics card,
this is a better all-rounder

SPECIFICATIONS
3.2GHz Intel Core i5-6500 quad-core processor ••
4GBmemory •• 500GB hard drive •• Gigabit Ethernet
•• 6x USB 3.0 ports •• 2x USB 2.0 ports ••Windows 7
Professional •• 274x154x350mm (HxWxD) •• 8kg ••
Three-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/20638
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PC ❘ £563 from Dell www.snipca.com/20638

Dell Optiplex 5040 Mini Tower
A PC that does the business

Some serious kit,
with a practical design
and room to expand

might want to upgrade. It’s impressively
neat, and there’s plenty of room for
memory, drives, graphics cards and
more. Yet the whole thing remains
reasonably compact. A small form factor
version reduces the size even further,
but you probably want a desktop PC
with expansion room.
The specifications aren’t amazing for

this kind of price. A quad-core i5
processor from Intel’s latest Skylake range
will cope well with most apps, but it
doesn’t come with a graphics card as
standard, although the integrated
graphics will suffice for most tasks and
basic games. 4GB of memory isn’t
generous, so youmight soon want to
addmore, and the 500GB hard drive is
neither especially big nor fast. Wi-Fi
isn’t built in. Other configurations are
available (see www.snipca.com/20639),
but annoyingly you can’t choose
individual components.
Dell advertises these PCs with

Windows 7, because many businesses
prefer it, but Windows 10 is included.
You also get Dell’s three-year ‘next
business day’ warranty, so if anything
goes wrong you’ll have phone and online
support, and if necessary they’ll deliver
replacement parts or send someone
round with a spanner.

The front fascia has two distinct
sections: a chunky criss-crossed grille
and a panel with multiple ports and a
striking vertical DVD drive positioned
below the large power switch.The panel
features two USB 2.0 ports, two USB 3.0
ports and an SD card reader handily
placed near the top of the unit.
Instead of wrestling the case off, you

can release the side panel using a blue
tab at the back. More tabs inside let you
fold out the storage cage from the
motherboard for easy access to parts you

Look around any electronics shop, and
you’ll find the computers they sell from
the shelves aren’t the same ones they use
on the counter. That’s because most big
PC brands make entirely different ranges
for consumers and businesses.
Dell’s Optiplex 5040 series is definitely

aimed at the office, not the home.
But it’s cheap enough to consider for
home use.The first thing we noticed was
the quality of the case. Most affordable
PCs come in a basic black plastic box
that aims to keep costs down, or a curvy
multi-coloured confection designed to
catch shoppers’ eyes. By contrast, the
Optiplex looks like a piece of serious
industrial equipment.

te
99
or
e,
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Does anyone else remember PDAs, or did
we dream them? Before there were
smartphones, there were pocket
computers from companies like Psion
and Palm. And their black-and-white
screens came with that essential
accessory: the stylus.
It seems odd to feel nostalgic for

something we were only too happy to
give up. Glorified cocktail sticks are
frustratingly easy to mislay, after all, but
we can generally find our fingers.
So it’s not immediately obvious why a

smartphone company would want to
revive the stylus. Except that it’s already
happened, with Samsung’s Galaxy Note
series, and although the Note 5 never
made it to the UK, a Note 6 is eagerly
anticipated.

So LG’s Stylus 2, available to buy here
now, isn’t going out on such a limb. With
a slim, light case that looks a lot classier
thanmost plastic phones, and a big 5.7in
screen, it’s an interesting mid-priced
device regardless of the stylus.
LG’s version of Android 6.0

Marshmallow comes with a bright green
background by default. Funnily enough,
that’s the only colour the display is good
at: blues and reds are dull, adding up to
only 72 per cent of the sRGB range. It’s
not as sharp as other leading phones,
either, but it’s saved from looking too
dingy by high brightness and contrast.
As for that stylus, it’s stored neatly in a

hole at the top, automatically activating
LG’s Pen Pop software when removed.

SPECIFICATIONS
5.7in 1280x720-pixel screen •• 13-megapixel
rear camera •• 8-megapixel front camera •• 16GB
flash storage ••microSD card slot •• 802.11nWi-Fi ••
Bluetooth 4.1 •• 3G/4G •• 155x80x7.4mm (HxWxD) ••
145g •• One-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/20746

VERDICT: If you can put upwith less-
than-speedyweb browsing, this is a
good phonewith features youwon’t
find elsewhere

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE:OnePlus 2 £249
Nowavailable to orde
without an invitation, h
5.5in phone is faster a
has a better screen,
though no stylus

Compact
USB sticks
Transcend JetFlash 710S 16GB
USB 3.0Metallic
£9 fromAmazonwww.
snipca.com/20773
AUSB ‘thumb drive’ is
a handyway to expand
the limited built-in storage of amodern
laptop or convertible PC, but if left
sticking out it can get knocked, causing
data corruption. Extra-small models are
made to solve the problem.The JetFlash
leaves only a centimetre protruding, with
a loop to attach to a keyring.

Kingston DataTraveler 64GB
Micro USB 3.1
£13.49 fromAmazon
www.snipca.
com/20774
This sturdy keyring
drive sticks out a bit further than the
Transcend,making it a borderline entry
in the ‘extra small’ category. Itswrite
speed (how fast data copies to it from
the PC) is slow, but read speed is likely
to bemore important, and it’s good
value for its capacity.

PKparis K’1 32GB USB 3.0
£26 fromAmazon
www.snipca.com/20775
At a tiny 1.2 cm, this is
the smallest USB stick
you can get. Once
it’s plugged in you’ll
almost forget it’s there.
You do pay for the privilege and it’s
not particularly fast, but it’ll never get
caught on your sleeve.

SanDisk Ultra Fit 64GB USB 3.0
£12 fromAmazon
www.snipca.com/20776
Its plastic head looks ugly,
but this competitively
priced drive isworth
considering. Tests have
found its read andwrite spe
beat ‘micro’ rivals, although there are
much faster full-size USB sticks. Not as
attractive as themetal loop designs, but
it feels even less likely to get knocked
while inserted.

The best…
LG Stylus 2
SMARTPHONE ❘ £250 from Very www.snipca com/20745

A phone with a pen

er
this
and

snipca.com/20745

You can scribble
notes and diagrams or
annotate documents
with Pop Scanner

sh 710S 16GB

w.

75

USB 3.0

75

76

pepeeds

You can then scribble notes and diagrams
or annotate documents you’ve scanned
with the Pop Scanner camera app.
Unlike, say, Apple’s Pencil or Microsoft’s
Surface Pen, however, it doesn’t work
with apps made by other companies.
But LG has another trick up its

sleeve from the 1990s: built-in radio.
A DAB+ receiver means you can listen
to digital stations for free, without
using up your mobile data allowance.
Just plug in a pair of headphones: it
uses the cable as an aerial.
We were happy with the results from

the 13-megapixel camera, too, both
indoors and out. What the Stylus 2
doesn’t have, though, is a powerful
processor chip, and web browsing felt
quite slow and jerky.The removable
battery lasted us 11-and-a-half hours of
video playback, and the 16GB of storage
can be expanded with a microSD card.
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VERDICT:HTC is ambitious in asking
a higher price for this than a G5, S7 or
6s, but it’s a lovely phonewithmuch to
recommend it

★★★★★

ALTERNATIVE: Samsung
Galaxy S7 £549 Screen,
camera, battery life and
performance beat almost
everything else, even if it
looks a bit bland

SPECIFICATIONS
5.2in 2560x1440-pixel screen •• 12-megapixel rear
camera •• 5-megapixel front camera •• 32GB flash
storage •• 802.11acWi-Fi •• Bluetooth 4.2 •• 3G/4G ••
Android 6.0 •• 146x72x9mm (HxWxD) •• 161g •• One-
yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/20771

The HTC 10 is
one of the fastest
phones around

HTC 10
SMARTPHONE ❘ £580 from Very www.snipca.com/20769

You get what you pay for

BUY IT!
★★★★★

It’s a cunning plan to call your
smartphone ‘10’. Hmm, I wonder how
manymarks out of 10 we should give this?
Well, sorry HTC, we only go up to five.
If only getting a positive reviewwas as

simple as sticking a number after the
product’s name. In reality, the product
has to impress us.That’s not something
HTC proved very good at with last year’s
M9, which was basically their previous
phone with a different rubbish camera
and the battery life of a turnip.
Pick up the 10, and fears of another

‘not very new phone’ fiasco are allayed:
new chamfered edges catch the light
dramatically and give the all-metal body
a strong industrial feel. Except for
iPhone-style aerial strips across the top
and bottom, the case is otherwise plain,
but in a good way.The curved back gives
very thin edges at the expense of a
distinct bulge in the middle, a shape
that feels great in your hand.

Besides having lots of pixels and
high contrast, the medium-sized 5.2in
screen covers 99 per cent of the sRGB
colour range with exceptional accuracy.
HTCmakes a point of catering for ears
as well as eyes, and the built-in multi-
speaker BoomSound Hi-Fi system did
sound impressive. A very good pair of
Hi-Res earbuds also comes in the box,
and for other audio accessories HTC
is unusual in supporting Apple’s

AirPlay, which gives better sound quality
than Bluetooth.
A fingerprint sensor is built into the

Home button, iPhone-style. We didn’t
find this as convenient as those mounted
on the back, and it didn’t work every
time for us. But because HTC has no
equivalent of Apple Pay, it only serves to
unlock the phone. You get a practical
32GB of storage, plus a microSD slot that
takes any capacity of card.
Inside, the Snapdragon 820 processor

makes the HTC 10 one of the fastest
phones around, even if it couldn’t quite
keep up with the LG G5 in our tests. Web
browsing, games and everything else felt
very smooth. At just over 12 hours of
video playback, battery life isn’t in the
league of Samsung’s 17-hour Galaxy S7,
but it’s still perfectly acceptable. HTC’s
version of Android 6.0, called Sense, now
has evenmore attractive themes and
customisations; other than that, it’s free
of clutter.
Finally, yes, they’ve fixed the camera.

Instead of 20-megapixel images with
poor exposure, the 10 takes just 12
megapixels, using a bigger sensor for
each of them. Although its f/1.8 lens
aperture isn’t quite as big as on some
rival phones, it took superb photos for
us in daylight, sharp and with a real
sense of presence, despite a slight haze in
the brightest areas. If you’re picky, the
ability to save Raw images gives youmore
scope to tweak tone later in an editing

app. Indoors, we got fairly dingy shots
with questionable white balance, but
we’ve seen worse.
The only feature of the HTC 10 that

really lets it down is the price: it’s selling
for more than the iPhone 6s, more than
the LG G5 andmore than the Samsung S7.
True, the iPhone only has 16GB and no
microSD, so you should really consider
the 64GBmodel, at about £30more than
the HTC 10.The G5 is definitely cheaper,
but kind of weird.The S7, though, is
superior all round, and waterproof too.
We did like the HTC 10 enough to give it
top marks, but we would wait for the
price to fall before buying it.
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SPECIFICATIONS
27in VA LCD •• 1920x1080-pixel resolution •• 1x
DisplayPort •• 1x HDMI port •• x VGA port •• 5W stereo
speakers •• 457x614x270mm (HxWxD) •• Two-year
warrantywww.snipca.com/20644

VERDICT:We’re not averse to curved
monitors, but it’s hard to seewhy you’d
sacrifice other qualities for it at this kind
of price

★★★☆☆

ALTERNATIVE:AOCQ2577PWQ£230
This stylish screen is slightly smaller,
but that onlymakes its higher
resolution look all
the sharper. Unlike
Samsung’smonitor, it
has height adjustment
and pivot

Samsung LC27F591FDUXEN

PCMONITOR ❘ £259 from Samsungwww.snipca.com/20643

Honey, I bent the screen

s higher

t
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The wraparound
effect works rather
nicely, but it’s just
too expensive

Once upon a time, TV sets bulged like
fishbowls around the cathode ray tubes
that fired electrons at the glass screen.
Later, Sony’s Trinitron all but eliminated
the curve from top to bottom, but not
side to side. Only with the switch to LCD
did we get completely flat screens. And
finally, the electronic display was
perfected.

Or was it? Somemanufacturers are
convinced we haven’t gone far enough,
and want to carry on right through from
convex to concave. New curved screens
sweep forward at the sides, enveloping
you in the picture. Or they would, if you
were a Borrower. For normal-sized folk
watching telly across a living room, it just
means the person on the edge of the sofa
ends up looking at the picture from an
evenmore oblique angle than necessary.
We don’t think this will catch on until
HDTVs get even bigger or people
become smaller.
In a PCmonitor, though, it actually

makes sense. Choose a wide enough
model, like this 27in, and sit close to it, as
you would normally, and the wraparound
effect works rather nicely.The curve is a
segment of a cylinder, and it really pays
off if you have the space
to sit two or three screens
side by side.The latest 3D
graphics cards specialise
in warping computer-
generated scenes to look
realistic when shown
this way.
Meanwhile, back in the

real world, a single unit is
reasonably affordable,
and could be used for
any computing purpose.
Avoiding a multi-monitor setup

FDUXEN

not only preserves your bank balance,
but lets you take advantage of Samsung’s
attractive adjustable stand to tilt the panel
to your preferred angle. There’s no height
adjustment, but it sits a fair distance off
the desktop anyway.The narrow silver
bezel around the screen and the sleek
white back panel, mercifully uncluttered
except for a tidy set of ports, make a
futuristic impression that’s further
enhanced by the console-style thumb
stick that’s used instead of buttons to
operate the setupmenus.
Full HD (1920x1080 pixels) is not a

particularly high resolution for this size
of display. In fact, it’s the lowest you can
get. But with high contrast and covering
99.2 per cent of the sRGB colour range,
the picture looks great. Out of the box, it
looked a bit bluer than we’d have liked,
and we had to resort to our calibration
equipment to fix this, although you could
do the same by eye with some twiddling.
Because it uses the VA type of LCD, the

screen stays clearly visible even
if you’re not looking at it
straight on.
In short, as long as you’re

not looking for an extra-sharp
4K screen, this is fine for
almost any purpose. FreeSync
is supported for newer AMD
graphics cards, and the
maximum refresh rate of 72Hz
will impress gamers. We also
eliminated ghosting by setting
the response time to Faster

(but not Fastest) in the menus.
Non-gamers needn’t worry about any of
this. There’s no USB hub built in, so PC
accessories will have to plug into your
system unit rather than the monitor, but
there is pair of 5-watt speakers, which we
found a lot better than we expected.
This is a very goodmonitor, but when

you can get a sharper 2560x1440-pixel
screen such as the 25in AOC Q2577PWQ
(see our review, Issue 455) for less, or a
4K Iiyama G-Master Gold Phoenix (see
Issue 476) for only a little more, the price
can’t quite be justified. Curves will have
to get cheaper to win our vote.
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SPECIFICATIONS
5670x1440dpimax print resolution •• 9ppmquoted
speed (mono) •• 4.5ppmquoted speed (colour) ••
1200x2400dpi maximum scan resolution •• SD
card slot •• USB •• 802.11nWi-Fi •• 145x390x300mm
(HxWxD) •• 4.2kg •• One-yearwarranty
www.snipca.com/20662

EpsonExpression
Home XP-432

PRINTER ❘ £55 from Staples www.snipca.com/20660

A small all-in-one printer

VERDICT:There’s nothing seriously
wrongwith this printer and it’s cheap to
buy, but neither its speed nor its running
costs impressed us

★★★☆☆

ALTERNATIVE:Canon PixmaMG5750
£70Canon’s bulkierWi-Fi printer
lacks an SD card slot
and costs a littlemore,
but has duplex
printing and
cheaper ink

and the buttons
didn’t work every
time we pressed
them, so a bit of jabbing and hoping is
involved in operating the numerous
functions. Wi-Fi is built in, and Epson’s
apps provide a flexible range of options
for printing from and scanning to your
PC, Mac, phone or tablet, while Apple’s
AirPrint is also supported for iPhone
and iPad apps.
The claimed nine pages per minute

(ppm) is not especially fast for text
printing, and although the XP-432 did
achieve it in our tests, it only managed
2.4ppm in colour. Basic scanning was
speedy at 10 seconds for an A4 page at
150 dots per inch (dpi), but upping this to
a full-quality 300dpi tripled the time
taken. A 6x4in colour photo took 35
seconds to scan at an enlargeable 600dpi;
similarly sized colour pictures took a
painful three minutes each to print.
Photocopies, available with a few

button presses, weren’t very fast either, at
14 seconds for black-and-white or 34
seconds in colour, and the absence of an
automatic feeder made multi-page
documents hard work.The XP-432 can
neither scan nor print both sides of the
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From a distance, the XP-432 looks much
like any other inkjet printer/scanner/
copier. Then you realise you’re not seeing
it from a distance – it’s just very small.
That makes it an attractive option for a
crowded desk. As with Epson’s other
budget printers, the colour screen is tiny
– even smaller than the one on the back
of your average digital camera – which
makes it less useful than it should be for
previewing photos from the SD card slot.
Still, it’s handy that you can tilt the

control panel up to make the LCD and its
associated buttons (it’s not a touchscreen)
easier to see. Unfortunately, it’s just as
easy to accidentally knock it down again,

more,ore,

Q My 7-year-old granddaughter
loves her tablet, but says she
would sometimes like a proper

keyboard. I immediately thought of a
Chromebook, but I recall you
mentioning that not all Android apps
will work on one. Is this correct?

Duncan Bird

A
It’s worse than that, Duncan:
no Android apps will work on
a Chromebook, because

Android and Chrome OS are two

Should I buy a Chromebook for my granddaughter?
entirely different operating systems, even
though both are made by Google.
Youmust be psychic, however, because

as we were putting this issue of
Computeractive together, Google
announced it would enable selected
Chromebooks to run Android apps,
starting this month. Models include
Acer’s Chromebook R11 (pictured, see our
review, Issue 470). You can find a full list
at www.snipca.com/20679.
If your granddaughter is accustomed to

her tablet, another option would be a

Bluetooth keyboard to use with it.
Logitech’s K480 (£50 from John Lewis
www.snipca.com/20680) is attractive
and practical, with a slot to hold most
tablets at a suitable angle. Some tablets
have keyboardsmade to fit: for example,
both Logitech and Samsung offer
keyboard cases for Samsung’s Galaxy
Tab series, while a range of keyboards
are available to fit Apple’s iPads.

WHAT SHOULD I BUY?

Do you need advice onwhat you should buy?
Email us at letters@computeractive.co.uk

We solve your buying dilemmas

paper (duplex) without manual
assistance. Our prints, scans and copies
all looked very good, but at around 9.3p
per colour page, running costs work out
slightly higher than average.
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Reviews

The tablet market has gone a bit quiet in
the past fewmonths. Even Apple’s iPads
haven’t been selling quite as well as
expected.There’s a feeling that maybe
everyone who wanted a tablet has got one
and is quite happy with it, thank you.
They don’t get broken as easily as phones,
and we don’t rely so much on their
cameras, so there are fewer incentives to
replace or upgrade them.
No doubt we’ll see more newmodels

trying to tempt us with eye-catching
features like extra-large screens and
built-in projectors, but Huawei has stuck
to the essentials with the MediaPad M2
10. Aside from the fingerprint sensor in
the Home button, there’s nothing
especially advanced here, but the metal
case, in silver or gold, is beautifully
made and only a fraction thicker and
heavier than the one with a half-eaten
fruit on the back.

The 10in display is closer to widescreen
format than the iPad’s,making it a little
more unwieldy to hold, but giving
narrower black bars when watching
videos. Although its 1920x1200-pixel
resolution is relatively coarse by today’s
standards, it looked sharp to us, and
despite covering only 86 per cent of the
sRGB colour range, high levels of
brightness and good contrast gave the
screen impact.
Like the new iPad Pros, the M2 has four

speakers so that it can direct stereo
output to the left and right whichever
way round you’re holding it. These are

SPECIFICATIONS
10.1in 1920x1200-pixel screen •• 13-megapixel rear
camera •• 5-megapixel front camera •• 16GB flash
storage •• 802.11acWi-Fi •• Bluetooth 4.0 •• 3G/4G
•• 240x173x7.3mm (HxWxD) •• 496g •• One-year
warrantywww.snipca.com/20692

VERDICT:TheattractiveM2 10 sneaks
into four-star territory, but lacks
standout features to balance its flaws

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE: Samsung
Galaxy S2 9.7 £350With
32GB storage plus a
microSD card slot, thismay
not look good value but it’s
a better Android tablet

Huawei MediaPad M2 10
TABLET ❘ £250 from Currys www.snipca.com/20691

A stylish Android tablet

A decent screen and
fast performance, but
lacks storage space

made by the reputable audio
manufacturer Harman Kardon, which
ought to be a good sign. We didn’t find
the sound as rich or clear as the iPad
Pro’s, but it beat most other tablets.
In theory, the rear camera, with 13

megapixels and a bright f2/0 lens,
should be great indoors and out. In
practice, we got decent shots out in
the sun (albeit lacking a little detail),
but indoors it struggled. For a tablet,
however, both this rear camera and
the 5-megapixel ‘selfie’ camera were
acceptable. At 10 hours of video playback
in our tests, the M2 10’s battery life is at
least as good as an iPad’s, even if it can’t
match pricier Android tablets such as
Sony’s Xperia Z4.
As wementioned when we tested the

company’s P9 smartphone (see our
review, Issue 476), Huawei’s Kirin
processors can keep up with their fastest
rivals in some tests, but across a range of
everyday tasks they fall behind. When
playing games their inferior graphics
performance is unmistakable. An equally
frustrating limitation of the M2 10 is its
16GB of storage, which leaves you with
too little space for more than a few apps,
movie downloads and photos. Huawei
could have helped by providing a
microSD card slot for more.
Instead, it offers a Premiummodel

(£350 fromwww.snipca.com/20693)
with 64GB, a neat case and an M-pen
stylus, supported by handwriting

recognition software.This also has 3GB
rather than 2GB of memory, improving
performance when you’re flicking
between apps or web pages. Unless your
budget is tight or you won’t want to store
much, you should pick this model. At the
time of writing, however, stocks were
low, pushing up the price from the £330
we saw soon after launch.
And price is really the M2 10’s problem.

It’s undeniably cheaper than an iPad: the
similarly sized iPad Air 2 starts at £349
with 16GB and no case or stylus, and with
64GB it’ll cost you £429. But the M2 10
runs Android 5.1 (Lollipop), not the latest
version (6.0, Marshmallow). Apple’s new
iOS 9 is far superior to Android 5.1.
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SPECIFICATIONS
3600dpi scanner •• 48-bit colour depth •• Requires
Windows 7, 8 or 10 or OSX 10.8 or later ••
04x175x259mm (HxWxD) •• 1.6kg •• One-year
warrantywww.snipca.com/20696

VERDICT: It’s an attractively simple
machine, but the OpticFilm 135
disappointed uswith its inflexibility

★★☆☆☆

ALTERNATIVE:Canon CanoScan
9000FMkII £160Thismulti-purpose
flatbed scannermay p
in scanning 35mmfilm
but it makes a better
job of it

35MMFILM SCANNER ❘ £250 from Park Cameraswww.snipca.com/20694

Digitise your 35mm slides
Plustek OpticFilm 135

COMING SOON
SUMMER 2016
It’s now thought that AMD’s next
range of graphics processors, known
as Polaris, will appear in cards called
the R9 470 and 480, following on
from the likes of the R9 390
(pictured). AMD chips
could end up in Apple’s
nextMacBook Promodels.

SUMMER 2016
Despite rumours it would be here
in Spring, Samsung’s Galaxy Note 5
stylus phone has yet to go on sale in the
UK. Now speculation is turning to the
Note 6, expected in the summer
Interestingly, Samsu g s
registered tradema k
for ‘Iris’ and ‘Eyeprin
technology.

AUTUMN2016
We’d hoped theremight be news
of a revampedNexus 7 tablet
at Google’s I/O conference last
month, but nothing appeared.
Still, we have high hopes that it
will arrive later this year.

NEXT ISSUE
Vodafone Smart Prime 7
Android 6.0 smartphone
for just £75

Chillblast Fusion Nitro
£500 all-round PC that

runsWindows 10

ON SALE
22 June

Theseandmuchmore…

Subscribe toComputeractive at
www.getcomputeractive.co.uk

Theseandmuchmore…
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With the rise of do-it-all printer/scanner/
toaster/hoovers, you don’t often see
separate scanners these days. Something
you can’t usually do with those you
find onmulti-function devices,
however, is scan 35mm slides.
This requires three special
features: a way of getting the slides in
accurately and efficiently; the ability to
shine light through them (known in the
trade as ‘transmissive’ rather than
‘reflective’ scanning); and a very high
resolution, because you’re going to want
to view and print the resulting digital
images much bigger than the postage-
stamp originals.

The OpticFilm 135 is one of various
compact slide scanners that are built for
this task. It’s about the size of a small
loaf, and unlike other models that stand
up vertically and feed slides through
from side to side, it sits flat on your desk
and rolls a little tray out of the front to
collect your originals (see main image).
Two trays are included: one that takes
four mounted transparencies, while the
other accommodates up to six frames of
film, which you’ll need to cut from the
roll. The trays are robust, with magnetic
clasps rather than fiddly plastic clips, but

Its unique design
can’t make up for poor
scan results and fiddly
operation

there are no nubbins for the sprocket
holes, so we found it tricky to get
negatives positioned accurately.
Because no driver software is provided

to use with image-editing programs, you
have to use Plustek’s supplied Page Scan
Plus app, which works inWindows and
on Macs.This is neatly presented, but
always scans the whole area, taking four
minutes at the full 3600dpi resolution,
even if you only have one slide. You can
choose from the usual range of image
formats for output, but if you pick JPEG a
default level of compression is applied,
visibly reducing quality, and there doesn’t
seem to be any way to change this.
Unlike pricier scanners from Plustek

and other companies, the OpticFilm 135
has no dust-removal or noise-reduction
features, so unless your slides are pristine
you’ll be left trying to clean up the results
in other software, inevitably with limited
success. We don’t expect miracles at this
price, but it’s hard to see why you
wouldn’t be better off with a good
general-purpose flatbed scanner that
includes film capability.
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2017
Now thatMicrosoft has laid offmost of
the staff it took on fromNokia, it’ll
be focusing on its first own
phone, the Surface h
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Asus UX305
£550 fromwww.snipca.com/19439
Tested Issue 447

Samsung Galaxy S2 7
£300 fromwww.snipca.com/20438
Tested: Issue 462

Apple iPhone SE
£359 fromwww.snipca.com/20175
Te d I 474

Samsung Galaxy S7
£570 fromwww.snipca.com/20086
Tested: Issue 473

Apple iPad Air 2
£349 fromwww.snipca.com/20435
Tested: Issue 437

13.3in is a practical size for a laptop, and
this light but sturdy ‘ultrabook’ has a
smart and slim design that does justice
to its capable performance. Upgradeable
toWindows 10, it’s limitedmainly by its
128GB SSD,whichmakes it work fast, but
might leave you needingmore space.

ALTERNATIVE Toshiba Satellite C40-C
This 14inWindows 10 laptop looks like
it costs a lotmore. It’s not themost
amazing PC, but it’s fantastic for the price.
£200 fromwww.snipca.com/20245

LAPTOP

ANDROID TABLET APPLE IPHONE ANDROID PHONE

APPLE IPAD

Tested Issue 447Tested: Issue 447

Buy ItBuy It £15 from www.snipca.com/19124

Find out what other products we liked.
Buy our new 2015 Back Issue CD:

Our pick of products that havewon theBuy It award

Mesh Elite Essential
Skylake CA
£499 fromwww.snipca.com/19822
Tested: Issue 471

This compact tower system spends
yourmoneywisely on an excellent
Intel i5 Skylake processor for all-round
performance.The 2TB hard drive gives
you plenty of space for all your files, and
fast 802.11acWi-Fi is built in.

ALTERNATIVE: Dell Inspiron 24 5000
If you prefer your desktop PC in one
neat box, this Intel i5 system has all
the essentials at a reasonable price.
£650 fromwww.snipca.com/20205

DESKTOP PC
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ed: Issue 471

It may be Apple s budget phone, but
the smaller SE beatsmost others in the
marketwith top-end processing power,
a great screen and camera, fingerprint
recognition and Apple Pay. You should
consider paying £439 for the 64GB
model, though.

ALTERNATIVE: iPhone6sA bigger
screen, better camera and 3D Touch
justify the price, but aswith the SE the
64GBmodel (£619) is the best choice.
£539 fromwww.snipca.com/20441

Tested: Issue 474

may be Apple’e’s ‘bududget’ phone bubut Restoring themicroSD slot to allow
extra storage (something all Apple
devices still lack)makes this an even
more practical top-end phone than the
S6,with a fantastic screen and camera
and incredible 18-hour battery life.

ALTERNATIVE:MotorolaMotoG
(3rd gen)Samsung’s J5 is a strong
contender, but thewaterproofMoto
G, nowdiscounted, is our all-round
favourite budget phone £130 from
www.snipca.com/20434

Getting old, but still wonderfully slim
and powerful. Buywith 64GB (£429)
and you’ll never run out of space.The
Promodels are greatwith Apple’s
keyboard and Pencil, butwork out
muchmore expensive.

ALTERNATIVE: iPadMini 2 Slower
than the iPadMini 4,with no fingerprint
recognition and a less vivid screen, but
an iPad at this price is great value. £219
fromwww.snipca.com/20436

TheSonyXperia Z4 is too expensive
and Google’s cheaper Nexus 9 has
been discontinued, leaving the 32GB S2
9.7 as the bestmid-sized choice. It’s a
serious rival to the iPadAir 2, albeit slower.

ALTERNATIVE: SamsungGalaxyS28.0
Samsung also has the best iPadMini
rival. It’s not as fast as the iPadMini 4,
but has 32GB and a great screen. £280
fromwww.snipca.com/20437

9.7
om/20438

PRICE
DROP
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Buy ItBUY IT!
★★★★★

Kaspersky Internet
Security 2016
£16.95 fromwww.snipca.com/17874
Tested: Issue 437

AOC Q2778VQE
£214 fromwww.snipca.com/19416
Tested: Issue 468

Trendnet TEW-812DRU
£94 fromwww.snipca.com/20594
Tested: Issue 427

Synology DiskStation
DS215j
£138 fromwww.snipca.com/20770
Tested: Issue 449

Kaspersky Internet Security 2016haswon
our past sevenantivirus tests. Compatible
withWindows 10, the2016edition is
available at anexclusive reader discount
onourSoftwareStore.Go to the link
above for aone-device licence, or buy
a three-device licence for just £19.95at
www.snipca.com/20247.

ALTERNATIVE: Avast Free Antivirus
Almost as good asKaspersky, but
sometimes blocked legitimate software.
Free fromwww.snipca.com/16493

It comeswith no extras, such as
built-in speakers or a USB hub, but
this 2560x1440 panel gives you a full
27in screenwith excellent contrast and
colour accuracy at a very reasonable
price. It’s a little laggy for gamers, but
there’s no ghosting onmotion.

ALTERNATIVE: Dell UltraSharp U2414H
This 1920x1080, 24in screen has a
stand that can switch to portrait mode.
Colour accuracy is excellent. £188 from
www.snipca.com/18207

An incredibly fast 802.11ac router
that’s also one of the cheapestwe’ve
seen. It’s superb and it’s the router to
buy if you’re ready tomake the jump
to 802.11ac.

ALTERNATIVE: LinksysWRT1900AC
More expensive, but even faster and
with loads of features too. £180 from
www.snipca.com/14950

This two-drive NAS enclosure has it all
– fast performance, easy configuration
and plenty of extra features. Its only
flaw is that installation is a little fiddly –
but if youwant quality network storage,
then this is the obvious choice.

ALTERNATIVE: Synology DS414j
A four-drive NAS that’s generally fast
and easy to set up and use. £245 from
www.snipca.com/16707

SECURITY SOFTWARE

PCMONITOR ROUTER NAS
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Amazon Kindle Paperwhite
£110 fromwww.snipca.com/17776
Tested: Issue 458

With a newhigh-resolution screen, the
affordable Kindle lacks only automatic
brightness adjustment and page-turn
buttons (you have to swipe the screen).
It’s great value as long as you’re happy
to buy your books fromAmazon.

ALTERNATIVE: Kobo Glo HDAs good
as the Paperwhite, butwithmore
storage and slightlymore compact,
this is the independent e-reader to pick.
£90 fromwww.snipca.com/19158

E READER

Win 1 of 4 VideoStudio
Ultimate X9
Compatiblewith
Windows 7, 8 and 10,
Corel’s VideoStudio
Ultimate X9 has ove
2,000 customisable
effects, transitions
and titles to help
you edit the perfect video. New tools
include theMulti-Camera Editor, which
lets you switch angles, add transitions
and synchronise and
align your clips.There’s also newMulti-
Point Motion Tracking, andmore audio
tracks than ever before. To enter, email
your address to cacomp@dennis.co.uk
with ‘videostudio’ in the subject line by
midnight 21 June.

VideoStudio Ultimate X9 is available
to buy nowpriced £79.99 from
www.corel.com/gb. For the latest
information on Corel products follow
@corelsoftware on Twitter and ‘like’
www.facebook.com/Corel.

COMPETITION

0,
o
er
le

ct video. New tools



RECOMMENDED
BUY IT!
★★★★★★★★★★★★

www.devolo.co.uk

Like a rocket
from the socket.
Simply plug in and enjoy excellent Wi-Fi coverage in any room,
from any power socket, with devolo Powerline!

The devolo dLAN® 1200+ WiFi ac Starter Kit enables
Wi-Fi without signal loss anywhere in your home:

• Ideal for HD streaming and higher broadband speeds
• Plug & Play installation
• Award winning German technology
• 3-year manufacturer’s warranty



Buy it now from Amazon at
www.snipca.com/19124

or search for ‘computeractive cd’ on Amazon
You can still buy our 2014 CD at www.snipca.com/14981

Q: How can I stop Windows
updates ruining my PC?

A: Page 50, Issue 464

It’s just one click away on our 2015 Back Issue CD –
containing all 26 issues from last year
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STEP

1
To download the program, go to www.snipca.
com/20645 and click the blue Download button.
Launch the downloaded setup file, then click Yes. You’ll

now see three options: you can either install the program on
your PC 1 , run it without installing 2 , or create a portable
version 3 , which you can then copy to a USB stick and use on
other PCs. We selected the first option. Click Install 4 .

STEP

2
Now select ‘I agree’, click Next, then Install. Ensure all
the boxes are ticked on the final screen, then click OK.
The programwill now launch on your PC. Select ‘Adapt

PrivaZer to your needs’, then click Next. On the following
screen, you need to choose Basic or Advanced PC user (the
programwill display cleaning options based on your selection).
We recommend choosing ‘Basic user’ 1 . Click Next 2 .

We’ve tried countless
PC-optimisation

programs, but none clean
your computer’s hard drive
as thoroughly as the free
program PrivaZer. It scans
your PC before removing
over 100 types of junk files
– including your cache,
cookies, broken shortcuts,

leftovers from uninstalled
programs, and even junk
left behind from previous
versions of Windows. It also
deletes your browsing data
to enhance your privacy and
protect you from hackers.
Give the program a try and
you could retrieve more
than 30GB of storage space.

Clean your PC deeper than ever

Workshops & Tips
14 pages of easy-to-followworkshops s

35 Clean your PC deeper
than ever
38 Recover storage on
your tablet

40 Add new tools to
your mouse
42 Un-send emails to
avoid disaster

43 Readers’ Tips
44 Phone & Tablet Tips
46 Make Windows Better

47 Make Office Better
48 Secret Tips For...

Windows Fonts

PLUS

What you need: PrivaZer; AnyWindows version (XP to 10)
Time required: 1 hour

s andexpert tips

PULL OUT

&
KEEP

Issue 477

Edited by Sherwin Coelho

1

2

3

4

1

2
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STEP

4
Click Save on the final (tenth) screen. Next, select
‘Ready to performmy first scan’, then click OK. PrivaZer
will now scan your PC (for the items specified in Step

3) and give you an estimate of the scanning time 1 . You should
now create a system restore point and save your registry 2 .
Don’t start the clean-up process or shut down your PC after
optimising 3 (unless you’re about to go to bed or leave the
house).

STEP

5
After the scan, you’ll see a list of categories for cleaning
(all are ticked by default). Click any to see which files
they contain 1 . In some categories, you’ll see a pop-up

menu that you can click for further options 2 . You can untick
any category 3 if it contains items you want to keep, but we
don’t recommend that. The ‘See cleanup options’ link 4 gives
you different ways to securely delete your files, but the default
setting should be fine.

STEP

6
Click the Clean button to see three ‘cleanup’ options –
Normal 1 , Quick 2 and Turbo 3 . Normal is the most
thorough but takes the longest time (between 15-90

minutes). It will recover the most storage space because it
permanently deletes (beyond recovery) any junk stored on your
PC and private data from your browsing history. Select that
option.The programwill create a system restore point, then
begin cleaning your PC.

STEP

3
You’ll now go through 10 screens, where you’ll see
optimisation options. Select Yes or No 1 , before
clicking Next 2 to go to the next screen. For example,

the programwill prompt you to remove shortcuts left behind by
programs you’ve uninstalled (screen 1), useless temporary
internet files (screen 3), and junk left behind by previous
Windows versions (screen 8). You can safely select Yes onmost
screens – an option that PrivaZer may even recommend 3 .

Workshops

1

2

1

4

1

2

3

3

2

3

2

1

3
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STEP

8
As files are cleaned, click to see them listed 1 . You’ll
also see the option to save your registry changes after
the clean-up 2 . You can speed up the cleaning process

by ticking Boost 3 and even pause or stop it if you need to 4 .
After the clean-up (ours took 45 minutes), you’ll see a summary
and options to delete old system restore points (if you have any)
to recover space.The programwill then tell you howmuch
space you’ve recovered (we recovered a massive 17GB!).

STEP

9
PrivaZer’s also lets you schedule automatic scans. To
do that, open the program, select Computer, then
‘Schedule clean-ups’ from the dropdownmenu at the

top. Next, select the scan frequency you want 1 , a date 2 and
the time your PC is likely to be switched on 3 . Tick ‘Select all’ 4

to scan all your PC’s drives, then click OK at the bottom.

STEP

10
Other useful options include the Clean button 1 ,
which lets you quickly delete traces of your online
activity (passwords, logins, andmore). You can also use

the program to clean up space and boost the speed of any
external hard drives, USB sticks, memory cards and NAS drives.
To do that, connect the relevant drive to your PC, select it from
the list 2 , change the dropdownmenu at the top to ‘Scan in-
depth’ 3 , then click OK 4 to begin the scan.●

STEP

7
By default, the program cleans your files as a ‘Low
priority’. This puts minimum strain on your PC’s
resources, making it easier to use it while the clean-up

is taking place. However, for a more thorough clean-up (which
takes longer and slows your PC during the process), change this
to ‘Max priority’ 1 by clicking the Modify link three times 2 .
You’ll see an estimated time for the clean-up to finish at the top
right. Avoid using your PC until this process has finished.

Clean your PC deeper than ever

4

1

2
1

2
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2
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STEP

2
Tap OK if you see a message asking you to turn on
Smart Boost. In future, this feature will automatically
close anymemory hogs running in the background

to free up your device’s memory, thereby making it faster. Now
tap ‘Manage apps’ on the main screen.This lists every third-
party app on your tablet, along with its file size 1 . Tap the
three lines 2 for options to sort your apps by name, size and
last used 3 .

STEP

3
Tap to select ‘Oldest used’ (a clunky way of saying the
apps you haven’t used for a long time). The list of apps
won’t display until you give Boost+ permission to

access your app-usage data. So instead, you’ll be directed to
your device’s settings. Tap Continue, select Boost+, then tap
the ‘Permit usage access’ slider to turn it on 1 . This tells Boost+
how you use your apps and how often you access them. Tap
the Back button 2 .

Workshops

STEP

1
Install the Boost+ app fromwww.snipca.com/20451.
When you open the app you’ll see its main screen.The
app will analyse your device and provide an overview

of its storage andmemory 1 , with five options below. Tap Boost
2 to analyse apps running in the background and find out how
muchmemory you can retrieve by closing them. Tap Boost
again to do that. You’ll see a message saying your memory is
cleared. Tap the tick icon at the bottom.

What you need: Boost+ app, Android 5.0 phone or tablet Time required: 20minutes

Boost+ is a new, free app that works on
any Android device. It has several

features that help you recover valuable
storage space and speed up your phone or
tablet. These include freeing up RAM by
closing apps that run in the background

and deleting accumulated junk files (such
as the cache and temporary internet files)
from the apps you use. It also lets you
uninstall all your redundant apps in one
go. Wemanaged to recover around 3GB
of storage space after using it.

Recover storage on your tabl t

8– 21 June 2016
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STEP

4
You’ll now see all the apps listed that you
haven’t used recently. Android doesn’t let
you uninstall multiple apps in one go, but

Boost+ has this feature. Tap to select all the apps you
want to uninstall 1 , then tap the Bin icon 2 . You’ll
be prompted to confirm the deletion of each app.
Keep tapping OK until you’ve removed every app
you no longer want, then tap the Back button to
return to the main screen.

STEP

6
Boost+ also lets you lock certain apps by
creating a dot-based ‘pattern’ that you draw
on screen.This is useful if you have children

or share your device with others. Tap ‘Lock apps’ on
the main screen. You now need to draw and confirm
your lock-screen pattern by joining dots on a grid
with your finger. Next, confirm your birthday (the
app will ask you for this if you forget your pattern).
Tap the DD/MM/YYYY button at the top right. Next,
tap the year 1 , scroll down and select the year you
were born. Use the arrows to select the month 2 ,
tap the date, then tap OK 3 .

STEP

7
You’ll see a list of all the apps on your tablet with sliders
beside them. Tap the sliders beside the apps you want to
lock, then tap the Back icon. Whenever you try to open these

apps from now on, you’ll be prompted for your passcode pattern.
Finally, tap Settings on Boost+’s main screen.The app has two useful
Notification options at the top.The first tells you when junk on your
device has exceeded 1GB 1 . The second informs you when you’ve not
used certain apps in over a month 2 . You can tap both options to
change their default criteria.●

STEP

5
Tap ‘Clear junk’ on
your main screen,
then Allow to let

the app access your media
files. You’ll now see a
breakdown of any junk files -
including memory cache
files, temporary internet files,
and adverts youmay have
downloaded bymistake 1 .
The graph 2 indicates how
much junk you can recover
by deleting all these items.
Tap the broom icon 3 to
remove all this junk, then
tap the tick icon to return to
the main screen again.

1

2

1

1

2

1

3
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2
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STEP

1
To download the program, go to www.snipca.
com/20658 and click the ‘Latest version’ link at
the top left. Open the downloaded setup file,

click Yes, Next, I Agree, then keep clicking Next until you
have to click Finish.The program sits in your PC’s
notification area 1 , so double-click its icon to open it.
You’ll see a Profiles field on the left with one ticked
profile called ‘default’ 2 . On the right, you’ll see
dropdownmenus for different mouse buttons 3 . You use
your left mouse button to select items andmove your
cursor, so we don’t advise changing its default settings.

STEP

2
We’ll show you how to assign different functions to
your middle button (whether it’s a physical button or
scroll wheel) and your right button. Click the Middle

Button dropdownmenu 1 . You’ll see a list of more than 50
options 2 (arranged alphabetically). These include Cut, Copy,
Paste, options to refresh and close your browser, control music
playback, and open different folders and locations – including
File Explorer, Documents, My Computer and Control Panel.

Astandard mouse has two
buttons (left and right)

and a scroll wheel that you can
click to use as a button. Free
software X-Mouse Button
Control lets you extend the
functionality of your mouse

by changing what these three
buttons do. Aside from that
you can also customise these
buttons’ functions within
specific programs, making
your mouse more useful
than ever.

Add new tools to your mouse

STEP

3
We’ll show you how to change your middle button
so it opens the Alt+Tab task switcher, which lets
you access open programs and switch between

them. Similarly, we’ll make the right button open the
Control Panel with one click. Click the Middle Button
dropdownmenu and select Alt+Tab 1 . Next, click the Right
Button dropdownmenu, select Open Control Panel 2 , then
click Apply 3 . Press the relevant mouse button whenever
you want to launch that item.

Workshops

What you need: X-Mouse Button Control; Windows Vista, 7, 8 or 10
Time required: 25minutes
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STEP

7
Using the above steps, you can add 1 rules for other
open programs. If you have a mouse with more buttons
(on the side, for example), then you can extend their

functionality using their dropdownmenus 2 . To switch off the
mouse customisations for a particular program, simply untick
its profile 3 , then click Apply. You can’t untick your Default
profile, but you can remove its mouse-button functionality by
selecting the profile 4 , clicking Reset Layer 5 , then clicking
Apply.●

STEP

4
You can also set your mouse buttons to
perform specific functions within certain
programs. We’ll demonstrate this using

Chrome (but you can use Internet Explorer or
Firefox if you prefer). Open your browser, then click
the Add button 1 in X-Mouse, select your browser in
the list 2 , then click OK 3 . The browser will now
appear in your list of Profiles and you’ll notice that
the dropdownmenus on the right will be set to their
default values.

STEP

5
Now change the middle and right button dropdownmenus to
functions you’ll find useful in your browser. For example, we
selected Browser Refresh for the right button 1 and Back for the

middle button 2 . Click Apply 3 when you’ve finished. Now, whenever
you’re using your browser you can refresh the page or go back with a
single mouse click. When you’re not using your browser, these buttons
will perform the commands you set up in Step 3.

STEP

6
There’s another way to add functions to your mouse
buttons in a specific program.We’ll demonstrate with
Outlook, so open it on your PC. Next, in X-Mouse, click

Add at the bottom left, then click the SpecificWindows button
at the bottom left. Now click and drag the black pointer 1 to
Outlook’s middle pane (which lists all your emails). The fields in
the FindWindow section will be filled automatically 2 , so click
OK 3 . Next, set the Right Button dropdownmenu to Open 4 and
the Middle Button dropdownmenu to MinimizeWindow 5 .
Now select an email in Outlook’s middle pane, then press your
right mouse button.This opens the email in a separate window.
Pressing the middle buttonminimises Outlook on your PC.

1
3

2

1

2
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STEP

1
To delay outgoing emails, you first need to create an
Outlook ‘rule’. If you use Outlook 2007 or earlier, click
Tools at the top, then click ‘Rules & Alerts’. If you use

Outlook 2010, 2013 or 2016, click File at the top left, then click
the ‘Manage Rules & Alerts’ button 1 . Next, click New Rule 2 ,
select ‘Apply rule onmessages I send’ 3 , then click Next 4 .
Finally, click Yes to confirm.

STEP

2
In the Rules Wizard, tick the last option (‘defer
delivery by a number of minutes’ 1 ). This will now
appear in the field below. Now click the ‘a number of’

link 2 , then type the number of minutes you want to delay
outgoing emails 3 . When you’ve finished, click OK 4 , then
click Next twice. On the final screen, you’ll see a three-part
summary of your rule. Give your rule a name (optional) in the
first part, ensure ‘Turn on this rule’ is ticked in part 2, then
tick the rule description in part 3. Finally, click Finish, OK,
Apply, then OK again.

We’ve all made the mistake of
sending an email, only to

wish we hadn’t – perhaps because
we forgot to include some
important details or, worse still,
sent it to the wrong person.
Outlook has a useful hidden

setting that, when activated, delays
sending your emails for up to two
hours, giving you enough time to
rectify any errors you’ve made
before resending. We’ll show you
how to set this up to avoid any
embarrassing mistakes.

Un-send emails to avoid disaster

STEP

3
Write and send your email as you normally would.
Unlike before, it won’t be sent immediately. Instead, it
will remain in your Outbox 1 until the time delay you

specified has elapsed, after which it will be delivered. During
this time you can edit your email if necessary. To do this, go to
your Outbox, then click and drag the email 2 to your Drafts
folder 3 . Open your Drafts folder, make any changes you want
to the email, then send it (the email will be delivered after the
delay you specified).

Workshops

What you need:Microsoft Outlook; Any version ofWindows
Time required: 10minutes

NEXT ISSUE
•• Fix everyPCproblem in oneprogram
•• Unmaskmalware hiding on your PC
•• ReinstallWindows 7with 1,000updates
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Readers’ Tips

My Android phone recently got
updated to the latest version (6.0
Marshmallow). It’s much faster, but
I couldn’t figure out how to transfer
files frommy PC to mymobile –
and vice versa. Before the update,
whenever I connected my phone to
my PC, the phone would begin
charging. But, as well as that, I could
see the phone added as a device to
My Computer onmy PC. From here,
I could access all its files – videos,
music, photos, etc – and transfer
them betweenmy PC and phone.
The phone still charges after being

connected to my PC. However,
clicking the phone’s device folder

Transfer Android files from phone to PC

TIP OF THE FORTNIGHT

BROWSER EXTENSION
See how long it’ll take you to
read online articles

I sometimes tend to get so engrossed
in reading online articles that I lose

track of time.The other day I discovered a
useful Chrome extension called Readism
that tells you approximately how long an
online article will take to read.
To install it, open Chrome, go to www.

snipca.com/20738, click the blue ‘+Add
the Chrome’ button, click ‘Add extension’
then restart your browser. From now on,
whenever you open an article, you’ll see
under the Readism icon an estimate of
howmanyminutes it’ll take to read (three
minutes in the screenshot below).
You’ll also see a small tile at the bottom

right of your screen indicating this time.

This stays on your screen for five
seconds, by default. You canmake
the tile bigger andmake it appear for
longer by clicking the extension, then
clicking Settings. If an article takes
longer than 10 minutes to read, I save
it to my favourite read-later service,
Pocket (https://getpocket.com), so
that I can read it at my leisure via the
website or free apps.

Robert Armstrong

PHOTO EDITING
Create a panorama photo
without software

I know there are free programs that
let you stitch adjacent photos taken

from the same point to create a panorama,
but when I read about a website, called
Dermandar, that lets you do this in two
simple steps, I was eager to try it out.
Go to www.dermandar.com/create and

choose 360 View orWide Angle. Now
select the adjacent images on your PC (two
minimum), then click Open.Thewebsite
will automatically stitch your photos into a
high-resolution panorama image. Click the
Fullscreen icon to pan around the image
using your mouse. To download this
panorama to your PC, click the Options
button at the top right, ‘Save as large image
to your local drive’, then ‘Save as’. Finally,
rename the image and choose where you
want to save it.

Pat Kennedy

CLOUD STORAGE
Un-sync Dropbox folders to
recover PC storage space

My PCwas running out of storage
space and Dropbox was responsible

for more than 10GB of this. A friend
told me I can ‘un-sync’ specific Dropbox
folders that I don’t need onmy PC to
recover space.
To do this, click the Dropbox icon in

your PC’s system tray. Click the cog icon
at the top right of the pop-upmenu, then
click Preferences. In the window that
opens, select Account, then click the
Selective Sync button (see screenshot
above). By default all your PC’s folders
will be ticked, indicating they’re all
synced with your PC. Untick the folders
you want to stop syncing, click Update,
then click Apply and OK.

Eddie Radford

Thewinner of every Tip of the Fortnightwins this exclusive Computeractivemug!

TranTran

T

Handy hints and tips fromyour fellow readers
Email us your tips: letters@computeractive.co.uk
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within My Computer displayed an
empty drive. At first, I thought the 6.0
update formatted my phone, but this

wasn’t the case. I then found
out what the problemwas.
Basically, Marshmallow has

added an extra layer of security
to devices. Nowwhenever you
connect a phone or tablet to your
PC, it will be set to ‘Charge by
default’. If you want to transfer
files, first connect the phone to
your PC. Now unlock your phone,
swipe down from the top, tap ‘USB
for charging’, then select ‘File
transfers’ (see screenshot). You’ll
now be able to transfer your
files between phone and
PC as before.

Geoff St Louis
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Phone and Tablet Tips Brilliant things to doon your device

ANDROID & iOS
Tracks flights on your
phone or tablet

A little-known feature of
Google Now (default app
on Android; iOS www.

snipca.com/20752) is that it can track the
status of any flight – whether that’s future
flights you’ve booked or current flights
that a friend or relative is on. You only
need to know the flight number (for
example, BA 1479).
If you had your flight booking emailed

to you and it’s in Gmail on your device,
then you’ll automatically see its status
in Google Now a few hours before
departure.This is useful because it
informs you of any flight delays and even

tells you the gate number as soon
as it’s announced. To check
someone else’s flight status, type
their flight number into Google
Now, then tap Enter. You’ll see all
the important information as a
Google Now card (see screenshot
below left). What’s more, you’ll
receive a notification when their
flight takes off and lands.

ANDROID & iOS
Enhance your photos
in a fewminutes

Apart from being
one of the best
photo-storage

services around, Google Photos
also lets youmake quick edits to
your photos with just a few taps.
Open the app (Android www.
snipca.com/20753; iOS www.snipca.
com/20754), tap a photo you want to
edit, then tap the pen icon at
the bottom.
You’ll see a panel with five options

with three further icons below these
(see screenshot above right). Tapping
Auto (bottom left) makes automatic
changes to the photo by boosting its
light, colour, contrast, and so on. Tap
Reset to manually edit your photo.
Tapping the four other options (Light,
Colour, Pop and Vignette) displays sliders
that let you change the intensity of each
effect on your photo.
Themiddle icon at the bottom lets you

add 14 filters to stylise your photo, and
the bottom-right icon lets you crop and
straighten it. When you’re happy with
your edits, tap the tick icon at the
bottom, then tap Save at the top.

iOS
Add important emails
to a VIP list

Apple’s Mail app has a useful VIP
section (for very important
emails). We’ll show you how to

add contacts to your VIP list and set
notifications for any emails they send
you. Open the Mail app, tap Inbox at the
top left, then Mailboxes. Next, tap the VIP
section, then the Add VIP button.This

Best New Apps Whatyoushould install this fortnight

8– 21 June 2016

Android Pay
Free
Android: www.snipca.com/20755
With this app, you can nowuse your
Android phone tomake contactless
payments. First, go towww.snipca.

com/20756 to
checkwhether
your bank
supports the
technology.The
page also has
information on
how to use the
app tomake
payments and
keep track of
them.

Gboard
Free
iOS:
www.snipca.
com/20757
Google’s iOS
keyboard app
has all the
features you’d
expect, including
swiping your
fingers across
letters to
typewords
and a predictive text tool. But its unique
selling point is its ability to carry out Google
searcheswith a single tap. You can then add
your search results to the app you’re using.

Send
Anywhere
Android, iOS,
WindowsPhone:
www.snipca.
com/20758
New toWindows
Phone, this app
lets you share
lots of files (up
to 1GB) in one go
with any of your
contacts. After
sending the files, you’ll receive a
six-digit code, which you then need to
sharewith the recipient. Once they enter
this code, the fileswill start downloading
to their device.
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AGES 0 5
Mr.Fox and Shapes HD
£2.29www.snipca.com/20759
(iPad only)
Your toddlerwill love this app’s cute
characters and simple shape-based
games, including puzzles and hunting
missing pieces.We enjoyed the game in
which you drag a shape to form an object,
which then comes to life as an animation.

AGES 6 10
Fast like a Fox*
Freewww.snipca.com/20760 (Android)
Freewww.snipca.com/20761 (iOS)
In this entertaining game, your child plays
as a fox running through thewilderness.
Tap the back of your device to accelerate
and the screen to jump.They need to
overcome obstacles and collects coins to
win additional points and extra lives.

AGES 11 16
BBC Bitesize
Freewww.snipca.com/20762 (Android)
Freewww.snipca.com/20763 (iOS)
Bitesize is a new study app from the BBC
to help teenagers through their exams.
After they select their grade and subjects,
the app then presents relevant subject
matter as videos and flashcards.They are
then tested viamultiple-choice questions.

Games With Kids
What toplay togetheronyourphoneand tablet

displays your device’s contact list in a
panel on the left. Tap to select the first
contact you want to add, then tap Add
VIP. Repeat this process to add other
contacts.
To create customised alerts for

emails from these contacts, tap the VIP
Alerts button at the bottom.This opens
the Notifications option in the Settings
app. Scroll to the Mail section, then tap
VIP. You can now customise your email
alerts. Use the sliders (see screenshot
below) to switch on or offmessage
previews on your home screen, on your
lock screen and in your notification
centre. You can also select how you want
to see these email alerts when your
device is unlocked, and change their
notification sounds.

WINDOWS PHONE
Make your phone
suitable for kids

In ‘Phone and Tablet Tips’, Issue
473, we showed you how to
upgrade yourWindows Phone to

the latest version –Windows 10 Mobile.
One of its best features is Kid’s Corner.
This is a separate homescreen where you
can restrict what content (games, music,
photos/videos and apps) your children
can access.
To use it, swipe down from the top of

your screen, tap ‘All settings’, Accounts,
then Kid’s Corner. Tap Next to see four
categories – Games, Music, Videos and
Apps. Tap each category and select the
items you want your children to be able
to access. When you’ve finished, tap Next
at the bottom, then tap ‘set password’.
You’ll be prompted to enter your

Microsoft account password, after which
you need to type and confirm a four-digit
PIN. Now go back and tap Finish. You’ll
now see a new Kid’s Corner homescreen
with the content you selected.The next
time you turn on your device, you’ll be
prompted for your passcode, which will
log you in to your regular homescreen.

iOS
Download podcasts
to listen offline

iPhones and iPads have a default
Podcasts app that lets you
subscribe to your favourite shows

and download episodes to listen to
offline. Open the app to see five sections
at the bottom. Tap the Featured section to
see a list of shows. Alternatively, tap the
Top Charts section. If you don’t find what
you’re looking for, tap the Search button

and type the name of the show.
Select a show, then tap the Subscribe

button (see screenshot above). The show
will be added to the My Podcasts section
and you’ll receive notifications whenever
there’s a new episode. To download
episodes that you can listen to offline,
select a show, then tap the cloud icon
next to the particular episode.

8– 21 June 2016

*Contains in-app purchases
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Make Windows Better

Ever needed to put
together a slideshow
with background

music in double-quick time? Using
Windows Movie Maker we’ll show you
how to create one in under 10 minutes.
Movie Maker has the advantage over
PowerPoint in that you’ll be able to play
the slideshow on any PC, even those
that don’t have Microsoft Office.
It comes as part of Microsoft

Essentials, so search your PC to see if
you already have it. If not, install it for
free fromwww.snipca.com/20629.
After opening the program, click ‘Add
videos and photos’ (see screenshot) and
navigate to your photo folder. Next,
press Shift, click to select the images
you want to add, then click Open. To
addmusic, click ‘Addmusic’, navigate

to the file you want to use on your PC,
then click Open.
Next, click the Animations tab. Here,

you can apply transitions and pan and
zoom effects to your slides. Select the
slide on the right, then choose one of
the animation effects at the top. Each
transition plays for 1.5 seconds by
default, but you can change this in the
Duration dropdownmenu at the top.
By default, each slide will display for

seven seconds. To change this, click the
Edit tab. Next select each image in turn,
and change its duration using the
Duration dropdownmenu. When
you’ve finished, click the dropdown
menu at the top left, ‘Save movie’, then
‘For computer’. Finally, rename your
slideshow and choose where you want
to save it on your PC.

WINDOWS 7, 8, 10

Create a slideshow in 10 minutes

WINDOWS 7, 8, 10
Access TaskManager in five
different ways

Task Manager is one of
the most useful tools in
Windows because it

gives you a detailed overview of all the
programs, apps and services running
on your PC (including those in the
background). You can, for example, use it
to instantly close a problematic program
that has crashed and frozen your PC. To
do that, right-click the program’s entry in
Task Manager, then click End Process.
There are five simple ways to open Task

Manager.Themost common is to press
Ctrl+Alt+Del and, from the list of options,
click Start Task Manager.The quickest
way to access it, however, is by using the
keyboard shortcut Ctrl+Shift+Esc.The
third way is to the right-click the taskbar,
then click Start Task Manager.
Alternatively, you can use Task

Manager’s Run command. Press the
Windows key+R to open the Run box,
type taskmgr, then press Enter to launch
the program. If you useWindows 8 or 10,
there’s a fifth way to launch Task
Manager. Right-click the Start button to
see a list of options (also known as the
Power User Menu), then click Task
Manager.

WINDOWS 7, 8, 10
Find and delete empty folders

Empty folders don’t take
up space on your PC, but
they can still clutter up

your hard drive, making it difficult to find
what you’re looking for. Empty Folder
Finder is a free, small portable program
that finds all the empty folders on your
PC so you can delete them.
To install the program, go to www.

snipca.com/20631, click theWindows
Download link button at the top, then
run the downloaded setup file. When it
opens, click the Browse button, navigate
to your PC’s C Drive, then click Go.The
programwill scan that drive for all empty
folders and list them. If you’re unsure
about a folder (a system folder, for

example) it’s probably best to keep it.
Finally, press Shift, click to select the
folders you don’t want, then click Delete
(see screenshot below left). Repeat this
process with any other drives.

WINDOWS 10
Make quick calculations
using Cortana

A little-known feature of Cortana
is that you can use it to make
quick calculations and unit or

currency conversions. To try this, click
in Cortana’s search field, and type a
calculation (such as 457+875+987 - see
screenshot above right) to instantly see

the answer above. Similarly, you can type
£950 in dollars to convert that amount to
US currency.

Clever tips for every version

8– 21 June 2016
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Make Office Better Expert tips for every program

In previous issues, we’ve
explained how to add various
elements (photos, videos,

charts andmaps) to your presentations.
Until now, you could add only one
element per section or slide. However,
Microsoft’s online presentation tool has

SWAY

Add photos and videos to the same section

WORD
Add screenshots to your
documents

It’s easy to insert a screenshot
into aWord document.This
can be useful if you want

to email details of a PC problem to
someone who can help, or you want to
illustrate a particular program or
website in greater detail. We’ll explain
how to take a shot of your entire screen
and a section of it.
For a full-screen shot, open the

program (or navigate to the location
on your PC) you want to capture.
Next, open yourWord document and
position your cursor where you want
to add the screenshot. Click the Insert
tab, then the Screenshot dropdown
menu in the Illustrations section (see
screenshot below). Next, click your

screenshots thumbnail in the
Available Windows section.
To take a screenshot of a

partial area of your screen,
click Screen Clipping at the
bottom of the Screenshot
dropdownmenu. Your
screen will be greyed out
and your cursor will become
a crosshairs symbol. Click
and drag this to select the area
of the screen you want to take
a screenshot of. This will then be
added to your document.

ONENOTE
Search for terms in
OneNote Online

Every month, Microsoft
updates its online tools. In
May, it added the option to

search for any text you select in
OneNote Online. Go to www.
onenote.com, click ‘Sign in’ at the
top right, and log in using your
Microsoft account. To find the
definition of a word or phrase in
your notes, simply highlight the
relevant word(s), right-click your
selection, then click the Smart
Lookup option. You’ll now see a
panel on the right with relevant
search results. Click any of these
to open those results in your
default browser.

EXCEL
Move your chart to a new
sheet within the same file

Excel has useful tools that let
you create charts with
minimum fuss. You can then

customise these andmove them to a
new sheet within the same Excel file,
which is a handyway to keep your data
and graphs separate.
First, select the data you want to base

your chart on. Next, click the Insert tab,
click Recommended Charts, choose one
of the default chart styles, then click
OK. You can customise this chart using
the options in the Design tab. To move
the chart to a new sheet, click Move
Chart at the top right of the Design tab
(see screenshot above), select ‘New
sheet’, name your sheet, then click OK.
Your sheet (and chart) will now appear
as a tab at the bottom left of your
spreadsheet.
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a new feature that lets you add all these
elements to the same section. It then
automatically generates a layout, which
you can customise.
Go to www.sway.com, click ‘Sign in’

at the top right, and log in using your
Microsoft account. We’ll show you how to

addmultiple elements to a new
presentation. Click Create New
on Sway’s main page, give your
presentation a title, press Enter
to add a new section, then type
whatever you want into its text
field at the top.
Next, click the Insert tab at the

top left, click inside the ‘Search
sources’ field at the top and type
a search term of your choice
(such as ‘British summer’).

You’ll see a collection of images and
videos (free and copyright-free)
relating to your search term that you
can add to your sway. Select the files
you want to use, then click Add at the
top left. All will be added to the same
section of your sway. Click Cards at the
top left to add items like charts, tweets
andmaps to your section.
When you’ve finished, click the

Preview section on the right to see your
added elements as tiles (of varying
sizes) on the same page. While you
can’t rearrange them, you can remove
or resize them. Click any tile to see two
options – Emphasize and Delete.
Emphasize has three options: Subtle,
Moderate and Intense, which change
your tile’s size (see screenshot).
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Windows fonts
Where to find new fonts
If you want to add a novel touch to a
document, presentation or poster, it’s
worth seeking out new fonts to add to
Windows. However, finding free fonts to
download isn’t as easy as youmight
think, with many font designers looking
to sell rather than give away their designs.
However, there are a few online

resources that offer fonts for free, such as
Font Squirrel (www.fontsquirrel.com).
This website offers a preview of the font
and provides a download link (see
screenshot below right – be aware
that some of these links
may take you away from
Font Squirrel to the font
designer’s website).
You will see options to

download TrueType fonts
(with the extension .ttf) or
OpenType fonts (.otf).
Both should work in
Windows. TrueType
fonts usually come in a
Zip file containing
multiple files that make
up the font. OpenType

is a newer font type capable of storing
more information so it comes as a
single file (see box below).

Add and remove fonts
Once you’ve downloaded a selection of
new fonts you will need to add them
toWindows so they can be used in
programs such asWord 2016. Click the
Start button, type fonts and press
Enter. This will open the Fonts panel,
which contains every font installed on
your system. To add a font you’ve
downloaded simply drag and drop the

.ttf or .otf file into the
Fonts panel (see
screenshot above right).
The fonts will then be
installed and added
automatically toWord,
PowerPoint, etc.
If you want to remove

any fonts from you PC,
click on the font within
the Fonts panel and then
click Delete. You can also
see how a font looks by
clicking the Previewbutton.

Change font used inWindows
Windows 7 and 8.1 users can change the
default font used across Windows – in
title bars, menus, icons and so on (bear in
mind though that this is not currently
possible inWindows 10).
Open Control Panel and click

‘Appearance and Personalization’, then
Personalization. Next, clickWindow
Color (at the bottom of the panel), then
‘Advanced appearance settings’. Now
choose a component from the Item
dropdown box (InactiveWindow, Active
Window, Message Box, etc) and select
your preferred font, size, colour and style
(you’ll see your changes reflected in the
preview pane), then click Apply when
you’re happy. If you want to revert to
Windows’ default fonts at any time, select
the Segoe UI font (size 11).

Make fonts easier to read
Tomake fonts more legible onmodern
LCD screens Microsoft uses a technology
called ClearType, which fine-tunes how
text displays on your screen.This system
– launched back in 1998 – still features
in all versions of Windows up to and
including 10. Tweak it to suit your taste
by clicking ‘Adjust ClearType text’ in the
Fonts panel, ticking the ‘Turn on
ClearType’ box, then clicking Next. Click
Next again to select your display, then
select the text samples that look clearer to
you (clicking Next each time). Finally,
click Finish.

An OpenType font file has sufficient
storage space for up to 65,000
characters, giving font designers the
scope to include special characters,
foreign-language accents and even
images (known as glyphs). You can use
these less common
characters inWord and
other programs.
To find out which

secret characters are in
the font files installed
on your system, tap the
Start button, type fonts
and press Enter. Now
click ‘Find a character’
(on the left) and tick
the ‘Advanced view’

Drag and drop a downloaded font to the Fonts
panel to install it, remembering to include every
.ttf file if installing a TrueType font

Download new fonts to use in
Windows from Font Squirrel

Find hidden characters in font files

Secret Tips For…

Next issue Secret Tips For… iPlayer Radio

Install new fonts, changeWindows’ default font and find hidden characters
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box. Next, select the font you want to
search from the dropdown list at the
top of the panel, then type your search
term and click Search. For example,
type tilde to see the character that sits
above the ‘N’ in Spanish words (piña

colada, for example).
Once you find a
character you want to
use, select it in the
search results, click
Select, then Copy. You
can now paste the
character into an open
document by pressing
Ctrl+V. See ‘What’s All
the Fuss About?, on
page 49 for more info.

TT



What is it?
A newMicrosoft tool that
software developers can use to
convert old programs into
desktop apps that can run in
Windows 10. Officially called
Desktop App Converter (www.
snipca.com/20517), it could
lead to more of your favourite
software being reinvented for
Windows 10. Microsoft itself
has used the tool to create
apps for four veteran programs.

Which ones?
XPS Viewer (www.snipca.
com/20526); ‘Windows Fax
and Scan’ (www.snipca.
com/20529); WordPad (www.
snipca.com/20527); and Character Map
(www.snipca.com/20528). Clicking these
links takes you to each app’s page in the
Windows Store (see screenshot below),
though they can’t be installed yet.
Microsoft appears to be testing them
before they are released, probably as
part of the Anniversary Update later
this summer.

What can they be used for?
Lots of ‘boring but useful’ functions.
‘Windows Fax and Scan’, for example,
lets you send and receive faxes, as long as
your PC has a fax modem (Microsoft
explains more at www.snipca.com/
20518). Using XPS Viewer, you can open
files that are saved in the XPS format,
Microsoft’s alternative to PDF. Like
‘Windows Fax and Scan’, it was
introduced inWindows Vista.

Microsoft has
converted its
‘Windows Fax
and Scan’ tool
into aWindows
10 app

Project Centennial
Microsoft hopes to revampyour favourite old programsasWindows 10 apps

Older than both by a few years is
WordPad, a word-processing tool that
came withWindows 95. But the oldest
is CharacterMap, which debuted in
1992 as part of Windows 3.1. It lets you
add to documents characters that you
won’t find on a keyboard, such as the
umlaut (two dots) that appears over
some vowels in Germanwords (see
screenshot above).
All four were originally built using

Win32 –Microsoft’s tool for creating 32bit
programs and first seen inWindows NT
in 1993. Microsoft is encouraging
developers of other 32bit software to
update their programs using Project
Centennial.

Why is it doing that?
Because Microsoft’s dream is to make all
its apps “universal”, so they work the

same across Windows PCs,
laptops, phones and tablets
(this is often called ‘platform-
agnostic’ by developers who
have a PhD in Jargonology).
Microsoft’s long-term aim is
to close the ‘app gap’, which
is the gigantic chasm that
separates the number of apps
available for Android and iOS
(millions) and for Windows
(far fewer).

Can’t I already use
these programs in
Windows 10?
Yes - open them by typing
their names into Start. But
that misses the point. What’s

important is that Microsoft has shown
how ancient programs can be given a
new lease of life by being turned into
desktop apps.

Remindme -what’s the
difference between a desktop
app and a program?
Partly, it’s a matter of design. With
desktop apps (sometimes called
‘Metro-style apps’ or ‘Windows Store
apps’) Microsoft wants to declutter
software so you see only what you need
– none of the menus or buttons that
appear in traditional programs.
But there’s also an important technical

difference, which is that desktop apps
never truly open or close on your
command. You don’t need to close them
when you’re finished because they don’t
use much of your system’s power.They
just hang suspended in the background,
behaving muchmore like phone and
tablet apps.

Can I stick with traditional
programs?
Yes, and there are good reasons for doing
so. Microsoft will probably think you’re a
stick-in-the-mud who’s not moving with
the times, but frankly, so what? If you’re
happy, that’s all that matters.
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What’s All the Fuss About...
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If you’ve been reading Computeractive
for more than an issue or two, you’ll
already know your pups from your
PUPs (one is a cute young canine, the

other is a troublemaking program that
sneaks into your PC along with reputable
software, and can be a right old dog to
remove). PUP stands for ‘potentially
unwanted program’, a laughably polite
term for unwanted junk that can cause
great harm to your PC.
But you know how to avoid them,

right? You choose safe, big-name

Big names and booby traps
But PUPs and other hidden traps –
memory-hogging plug-ins, files that spy
on you, infuriating upgrade prompts –
are not exclusive to shady software. Even
the most reputable programs come with
pre-ticked boxes that can cause mayhem
on your PC.
Over the next few pages we’ll expose

the clouds lurkingwithin the silver linings
of excellent free programs. We’re using
these programs as examples becausewe
think they’re worth using, and we want
to make sure you use them safely.
We’ve divided our programs into

sections, but many are guilty of behaviour
that fits into other sections too. Take that
into account, and remember that much of
the advice we offer here applies across
the board when installing free software.
So, are you ready to untick some boxes
with us? Good - then read on…

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
•• Which boxes to untickwhen installing
free software

•• Why you should choose the ‘Custom
install’ option every time

•• How to spot hidden traps before you

click download
•• How to dodge pointless plug-ins that
slow down your PC

•• The upgrade tricks that antivirus
companies use
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Downloading free software can be a minefield. If you don’t know which
boxes to untick, your PC could end up riddled with junk.

Here, Jane Hoskyn reveals how to install the best programs safely

software from trusted companies like
VLC, Adobe and AVG, instead of
junk-riddled nonsense like Free YouTube
Downloader and “too good to be true”
freebies like CamStudio, which claims to
be a realistic alternative to the superb
£250 screen-recording program Camtasia
Studio. You probably also know that
certain download mirror sites, such as
Cnet’s Download.com pack their
installers with dodgy extras that are easy
to miss if you’re in a hurry or unfamiliar
with the process.

NEVER
DOWNLOAD
JUNK AGAIN
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Auslogics Browser Care
Auslogics’ free tool (www.snipca.
com/20647) can save your browser’s
bacon. It weeds out toolbars and browser
hijackers that snuck on to your PC while
you were installing other software, as
well as troublesome extensions and
plug-ins. But ironically (somemay say
hypocritically), Auslogics isn’t shy about
bundling junk in its own installer.

What’s the junk? Auslogics’ Download
Now button says: ‘No adware, no
spyware, no toolbars’. But it doesn’t say
‘No other Auslogics tools you never asked
for’ - and lo, in the installer you’ll find a
pre-ticked box for installing Auslogics
BoostSpeed. It’s not dangerous, but you
never asked for it. Would you be happy if
a restaurant force-fed you a secondmeal
you didn’t want?

How to avoid it: In the setup wizard
you’ll see two options: ‘Express Install
(Recommended)’, which is pre-selected,
and ‘Custom Install (Advanced)’,
which isn’t. We Brits are a modest lot.
Surely, ‘Advanced’ options are only for
whiz-kids and techies? No - they’re
for all of us. Don’t be fooled: custom
installation requires no special expertise.
It simply gives you choice and control
over what you’re installing. You should

almost always choose it if you see it
as an option. Click it to open a menu of
tickboxes, including ‘Install Auslogics
BoostSpeed’ - untick that one straight
away (see screenshot above). Also untick
‘Launch program atWindows startup’.
This program has no reason to run in
the background like an antivirus (AV).
If it does, it’ll slow down your PC and
startup.

Adobe Acrobat
Having to pay money for Adobe’s superb
Photoshop is but a scratch compared
with the monstrous headaches of Flash
flaws, inconsistent updates, duplicate

folders and vast (massive, whopping,
elephantine) Library files and other
Adobe clutter.
In the case of Adobe’s free PDF reader

Acrobat (www.snipca.com/20649), this
clutter includes entire third-party
programs that hog space andmight even
conflict with your antivirus (AV), making
your PC unsafe.

What’s the junk? Acrobat bundles
malware scanner McAfee Security Scan
Plus and passwordmanager Intel Security
True Key in its installer. If they’re set to
run at startup they may cause security
conflicts. Themain point is that you
didn’t ask for them, so they’re junk.

How to avoid it:Don’t click ‘Install now’
straight away. Adobe Acrobat forgets that
normal humans don’t stop to scour a
site’s small print before clicking the
download button.
In our screenshot above, the two

pre-ticked boxes under ‘Optional offers’
are easy to miss. Companies want you to
download this extra stuff by accident
because it earns themmoney.
Untick those two boxes before clicking

‘Install now’. We ran the installer to
check for further hidden surprises, and
happily found none.

In Auslogics
Browser Care
untick these
boxes under
Custom Install to
avoid unwanted
extra software

Adobe Acrobat’s installer is clean - but only if
you untick the two boxes under ‘Optional offers’
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THE IOBIT HALL OF JUNK
We’ve grouped IObit’s excellent system
tools together here because installation
(and the junk-avoidance palaver) is
similar in each case.

IOBIT UNINSTALLER
www.snipca.com/20650
This tool uninstallsmultiple programs
and gets rid of all registry litter they
might leave behind. Annoyingly, the Free
Downloadqwwbutton redirects you to
downloadmirror siteMajorGeeks, and the
very first stage of the installer has a tiny
(andwe really domean tiny) pre-ticked
unwanted extra: IObit Advanced
SystemCare. Untick ‘Install Advanced
SystemCare…’ before going any further.

IOBIT DRIVER BOOSTER 3 FREE
www.snipca.com/20651
You can fix and update your driverswith
this easy-to-use free program.The
Free Download button is (presumably

SOFTWARE THAT COMES WITH HIDDEN JUNK

unintentionally) accompanied by a photo
of a PrinceWilliam lookalike, but don’t be
lulled into a false sense of respect.The
button redirects you to Cnet’s Download.
com site, which is boobytrappedwith
junk-filled installers. In the installer, untick
Advanced SystemCare (“speeds up slow
like new” - it reads like a bad translation)
before clicking ‘Accept and Install’.

IOBIT MALWARE FIGHTER 4 FREE
www.snipca.com/20682
Again, you’rewhizzed over to Cnet and
have to click Download Now to get the
EXE file. Advanced SystemCare is offered
again, but this time it’s not pre-ticked.
TheCustom Install link lets you choose
where to install the program files and
didn’t include any further junkwhenwe
tried it. Once you’ve installed the program,
youmay see pop-ups offering a ‘gift’ – an
email newsletter. Just what you always
wanted, eh?
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Foxit Reader
Foxit (www.snipca.com/20663) describes
itself as ‘The Secure PDF Reader’, which
is possibly a dig at Adobe. But it’s rich
coming from a tool whose installer has
often been linked with a PUP that’s far
worse than anything Adobe bundles with
Acrobat.

What’s the junk? Foxit’s installer openly
contains a pre-ticked trial version of its
paid-for program Foxit PhantomPDF.
Worse, it’s been reported to sneak
Conduit Search Protect adware on to your
PC. Free portable tool AdwCleaner (www.
snipca.com/20683) can detect Conduit,
but may not be powerful enough to
remove it. If you find Conduit on your PC,
try this removal guide from Norton
Security: www.snipca.com/20665.

How to avoid it:We’d not normally
recommend any program that’s been
associated with Conduit. However, Foxit
is a superb PDF reader andmanager
that’s much lighter on your PC’s memory
and storage space than Adobe Acrobat.
When we installed it, we found no trace
of Conduit – but be aware of the danger.
That said, its installer is a real pain to

wade through. First, you’ll see a License
Agreement box that buries the line:
“The Product may contain third party
software”. Doesn’t instill confidence,
does it?

Next is a list of plug-ins. If you click
‘Standard installation’ above this list
and then select ‘Custom installation’,
you’ll get slightly more choice over
what you exclude. We unticked the lot
– they’re unnecessary PC-slowing
rubbish.The only item you need to tick
is ‘PDF-Viewer files’. Untick all the
shortcut boxes on the next screen as well.
Following the Conduit scare, you can’t be
too careful.
On the screen after that you’re offered

Trust Manager, to keep you safe from

“malicious documents”. We unticked
this, too - you can enable it in Foxit’s
Preferences later. Click Next and you’ll
see a pre-ticked trial for PhantomPDF.
Select ‘Don’t install...’ (see screenshot
above) and then click Next.
Finally, you’ll see a summary of your

installation. All you should see under
‘Selected components’ is ‘PDF-Viewer
files’, while under ‘Additional tasks’ you
should see nothing at all. Click Install. We
ran AdwCleaner to check for adware and
it didn’t find anything untoward.
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SOFTWARE THAT TAKES OVER YOUR PC AND BROWSER
Skype
What, good old Skype? I’m sure we don’t
need to tell you what it is, so we’ll skip
straight to what it tries to do when you’re
installing it.

What’s the problem?Microsoft, much
like IObit and Auslogics, isn’t satisfied
with you downloading one of its
products. It wants you to download them
all, and it intends to use them to take

control of your browser.

How to stop it:Download Skype’s
installer (www.snipca.com/20667) and
go through the instructions. On the
second screen, you’ll see ‘Install Skype
Click to Call’ is pre-ticked. Youmay find
this useful, but we’d rather be free to tick
it ourselves. You can enable features like
this in your Skype settings later.
It’s the next page that really gets our

goat. Take a look at the screenshot left:
‘Make Bing my search engine’ and ‘Make
MSNmy homepage’ are both pre-ticked,
brazen as the naked sun. It’s almost as
though they want to hide in plain sight.
This is browser-hijacking, plain and
simple. Untick both boxes before you tick
Continue. Skype should then install
without taking over your browser.

LastPass
Password managers are essential in 2016.
Fifteen years ago youmight have got

Skype
doesn’t just
want to
install extra
programs
– it wants
to take
over your
browser

Select ‘Don’t
install. . .’ in
Foxit Reader
to stop it
installing
PhantomPDF
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away with using the same password
(your pet’s name and your door number,
perchance?) for your online accounts
(all four of them), but those days are
long gone. LastPass (https://lastpass.com)
is the leading tool for generating and
storing hack-proof passwords for dozens
of accounts.

What’s the problem? By default, LastPass
sends data back to its servers. This isn’t
unusual, and your data has to be stored
somewhere, not least so you can retrieve
it if necessary. Your passwords are
encrypted, so no one can read them.
The problem is that LastPass doesn’t
automatically log you out when you
close your browser, so it’s constantly
retrieving data from it.

How to stop it:Once you’ve added
LastPass to your browser and logged in,
click its bookmarklet, then click
Preferences. Tick both ‘Automatically log
out’ boxes at the top, and choose how
manyminutes LastPass should wait
before logging you out. While you’re
in the Preferences window, click
Advanced and untick ‘Share login state
between other browsers’ (see screenshot
above right). For more advice, visit the
LastPass Support Center (www.snipca.
com/20669).

Process Hacker
This free open-source tool (www.snipca.
com/20646) is excellent - it gives you the
information and control that Windows’
Task Manager doesn’t. As well as listing
all your running processes, it reveals
what they’re doing, why they’re doing it,
howmuchmemory they’re using and
whether they contain anymalware.

What’s the problem? Process Hacker’s
installable version brings along a
whopping list of plug-ins, including a
toolbar, a ‘Status Bar’, ‘Online Checks’,
and themysterious ‘ExtendedNotifications’
and ‘Extended Services’. These are all
surplus to the main program and will
slow down your PC – quite the opposite
of Process Hacker’s intended benefit.

How to stop it: Click ‘Download v2.39’
(updated in late March this year), then
Installer, and then save and run the EXE
file as normal. After you accept the
licence terms and click Next, you’ll see a
layout very similar to that in the Foxit
installer. Select ‘Custom installation’ and
click the Plugins box twice to untick all

the boxes under it (see screenshot below
left). All you need is ‘Main application’.
Want an even better solution? Use

the portable version instead, so you
can sidestep all this installation
nonsense. After clicking ‘Download
v2.39’, click ‘Binaries (portable)’ instead
of Installer. Save the ZIP file, extract its
contents, choose the 32bit or 64bit folder
(depending on your system version), then
click ‘ProcessHacker.exe’ to run the tool
immediately and safely, with no plug-ins
included. You can even copy this
portable file to a USB stick to run on
an XP or Vista PC.

VLC
Open-source media centre VLC (www.
snipca.com/20674) is one of our favourite
free programs ever, and the best
replacement for Windows Media Centre
inWindows 10 (or any other OS, for that
matter). But even VLC has a downside.

What’s the problem?When you run
VLC’s installer, it selects Custom by
default – merciful relief after all those
hidden ‘Custom install’ links. But scroll
through the tickboxes in the window (see
screenshot on page 55) and you’ll see
dozens of pre-ticked plug-ins that you
don’t need: ‘Mozilla plugin’ even if you
don’t have Firefox installed; ‘Discs
playback’ even if your PC doesn’t have a
CD/DVD drive; and all audio and video
file associations.These extras take up lots
of space, use lots of memory andmess
with your chosen file associations.
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Click the
Plugins
box twice
in Process
Hacker
to avoid
installing
toolbars
and
plug-ins

Tick ‘Share login state between other browsers’ in LastPass’s Preferences so you don’t stay
logged inwhen you close your browser
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How to stop it:Untick every box in the
Choose Components stage of the setup
wizard, except those file types you want
to open automatically in VLC.The
greyed-out Media Player tickbox at the
top is the only one you need to install
the program.

Chrome, IE and Firefox
We’d need a completely separate feature
to describe in full the negative impacts
of individual browsers on your PC –
and we’ll provide one soon. But for now,
let’s scoop them up together and offer
guidelines on how to limit their bullying
tactics.

What’s the problem? Browsers love to
pretend that you’re in charge. ‘Take
Control’ proclaims the homepage for
Mozilla’s Firefox (www.snipca.com/
20670). ‘Make Chrome yours’ says
Google’s browser (www.snipca.
com/20671). ‘Stay more private’ says
Opera (www.opera.com). ‘Experience a
more personal web’ says Microsoft’s
Windows 10 browser, Edge (www.snipca.
com/20684).
These browsers are all good, safe

programs with unique strengths that
appeal to different users. But none give
you as much control and privacy as their
marketing spiel claims because their
ultimate aim is to become your default
browser. Edge is particularly stubborn on
this front. Many users have reported that
it resets itself as your PC’s default
browser even after you’ve given that
privilege to one of its rivals.
Browsers send information back to the

companies that run them.They are keen
to knowwhere their users live, what
operating system they’re using and so

on. But it doesn’t showmuch respect for
your privacy.

How to stop it:When downloading a
browser, always look for a pre-ticked box
saying ‘Set [program] as my default
browser’ (or similar), then decide
whether that’s something you want.
Edge is downright determined in its

desire to be your default. The best fix
is Edge Blocker (www.snipca.com/20673,
see screenshot right), a free, portable
tool from one of our favourite junk-
free software makers, Sordum (www.
sordum.org). Run the tool, click Block,
and Edge will force itself on you no
longer (until you click Unblock, at least).
Whenever you install a browser, also

untick any tracking options (usually
termed something like ‘Send information
back to…’). Tracking compromises your
privacy and involves processes that run
constantly, slowing down your PC and

browser. Incognito browsing options
or even a VPN (virtual private network)
will dramatically cut down the personal
data your browser and websites can
collect.
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Untick all VLC’s
unnecessary
web plug-ins
to make it (and
your PC) run
faster

Stop Edge edging out other browsers by
blocking it completely using Edge Blocker

Malwarebytes pre-ticks the box for its paid-for version

ANTIVIRUS THAT TRICKS YOU INTO UPGRADING
Malwarebytes
Anti-Malware Free
Don’t assume security tools are
above indulging in the tricks of the
free software trade. We’ll finish this
feature with three useful security
programs that pursue you so
ardently with pleas to upgrade to
their paid-for version that, frankly,
they deserve an injunction.
Malwarebytes’ flagship program,

Anti-Malware Free (www.
malwarebytes.org), changed its
homepage recently to downplay the
‘free’ element – possibly because it’s
moving towards not being free at

all. We hope not, because it’s a great
tool for manually scanning your PC
for nasties your AVmight have
missed.

Resist the upgrade tricks: Click
Download, then click the small
blue-on-white Download Free
Version. Installation is
straightforward, but on the final
screen (the one with the Finish
button) there’s a pre-ticked box to
‘Enable free trial of Malwarebytes
Anti-Malware Premium’ (see
screenshot left). Untick it or you’ll be
hit with reminders about your trial
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period, and then presented with a bill for
£19.95 for an annual subscription.
Certain features are missing from the

free version, but you don’t need them.
‘Real-time protection’, for example,
would conflict with your existing AV.
For similar reasons, find and untick
Malwarebytes in Autoruns so it doesn’t
start automatically withWindows.

Avast Free Antivirus
Avast is the best free AV available,
according to our tests over the past few
years. What’s more, there’s no junk in the
installer. So why do we keepmoaning
about it (see Named & Shamed, Issue 476,
for example)?

Resist the upgrade tricks: Avast must be
registered every year.That’s not explained
clearly upfront, and can cause panic
when you’re confronted with pop-ups
saying your protection will ‘expire’. To
avoid this, register for free (www.snipca.
com/20685) after installing Avast.
You’ll still see pop-ups, urging you to

upgrade for ‘advanced protection’ (see
screenshot right). Why, because the free
version isn’t good enough?That’s not
very reassuring. Don’t be fooled: the free
version is good enough.
In our experience, the pop-ups spring

from your system tray less and less
often once you’ve registered, so you
can ignore them. If you really want to
block them, untick the corresponding
process in Autoruns (www.snipca.
com/20675), but make absolutely sure
it’s the correct process. In general, we
don’t recommend stopping any process
related to your AV.

AVG Free Antivirus
We’ll finish off with a programwhose
reputation has taken a battering over the
years, and not always deservedly. AVG
Free Antivirus (www.avg.com) hasn’t
performed as well as Avast in our tests,
but it has a range of accompanying apps
– like the superb newly updated AVG
AntiVirus Free for Android (www.snipca.
com/20686). If you’re a regular phone or

tablet user, it might make sense to choose
AVG as your PC’s antivirus as well.

Resist the upgrade tricks:When you
click Free Download you’re whisked off
to a page that outlines the extra benefits
of downloading the ‘Pro’ version. Ignore
that and click Free Download again. Run
the installer, but don’t click Continue yet.

Instead, click the small
‘Custom installation’ link,
then select ‘Basic protection’
to ensure you’re not installing
a free trial (see screenshot
above). Click Continue,
and then untick ‘Web
component’ and ‘Email
protection’. You don’t need
these extras. Like the plug-ins
wementioned earlier, they’ll
slow down your browser
and PC andmay compromise

your privacy.
Some users have reported finding

AVG difficult to remove from their PCs.
This shouldn’t be the case if you use a
powerful tool like IObit Uninstaller
(see box on page 51), but there’s an
uninstall guide on AVG’s website (www.
snipca.com/20677) if you still have
trouble.
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The mistakes that could mess up your PC

Avast uses pop-ups like these to
get you to upgrade, but our tests
show that its free version is good
enough

Choose ‘Basic protection’ in AVG’s installer (complete with spelling mistakes - ‘harmfull’) to
avoid endless nagging to upgrade

WHAT YOU MUST
NEVER DO IN WINDOWS
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In the first of a new section testing paid-for services, apps and software,
Mike Plant takes to the great outdoors to review the Ordnance Survey’s Maps app

57Next issue... PlexMedia Server

Not quite a walk in the park
TheOSMaps service you access through
your browser or via the tablet app is
strikingly different to the phone app.
Using the browser and tablet app, I was
pre-planning my routes in no time – even
if choosing one is harder work than it
should be due to the lack of user ratings.
Nevertheless, I plotted a trail across the
Yorkshire Dales with relative ease using
the great ‘Snap’ feature.This takes the
rough route you draw and fits it to the
nearest footpaths in the National Parks
(see screenshot above).
The OSMaps phone app pales in

comparison, with only a fraction of
the features. This is particularly
disappointing, given the phone is what
you’ll take with you when you’re out and
about because of its GPS. You won’t find
National Parks footpaths in the phone
app, for example, nor can you search for
nearby routes – surely the biggest selling
point of the service. In fact, the only
routes I could see were those I’d earlier
plotted myself, or those I’d downloaded
from the OS Maps website or via my
iPad. I then had to import these into
the phone app.

There and back again
Withmy chosen route finally installed
onmy phone, I was soon following the
green path onmy screen at a decent
pace, leaving behind a group of walkers
puzzling over their unwieldy paper maps.
Next, I decided to take a shortcut to test

how the app reacted tome going off piste.
Seeingmy route on screen and knowing
my location reassuredme that Iwouldn’t

Setting off on a hike through Epping
Forest on a sunny day with nothing
but my smartphone was very

liberating. Mymain goal was to test the
new OSMaps phone app, which digitises
the classic Ordnance Survey maps of old.
It marks your route onmaps and, like
Google Maps, uses GPS to pinpoint your
location – thereby ending any arguments
with your companions about where you
really are.

We created this
route through the
Yorkshire Dales by
drawing a straight
line between
two points. The
‘Snap’ feature then
mapped the line to
existing footpaths

Ramblers will have access to Explorer (left)
and Landranger (right) maps to plot their hike

get lost – even if I couldn’t reassure the
app as it frantically informedme ‘You are
off course’.
It was only when I’d finishedmy

ramble that I realised ‘You are off
course’ was the onlymessage I’d
received during the entire walk. Not
once had the app offered information on
points of interest, or the best local pubs.
It turns out that OSMaps doesn’t show
mid-route notes, which seems something
of an oversight. Ordnance Survey is
working on adding photos to the
Premium app, but even these won’t
replace the idle pleasure of discovering
an area’s history as you go.

OS Maps
Release date:May 2016
Format: iOS (iPad version
tested), Android (smartphone
version tested)
Website:www.snipca.com/20633
Price: Free version available, or Premium
version from £19.99 for 12 months

No. Paying for OSMaps adds plenty of
handy features – extra routes, more
detailedmaps and National Parks
footpaths – but it doesn’t fix any of the
free version’s shortcomings.These
include the lack of user ratings and the
need to import maps from thewebsite
or your iPad.Thesewill put off even the
most avid rambler, and sowe can’t
recommend it until these flaws are
addressed.

SO, IS IT WORTH IT?

ANYTHING ELSE
I SHOULDKNOW?
Ordnance Survey already offers a
similar app called OSMapFinder, which
downloads one large 1:250,000 scale
map of the UK so that users can buy
smaller-scalemaps of areas separately.

...Cons Poor searching filters, no points of interest
highlighted, no route-rating system

...Pros Thousands of routes, record your own trails,
detailedmaps

Is it worth the money?

The Premium version of OS Maps (at
£19.99 per year) gives you access to all
of Ordnance Survey’s 1:25,000 scale
Explorer and 1:50,000 scale Landranger
maps (see screenshot above) via the
phone and tablet app, or online (at www.
ordnancesurvey.co.uk/osmaps).
You also get thousands of walking,

running and cycling routes to explore,
including some unavailable in the free
version, such as those from Country
Walkingmagazine.Though irritatingly,
the phone app won’t let you browse
these, as I’ll explain.
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Keyboard shortcuts don’t
begin with Ctrl+C and
end with Ctrl+V – those
handy hotkeys for

copying and pasting text. In fact,
there are literally hundreds of key
combinations inWindows, each
designed to give your mouse arm
a rest and let your fingers do the
work.
Windows 10 introduces even

more shortcuts to help you
navigate your system, organise
open windows and customise
your desktop. Here, we reveal all
the best shortcuts in Microsoft’s
new operating system to speed up
everything you do on your PC.

Access settings menus and apps
Each new version of Windows introduces
new features, andWindows 10 has more
thanmost. But did you know you can
summon some of its most popular
features (Action Centre, the Settings app,
the Connect panel and Cortana) with
simple key combinations?
The key you’ll use most in the majority

of the new shortcuts is theWindows key (
). For example, +A, opens the Action

Centre, where you can access your
notifications, while +I launches
Windows 10’s new Settings app (see
screenshot above right). Then there’s
+K, which opens the Connect panel for
when you want to link your PC to other
devices on your network (such as your

TV). Meanwhile, +X brings up the
alternative Start menu (usually accessed
by right-clicking the Start button), where
you can launch the likes of Control Panel
and Device Manager.
Press +E and a File Explorer window

will open with the Quick Access tab
selected, giving you instant access to
anything youmay have pinned to it (see
our Cover Feature, Issue 476, page 51). Try
tapping +H and the Share Charmwill
slide into view.This handyWindows 8
throwback lets you share websites, videos
and photos via email, Windows 10’s
Messaging app or social media.
Windows 10’s accessibility settings can

be triggered by shortcuts too. Struggling
to make out what’s on your screen?
Pressing +Enter launches the Narrator
app, which reads aloud any text displayed

on screen. Alternatively, +U
opens the ‘Ease of Access’ panel
and +plus symbol will open
the Magnifier. Still can’t quite
read something? Press +plus
symbol again to zoom in even
closer, +minus symbol to
zoom out and +Escape to close
the Magnifier.

Speed up Cortana
Microsoft’s digital assistant
Cortana isn’t proving very
popular, but a few handy
shortcuts might convert some
disbelievers. Pressing +C
opens Cortana in ‘listening

mode’. This instantly activates your
laptop’s microphone so all you have
to do is speak your search terms and
reminder requests. Saying ‘money
news’, for example, will search the
internet for the latest financial
headlines. Bear in mind, Cortana
uses Windows 10’s Edge browser
instead of a browser of your choice.
Youmight also notice the musical-note
icon at the top right in listening mode.
Clicking it triggers Cortana’s music-
recognition mode, which identifies any
music playing nearby (much like the
app Shazam).
If you don’t relish the idea of talking

to your computer, then try +S.This
opens Cortana without activating the
microphone, so you can search your
computer or the internet by typing.

Press +I to openWindows 10’s Settings app (left) or +A to
open the Action Centre (right)

+I Windo 10’ S (left) +A

Every Windows 10
shortcut you’ll ever need

Mastering keyboard shortcuts adds an extra level of convenience when using your PC,
and Windows 10 has more than ever. Mike Plant reveals the best new key combinations
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Organise openwindows
Microsoft added a function toWindows
10 called Snap Assist that lets you arrange
your open windows into four quadrants
of equal size (see screenshot right). Using
your mouse involves grabbing an open
window and dragging it to one of the
corners of the screen to ‘snap’ it into
position, but you can accomplish this
with your keyboard.
To position a window simply hold

down theWindows key and press the left
or right arrow key to move it to one side
or the other.Then, with theWindows key
still held down, press the up or down
arrow to move it into one of the four
quadrants. You can also press +up
arrow again to maximise it, or +down
arrow to minimise it. Another clever
shortcut is +Shift+up arrow, which
maximises the windowwhile retaining
its current width.

+Tab opensWindows 10’s new Task
View, which gives you a neat view of
every window you have open (just click
one using your mouse to move to it). If

you then have any notes pinned to your
desktop that you want to quickly refer to,
hold down +,(comma key) for a quick
look at your desktop without minimising
any open windows.

Customise virtual desktops
One of Windows 10’s best new features
is virtual desktops, which let you have
open programs and windows across
multiple workspaces.This is useful if you

use your PC for home and
work tasks and want to keep
the two apart.
To create a new virtual

desktop, hold down +Ctrl+D
and your desktop will shift
slightly to the right. Now press
+Ctrl+left arrow (or right

arrow) to cycle between
virtual desktops. To quickly
see a preview of any open
virtual desktops, hold +Tab
to open Task View – the
thumbnails are shown along
the bottom of the screen (see
screenshot left). You can also

hold +Ctrl+F4 to close the current
virtual desktop and clone its contents to
the next desktop in the sequence.

Command Prompt shortcuts
The Command Prompt has been
overhauled inWindows 10 to make it
much easier to use.The overhaul includes
a number of new keyboard shortcuts you
can use to edit text within the Command
Prompt window.
Old shortcut favourites, Ctrl+C and

Ctrl+V, nowwork exactly as they do in
Word and – as anyone who has had to
type a tortuously lengthy line of
computer code into Command Prompt
will tell you – the ability to copy and
paste text is a huge time-saver.
Likewise, Ctrl+A selects all the text

in Command Prompt’s window (which
is useful, for example, if you want to
post a broken command line online to
seek help). And Ctrl+F lets you search
within Command Prompt for a specific
word or phrase.
TheWindows 10 Command Prompt

also has a new feature, called Mark
Mode (activated by pressing Ctrl+M).
Mark Mode lets you select text you want
to copy by clicking and dragging with
your mouse (see screenshot above). Or
you can highlight text with a little more
control using other shortcuts: Shift+left
or right arrow selects one character at a
time; Ctrl+Shift+left or right arrow
selects text one word at a time; or
Shift+Home or End selects one line
at a time.

+1, +2, +3, and
so on: launches the
corresponding program
shortcut in your taskbar
(for example, +1
would open Edge in the
screenshot below)

+D: minimises all open
windows and returns you
to the desktop (tapping the

same combination again
will re-open all closed
windows).

+L: locks the PC so it
requires a password to be
unlocked (assuming you
have a password set up on
your computer).

+R: displays the Run

dialogue box fromwhere
you can search for and
open programs, settings
menus, files andwebsites.

+Home:minimises all
non-activewindows, but
leaves the one you’re
currently using open. Press
+Home again to undo the

process.

Here are fivemore vintageWindows shortcuts that are as useful as everwhen it comes
to adding somemuch-needed convenience to you desktop…

THE RETURN OF SOME OLD FRIENDS

Press +Tab to see all open virtual desktops, then use
+left or right arrow to scroll through them

Enable Mark Mode to select text youwant to
copywith your mouse

‘Snap’
four open
windows
into place by
selecting a
program or
open folder
and using
thewindows
key along
with your
keyboard’s
cursor keys

Enable M kMode t l t t t nt t
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indows
Live Mail
Survival Guide
The end is nigh for Microsoft’s popular em
program. Jonathan Parkyn explains wha ’
happening and what to do if you’re affect d

Outlook.com users will face more error messages like these in
Windows Live Mail after 30 June
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Microsoft has a nasty habit of
suddenly killing off its own
tools and services. Windows
XP, Office 2003 and older

versions of Internet Explorer have all
found themselves unceremoniously
dumped on the digital scrapheap in
recent years, forcing millions to upgrade
or adapt. Now, it’s users of the popular
email program,Windows Live Mail 2012,
who are set to suffer.
The program is part of Microsoft’s

Windows Essentials package – a suite of
free tools that also includes Photo Gallery
and Movie Maker. Currently, you can still
download and use it (fromwww.snipca.
com/20626), but Microsoft’s recent
announcement that the programwill no
longer work with the company’s own
Outlook.com has all but sealed
Windows Live Mail’s fate.

Sowhat’s happening
exactly?
Microsoft isn’t actually ending
support for its Outlook.com
webmail service or its Windows
Live Mail program; instead it’s
ending support for accessing
Outlook.com throughWindows
Live Mail. Until now, Outlook.
com users have been able to sign
intoWindows Live Mail with
their account and use the
program to send and receive
emails, and sync calendars and
contacts. But from 30 June this
year, Windows Live Mail will no
longer be able to connect to

Outlook.com, meaning the program
will effectively stop working for anyone
currently using it to access their
Outlook.com account (see screenshot
below).
And, since Outlook.com is just the

latest name for Microsoft’s oft-rebranded
webmail service, this means that
Windows Live Mail will stop working for
older Microsoft webmail accounts too,
including any with older Hotmail,
MSN and live.com addresses.

Why is Microsoft doing this?
Microsoft has been upgrading Outlook.
com to improve the service’s ability to
sync across a range of different devices.
As a result many Outlook.com user
accounts have been quietly upgraded to a

new version of the webmail service.
Unfortunately, the systems used by this
new Outlook.com aren’t compatible with
Windows Live Mail. In theory, Microsoft
could add compatibility via an update,
but it seems unwilling to do so.
This is just the latest disappointment

for users of Microsoft’s beleaguered email
program. Last December, Microsoft
issued an update (KB3093594) which
ended up breakingWindows Live Mail to
the point where many people couldn’t
run the programwithout it crashing.The
update was reissued several times, but
problems have continued.
Though support for Windows Live

Mail may not have officially ended, many
people have interpreted Microsoft’s recent
treatment of it as a tacit admission that

the company has effectively
given up on the program.

What solutions does
Microsoft offer?
In a recent email sent out to
all Windows Live Mail users
with Outlook.com accounts,
Microsoft offered a number of
suggestions.

1. Switch to the Mail app
Microsoft recommends switching
to the built-in Mail app (see
screenshot above right) in
Windows 8.1 or 10, which is fine
if you haveWindows 8.1 or 10,
but isn’t much use if you’re a
Windows 7 user. Microsoft’s
none-too-helpful (and
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somewhat self-serving) suggestion in
these cases is to upgrade your entire
operating system.
It’s also worth pointing out that,

although the Mail app supports Outlook.
com, it works very differently to
Windows Live Mail and doesn’t have as
many features. Windows 8.1’s Mail app
doesn’t support POP3 accounts, for
example, and is often confusing to use.
Windows 10’s Mail app is better, but still
has limitations – you can’t create folders,
for instance.

2. Switch to Outlook.com
You can still send and receive messages
by logging into the Outlook.comwebsite
as normal. Using webmail services via a
web browser isn’t for everyone because
many people like to have a separate tool
for managing their mail, and prefer to
download emails to their PCs rather than
just viewing them online.

3 Use Office 365 Personal for free
Perhaps the most interesting – and
generous – of Microsoft’s solutions is the
offer of a free year-long subscription to
Office 365 Personal to anyone affected by
the problem.Those eligible will be
notified in an email.
Office 365 Personal normally costs

£59.99 per year (or £5.99 per month) and
includes the latest version of Microsoft’s
Outlook email client. Not to be confused
with Outlook.com, Outlook is a desktop
program similar toWindows Live Mail. It
combines email, calendar, contacts and
tasks. Outlook offers plenty of powerful
features, such as an instant search, and is
fully compatible with Outlook.com
accounts. Not only that, but Office 365
Personal also comes with the latest full
versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Publisher, as well as 1TB of online storage
(with OneDrive) and 60minutes of Skype
calls per month. However, it’s worth
bearing in mind that you’ll need to start
paying if you want to continue using

Office 365 after the initial 12-month
free period.

What are my other options?
Inevitably, all of Microsoft’s suggestions
involve pushing users towards its newer
products and services, but there are
alternative solutions – including a potential
way to continue usingWindows Live Mail.
Thunderbird (www.snipca.com/20637),

FossaMail (www.fossamail.org) and eM
Client (www.emclient.com) are free,
non-Microsoft email programs that
should be more than adequate
replacements – as soon as they catch up
with Outlook.com’s latest update.
Thunderbird and FossaMail don’t

support Microsoft Exchange, the protocol
that Outlook.com now uses for syncing
mail, calendar and contact data. A
plug-in called ExQuilla can add Exchange
support, but this is not free (it costs
about £7 a year). And, even then, we
couldn’t get eitherThunderbird or
FossaMail to fully recognise an Outlook.
com account that had already been
upgraded to Microsoft’s new system.
Meanwhile, eM Client claims to provide
native support for both Outlook.com and
Exchange, but we got errormessages
whenwe tried to configure our upgraded
Outlook.com account.
It’s early days for the new Outlook.com

system, though, so compatibility issues
like these may be fixed soon. In the
meantime, there are short-term

workarounds you can use if you
don’t fancy any of Microsoft’s
solutions.
For example, Outlook.com

accounts – even those that have been
upgraded – support an alternative
protocol to POP3 called IMAP. So one
interim solution that works –
partially, at least – is to use IMAP.
In eM Client, for example, ignore
Automatic Setup at the top of the
New Account screen and click Mail,
then Other (see screenshot left).
Thenmanually configure your

Outlook.com account using IMAP server
settings (see box above).
Windows Live Mail also supports IMAP,

so one way to continue using the
programwith Outlook.comwould be to
remove your Outlook.com account and
re-add it using IMAP instead (see the box
above). While this is an adequate
temporary solution, it’s not ideal. IMAP
doesn’t support calendar or contacts
syncing, so you’ll be restricted to sending
and receiving email. And there’s no
guarantee that Microsoft won’t pull the
plug on Outlook.com’s IMAP support at
some point. We’ll let you know should
this happen.

To use IMAP in eM Client ignore Automatic Setup
and choose Other instead

You can still connect to your Outlook.com
account via the Mail app inWindows 8.1 or 10

HOWTOCARRYONUSING
WINDOWS LIVEMAILWITH
OUTLOOK.COM

STEP 1
First, youmust delete
your Outlook.com (or
Hotmail) account from
Windows LiveMail
– all yourmessages,
contacts and calendar
datawill be kept online, so don’t worry
about losing anything. Right-click your
account in the left-hand pane and select
‘Remove account’.

STEP 2
Next, click the
Accounts tab,
then the Email
icon in the Ribbon
(the onewith the green cross). In the
‘Add your email accounts’ screen, enter
your Outlook.com/Hotmail address,
password and display name, tick
‘Manually configure server settings’,
then click Next.

STEP 3
Under ‘Incoming
server
information’,
select IMAP
from the ‘Server type’menu, then type
imap-mail.outlook.com under ‘Server
address’ and 993 under Port. Tick
‘Requires a secure connection (SSL)’
and type your email address as the
Log-on username. In the ‘Outgoing
server information’ section, type
smtp-mail.outlook.com under ‘Server
address’, and 25 under Port. Tick
‘Requires authentication’, click Next
then Finish.

Windows Live Mail Survival Guide
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Problems Solved

Q I’ve never needed to print
websites before, but recently I
wanted hard copies of some

online recipes to keep in a kitchen folder.
However, the layout and formatting
wasn’t even remotely how it appeared on
screen (in Chrome), with shifted pictures
and the text in one big block. I found
other websites gave me similar problems.
What’s causing this? And is there an easy
way to print websites so the printouts
look just like they do onmy screen?

Juliette Marks

A
There are several contributing
causes, but the problem boils
down to the fact that many

websites are built in electronic layers,
using cascading style sheets (CSS). This
enables websites to fit different screen
sizes and device types. However, unless
the website’s developer goes the extra
mile to create an electronic stylesheet for
printing, your web browser’s print option
just doesn’t ‘see’ some of the CSS content.
In Chrome, ticking the ‘Background

graphics’ box in the Print box (click ‘More
settings’) sometimes fixes the problem.
However, for a method that works every
time install the free Nimbus ‘Screenshot
and Screencast’ extension (www.snipca.
com/20473). This captures an A4-width
screenshot spanning as many pages as
necessary, which you can then print.
Once installed, just click the newly

added N icon in Chrome’s toolbar,
followed by ‘Entire page’, then Done.
You can save the image if you want, but
otherwise, just click Print Image and
follow the prompts.

Use the Nimbus ‘Screenshot and Screencast’
Chrome extension to print website pages

Q I often read people in online
forums talking about this, that
or the other ‘build’ of

Windows, and the various features that
have been added or removed. People
quote numbers like ‘10586.164’ and
what have you. What are these build
numbers? How do I find out which
build number my version of Windows
10 is? And how do I know if I’m on the
latest build? Please explain in your
usual simple language!

ArronMichael

A
The build number describes a
specific state of development
of a particular Windows

edition — a version number within a
version number, if you like. To the
outside world Microsoft markets
Windows 10 as ‘Windows 10’, albeit in
a few different flavours. You probably
have either ‘Windows 10 Home’ or
‘Windows 10 Pro’ installed. Microsoft
uses these headline brands as a way to
highlight major feature differences.
Windows 10 Home, for example, lacks
the Remote Desktop and BitLocker
tools you’d find in the Pro edition.
But all current Windows editions are

actually in continuous development
and the various ‘Windows 10’ brands
simply aren’t specific enough for the
company’s software programmers to
keep track. So, mainly for internal

purposes, Microsoft applies ‘builds
numbers’ to each and every update to
Windows, and for each and every
edition.These are also sometimes
referred to as ‘point releases’, with
‘point’ alluding to the decimal point
that these minor version-number
increments typically include, such as
your 10586.164 example.
Interestingly, Windows 8.1 was a very

public point release.This was a rare
move for Microsoft, but the company
felt the need for a new public version
number to distance the improved
Windows 8.1 from the poorly received
Windows 8.
To find out yourWindows 10 build

number, click Start followed by
Settings, and then System, followed by
About — the build number is listed
alongside OS Build. At the time of
publication, the latest build was
10586.218. AsWindows 10 updates
itself, your installation should always
be at or close to the latest build.
As for what all this means for you,

the answer is really not a lot. With
each new build number, Microsoft’s
coders might’ve fixed some bugs,
patched a few security flaws, added
someminor new features, or removed
ones that were faulty or considered
redundant. Day to day, there’s no
need to concern yourself with your
Windows 10 build number, andmost

of the time you probably won’t
even notice if or when it
changes. If you’re not on the
latest build today, then you will
be very soon —Microsoft will
push the update to your
computer in its own time.
However, there is some value in

understanding what each new
build brings toWindows (or
indeed what it leaves behind).
Microsoft publishes details of
what’s new on its website, at
www.snipca.com/20345. Just
click the relevant build-number
heading to see what’s what.

What’s my Windows 10 build?

Head to About via System to find your build
number listed alongside OS Build

PROBLEM OF THE FORTNIGHT How do I make
websites print
how they appear
on screen?
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Our experts solve all your tech problems

Email us your problem andwe’ll try to help: noproblem@computeractive.co.uk

Q I have recently bought a new
PCwithWindows 10 pre-
installed. My now-defunct

Windows 7 PC had two separate
accounts, for myself andmy partner.
The old machine died, so I’ve
duplicated everything on to the new
onemanually. On theWindows 7
computer we could swap between our
two accounts quickly using the Start
menu’s ‘Switch user’ option, keeping
work-in-progress documents open in
the background for easy return.This
facility does not seem to be available in
Windows 10, where shutting down or
restarting are the only options. Is it

How do I
switch users in
Windows 10?

The ‘Switch user’ function still exists in
Windows 10 and can be accessed via
the Shut DownWindows dialogue box

Google has recently stopped
issuing updates for Chrome
users onWindows XP or Vista

noticed any change – other
than the appearance of
this message.
This is also the reason

you’re seeing the same
message in Internet
Explorer (IE). Vista users
are able to use only up to
IE9, while the full Gmail
experience requires IE10 or
IE11. However, because
Firefox still supports Vista,

you’ll be on the latest version of that
browser – and that’s why you don’t see
the message here.
If you want to continue using

Chrome safely — and use all of Gmail’s
features — then you’ll need to upgrade
from Vista. Alternatively, continue
using Chrome at your own risk, or
switch to Firefox as your main browser,
because that’s still being updated for
Vista users.

Q I’ve been successfully using the
Google Chrome web browser on
my old Dell desktop computer

for many years now. My setup is still
working very well, but recently Gmail
started displaying this message:
“This version of Chrome is no longer
supported. Please upgrade to a supported
browser”.There’s also a Dismiss link
and if I click this everything seems to
continue working as normal.The
‘supported browser’ bit is also a link,
which takes me to a Google page that
says Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer
and Safari are all supported. I tried
Internet Explorer and I get the same
message, but in Firefox there’s no such
message – Gmail just works without
complaint. What’s going on here? And
should I be worried about it?

Douglas Cook

A
This is a warning that you’re
using an old version of Chrome
that Gmail no longer supports.

And the reason for that is because, as of
April this year, Google has stopped
issuing updates to users of Chrome still
onWindows XP or Vista machines. If you
have a version of Chrome already

installed on one of these operating
systems, it will continue working, but
it’ll never again be updated — so it will
become increasingly unsafe.
To use all the latest Gmail features, you

need to be using the latest version of one
of the supported browsers, or the version
before. If you’re not, then Gmail drops
down to its basic HTML view. If you were
already using this (as some people do, as
a preference), then you wouldn’t have

Why is Gmail displaying this message?

possible to enable, install on, or somehow
tweakWindows 10 to make ‘Switch user’
available?

Jeff Rance

A
No need to tweakWindows 10,
because the feature you want is
still there.

There are three ways to get to the option,
but none of them are obvious. Probably
the easiest is to click Start, then your user
name at the top of the menu. Now just

click the name of the other user.
If you prefer keyboard shortcuts,

then from theWindows Desktop you
can press Alt+F4 to open the Shut
DownWindows box, and then choose
‘Switch user’ from the dropdown
menu. Or, for a keyboard shortcut
that works pretty much anywhere
inWindows, press Control
(Ctrl)+Alt+Delete (Del), and then just
click ‘Switch user’.
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Q I’ve been using Amazon for over
a decade now, and during that
time I’ve purchased and read

ebooks on about 15 different devices –
from an iPhone 3GS to a Kindle
Paperwhite, and several in between.
My trouble is that both my ‘Deliver to’
and ‘Send a free sample to’ menus are
cluttered with all those old devices that I
no longer own. I know it’s not a huge
problem, but it does slowme down. Also,
for some reason, my new iPhone 6s is
referred to as ‘Kevin’s 4th iPhone’, which
is technically correct, because it’s the

Q I have a Lenovo Z50-70
laptop and recently the
screen intermittently has a

strange bluish tint where all white
backgrounds look pale blue. I have
installed the latest graphics card
drivers and reset the colour
management back to default values
and all seems well for a while, but
from time to time it happens again.
Rebooting the laptop solves it but,
again, only for the problem to
return. I’m considering returning
the laptop under its 12-month
warranty, but as the fault is
intermittent I am not convinced
they will be able to detect it. Is there
some sort of test I could perform to
detect the problem for myself?

John Lattimore

A
This sounds like a simple
hardware fault. Your laptop’s
display is connected to the

guts of the machine by a thin, ribbon-
style cable and a small connector. Even
though enclosed, these connectors
can work loose – and even a slight
misalignment is sufficient to cause the
symptoms you describe. You can
emulate the effect on a desktop PC by
loosening the display’s connection
with the PC’s graphics card.
While it might be possible to repair

the laptop yourself, there’s no point
risking your warranty.
Take it back to the shop where you

bought it. If you need to demonstrate
the problem, a bit of pressure around
the bottom of the display or top of
the keyboard should be enough.

How do I turn YouTube clips into DVDs?
because all you need to do is add ‘dlv’ to
the YouTube video’s web address – by
inserting it just after the ‘www.’ part. So, if
the video’s address is www.youtube.
com/123456789, then edit that to www.
dlvyoutube.com/123456 and press Enter.
You’ll be taken directly to a list of
download links. Click the quality you
want to start the download.
Then it’s over toWindows DVDMaker.

Click ‘Choose Photos and Videos’, followed
by ‘Add items’, navigate to the downloaded
clip, select it and click Add. Repeat for
more clips. Click Next and select a DVD
menu style. Now use the buttons above to
change the text (if you want), then click
Burn and follow the prompts.

Q I want to turn YouTube videos
into DVDs. I haveWindows DVD
Maker installed onmyWindows

7 PC, and a stack of blank DVD-R discs,
but I cannot find any operating
instructions. Is it possible to do this?

Geoff Chapman

A
There are two processes: saving
the YouTube clips as video files
on to your computer’s hard

drive; and then adding those files to
Windows DVDMaker.
You should consider legality, as each

clip will have its own usage conditions. To
play it safe, when searching YouTube click
the Filters button (above the video results)
and then click Creative
Commons: all clips in the
results list should be free
to download. Learn more
about YouTube’s Creative
Commons licensing at www.
snipca.com/20463.
Next, download a YouTube

clip.There are many web
services that do this, but one
of the easiest is TubeNinja,

How do I remove
old devices from
Amazon?

Check Creative Commons for clips that are free to download

A l h l k ly
f y f y p y

What’s causing
this screen
glitch?

cl
se
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A loose connection is the likely cause
of an intermittently faulty display

Deregister
your old
devices to
remove
them from
Amazon’s
menu lists

fourth iPhone I’ve owned, but it’s
nonetheless confusing. How do I pare
down these lists so that they contain
just my current iPhone 6 and Kindle
Paperwhite? And can I change the
name of ‘Kevin’s 4th iPhone’?

KevinMcFadden

A
You need to visit the ‘Manage
Your Content and Devices’
page, at www.amazon.co.uk/

mycd. Log in, click Your Devices and
then click to select a device. Next, to
delete it from those lists, click the
Deregister link and then click
Deregister again to confirm.
And yes, you can rename ‘Kevin’s 4th

iPhone’. Click that device and then click
the Edit link next to the device name.
Type the new name and click Save.
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Q I am in the middle of writing
my life journal, using
Microsoft Publisher. When

I’m finished, I am hoping to find a
publisher. Is there likely to be a
problem submitting mymanuscript
to publishers using Publisher’s
PUB format? Or should I be using
Microsoft Word instead?

TomVMoffat

A
The answer depends entirely
on the publisher.
Microsoft Publisher is great

for styling and laying out both text and
images. We’d guess that the desire to
add pictures is why you chose to work
with Publisher. We’re sure some
publishers will accept the PUB format,
as long as they can get at the text (and
pictures, if relevant).
However, traditional publishers

generally handle both formatting and
layouts themselves, so would expect
the manuscript in one document (a
Microsoft Word file, typically), with

Publishers are
likely to accept
a journal in the
PUB format, but
you can choose
to export it in
a number of
different ways

Q I have been trying out the new
Opera Mail program. So far I
have found it fairly easy to

operate, but I have come across one little
problem that I have been unable to figure
out. Basically, I can see no way to print
emails. I’m sure it must be possible and
that I’mmissing something obvious, but
I’m at a loss. What am I missing?

CharlieWaring

A
You’re missing the menu button,
which is hiding under the Opera
Mail logo at the top left. Like so

manymodern programs, Opera Mail has
a stripped-back interface, with just a few
visible buttons. You’ll find all other
options — including Print — by clicking
that button.
Incidentally, once you’ve set up the

print options (move your cursor to Print
and then click ‘Print options’), you can
summon the Print box by using the
keyboard shortcut Control (Ctrl)+P. Click the Opera Mail logo to find the Print option

How do I print in Opera Mail?

Is Publisher
right for my
manuscript?

any pictures supplied separately.
We say ‘traditional’ because

publishing has been turned on its head
in the past decade.These days literally
anyone can get a book published,
whether electronically or physically,
using a so-called print-on-demand
company: you send such a company
your manuscript and order the number
of printed books you want.
Even so, not all of these services are

able to handle the PUB format.The
popular Lulu.com service, for example,

accepts manuscripts in in DOC, DOCX
or PDF format. For pictures, it accepts
JPG, GIF or PNG.
But really, none of this matters

because when the time comes you’ll
be able to export Publisher files in
various ways. You could choose a
Word document to retain just the text,
say; or a PDF to retain both the text,
pictures and layout. To explore the
options and experiment with the
effects, just click File followed by
Save As or Export.
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own names for it, such as Sony’s i.
Link.
The answer to your question about

howmodern camcorders connect to
PCs also reveals what happened to
FireWire — over time it simply lost
out in popularity to the USB
standard. While there are numerous
technical differences between
FireWire and USB — and different
versions of each — USB was cheaper
for hardware manufacturers to
implement, so it quickly became
ubiquitous.
Modern camcorders record footage

to swappable memory cards rather than
magnetic tape.They also connect to a
PC via USB to transfer the video files
from those cards.Themodern USB 3.0
standard’s theoretical maximum
transfer speed is 5Gbps, while FireWire
never really got beyond 800Mbps —
commercially, at least. The older USB 2.0
standard maxed out at 480Mbps, but it
was mostly up against the FireWire 400
standard, which managed just 400Mbps.

But perhaps FireWire’s fate was really
sealed by Steve Jobs, Apple’s founder.
In a 2008 email response to a customer
who had complained about the new
MacBook’s lack of a FireWire port, Jobs
responded curtly that “all of the new
HD camcorders of the past few years
use USB 2”.

Q I was clearing out some clutter
the other day when I came
across my old camcorder. I

haven’t used it in years, having
converted all the tapes into digital files.
But while dusting it off, I saw the port
labelled ‘IEEE 1394’, and remembered
that I used this to connect the
camcorder to my PC via a larger version
of that same socket. I can’t remember
the name of it, but I know it wasn’t
USB, and neither of mymodern
computers has this socket. Do you
knowwhat I’m talking about? If so,
what happened to it? And how does
one connect camcorders to PCs
nowadays?

Andy Houseman

A
IEEE 1394 was the port’s
technical name, but most
people know (or knew) it as

FireWire.This was the brand given to
IEEE 1394 by Apple, the company
largely responsible for defining the
standard. Other companies had their

NEXT ISSUE
•• Howdo I go full screen in
Word 2013?

•• What’s causingmykeyboard lag?
•• Whydoesmy computer freeze
when I right-click?
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at getcomputeractive.co.uk
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Where’s my Windows 10 search box?
typically arcane fashion, the necessary
option only appears when another
apparently unrelated option is selected.
Right-click a blank part of the taskbar

and choose Properties. Select the taskbar
tab and then untick the ‘Use small
taskbar buttons’ box. Click OK. Now
right-click the taskbar again, move your
cursor to Search, then tick the now-
visible ‘Show search box’ option.
Finally, youmay not have realised

that you don’t actually need a search
box. InWindows 10 you can click Start
and just begin typing — a search box will
appear automatically.

Q I have recently downloaded
Windows 10 and I am getting on
with it reasonably well. The one

snag I have is that there is no search box
at the bottom of the screen. According to a
book I have, there should be a search box
on the bottom, next to the Start button —
and it’s shown in the screenshots. Can
you please help me get a search box on
the bottom of the screen?

George Barnacle

A
There are a couple of
possibilities. First, the
nature of book

publishing means that its
author and designer may have
been working with early (beta)
versions of Windows 10. So, it’s
possible that some features
available to them and
discussed in their book have
since been changed or

removed. Indeed, theWindows 10
Technical Preview did have a search bar
anchored to the bottom of the Start
menu, but this is no longer the case.
However, it could be that you’ve simply

not enabled some features. While the
Start menu no longer has a permanent
search box, it’s possible to put one on the
Windows taskbar. But, inWindows’

It is possible to add the search
box inWindows 10 to the
Windows Taskbar

FireWire fell victim to
the rise in popularity
of the USB

Want to knowwhat happened to your
favourite program,website or technology?

Email noproblem@computeractive.co.uk

Whatever happened to... FireWire??
Problems Solved
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Turn on network discovery to make all PCs on
your network visible to your computer (and
vice versa)

Click ‘Public network’ in ‘Network and Sharing
Center’ to relax the restrictions onwhat you
can do

Find your homegroup’s shared files by
opening File Explorer (orWindows Explorer)
and clicking Homegroup
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Fast Fixes

Can’t share files between PCs
Whenever you try to join a network on
your PC or laptop (whether at home or
in your local cafe), you’ll see a prompt
asking you whether the connection is
Public, Work or Home. What you select
here determines the level of security
that Windows applies while you’re
connected to the network.
If you have selected Public, you’ll be

subject to more restrictions as to what
you can do (file sharing, for example). As
long as you trust the network, changing
this setting to Home lets you copy files
between PCs. To do this, click the Start
button, type control panel and press
Enter. Next, click ‘Network and Internet’
then ‘Network and Sharing Center’.
Under the ‘View your active networks’

section you should see a blue link called
‘Public network’ (see screenshot above
right). Click the link to open the Set
Network Location box then click ‘Home
network’ to change the network’s
security settings.

Can’t see other PCs
on your network
If you have other PCs connected to
your home network but these are not
showing in ‘Network and Sharing
Center’, then you should check whether
‘Network discovery’ is switched on. To do
this, go to ‘Network and Sharing Center’
(see tip above)and click ‘Change
advanced sharing settings’. Click the
down arrow next to ‘Home orWork’
and select ‘Turn on network discovery’

(see screenshot below left). Then click
‘Save changes’.

Set up a homegroup
There are a fewways to enable file
sharing between PCs on the same
network, but the best method is to create
a homegroup.This will consist of all
computers and devices in the household
that useWindows and are able to share
photos, music, videos, documents and
printers (you can set exactly what you
can share on your PC).
To create a homegroup click Start and

type homegroup, then click ‘Create a
homegroup’ (if a homegroup already
exists on your network you’ll be notified
at this stage – skip the next paragraph if
this is the case).
Now choose what you want to share by

ticking and unticking the boxes next to
Pictures, Documents, etc, then click Next.
Windows will now set up the homegroup
and provide you with the password you’ll
need to add other computers to it, so be
sure to keep the password somewhere
safe (we’ll show you how to retrieve a
forgotten homegroup password in the
next tip). Click finish.
Now you need to add other computers

in your household to your homegroup.
On those PCs, click the Start button,
type homegroup and press Enter. Now,
instead of a ‘Create a homegroup’
button, you will see a ‘Join now’ button.
Click this, choose the types of file you
want the computer to share, then click

Next. Type the password provided when
you set up the homegroup, click Next,
then Finish. To see the homegroup’s
shared files, open File Explorer (Windows
Explorer inWindows 7), then click
Homegroup in the left-side panel (see
screenshot above).

Forgotten homegroup password
If you try to set up a homegroup (see
previous tip) and see a message that one
already exists on your network, there is a
way to discover the password to access it
if you’ve forgotten it or someone else set
up the group.The trick is to find out
which PC was used to create the
homegroup. Click the Start button, type
homegroup, press Enter and you’ll see a
message along the lines of ‘Michael on
Michael-PC has created a homegroup on
the network’. Find the PC referred to in
the message, go back to the homegroup
menu then click ‘View or print the
homegroup password’ to retrieve it.
If the PC that created the homegroup

no longer exists, then the solution is a
little more fiddly. First turn off every
PC in your home and reboot your
router by quickly turning it off and on.
Wait a fewminutes (until you’re sure
your router has rebooted) then switch
one of your PCs back on. Now return
to the homegroupmenu and you
should see the option to ‘Create a
homegroup’. Now switch your other
PCs on and add them as described
in the previous tip.

Next issue Fast Fixes for…Memory cards

Home networking
Turn on network discovery, share files over a homegroup and set network
security for homeuse

Tu tw k di to ak all PC

Click ‘Publi k’ i ‘Ne k nd Shari



www.premier-ink.co.uk Telephone: 01926 339977 or 0800 1077 211 Premier Ink & Photographic 12 Longfield Road, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV31 1XB.premier-ink.co.uk    Telephone: 01926 339977 or 0800 1077 211    Premier Ink & Photographic 12 Longfield Road, Leamington Spa, W wickshire CV31 1XB

We are a small, family owned and run company, specialising in photographic
consumables – and proud winners of multiple Good Service Awards.

We are located in Leamington Spa, in the heart of Warwickshire.
If you’re passing, please pop into our shop and meet Cooper – our office dog!

Lowering the cost of printing...

01926 339977 www.premier-ink.co.uk

E&EO. Prices may be subject to change, but hopefully not!

We carry one of the largest ranges of printer ink cartridges
in the UK, with cartridges in stock for practically every inkjet
printer. We always stock Original cartridges, which are made
by your printer manufacturer, and in many cases we also
offer Compatible cartridges, which are usually made by a UK
company called Jet Tec. Using Jet Tec Compatibles is a way
of saving money, without compromising on the quality of
your prints.

Here are the results
from two independent
ink tests that agree...

Ink Cartridges

More Ink Cartridges...

Originals:
No.38 Colours 27ml each £26.99
No.300 Black 4ml £10.99
No.300 Colour 4ml £12.99
No.301 Black 3ml £9.99
No.301 Colour 3ml £11.99
No.350 Black 4.5ml £11.99
No.351 Colour 3.5ml £14.99
No.363 Black 6ml £13.99
No.363 C/M/Y/PC/PM each £9.99
No.363 SET OF 6 £39.99
No.364 Black 6ml £7.99
No.364 PB/C/M/Y 3ml each £6.99
No.364 SET OF 4 £21.99
No.364XL Black 14ml £13.99
No.364XL PB/C/M/Y 6ml each £12.99
No.364XL SET OF 4 £49.99
No.920XL SET OF 4 £46.99
No.932XL SET OF 4 £43.99
No.950XL SET OF 4 £69.99
Compatibles:
No.15 Black 46ml £4.99
No.21 Black 10ml £7.99
No.22 Colour 21ml £11.99
No.45 Black 45ml £4.99
No.56 Black 24ml £9.99
No.57 Colour 24ml £12.99
No.78 Colour 36ml £9.99
No.110 Colour 12ml £10.99
No.300XL Black 18ml £14.99
No.300XL Colour 18ml £16.99
No.301XL Black 15ml £14.99
No.301XL Colour 18ml £16.99
No.337 Black 21ml £10.99
No.338 Black 21ml £10.99
No.339 Black 34ml £12.99
No.343 Colour 21ml £12.99
No.344 Colour 21ml £14.99
No.348 Photo 21ml £12.99
No.350XL Black 30ml £14.99
No.351XL Colour 20ml £16.99
No.363 Black 20ml £6.99
No.363 Colours 6ml each £4.99
No.363 SET OF 6 £24.99
No.364 Black 10ml £4.99
No.364 Colours 5ml each £3.99
No.364 SET OF 4 £15.99
No.364XL Black 18ml £8.99
No.364XL Colours 11ml each £7.99
No.364XL SET OF 4 £31.99

“Jet Tec’s colours were superb, with
single greys and blacks very close to

Epson... so Jet Tec wins!”
- Total Digital PhotographyMagazine

“What we’re looking at here is not
only the best choice of ink for the

R300 printer, but also the best choice
of ink in this group test, period.

There’s just no getting away from the
superb combination of performance

and pricing.”
- Computer UpgradeMagazine

Ink Test
Winner

Photo Satin 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 100 sheets +100 FREE £19.99
Photo Glossy 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 20 sheets £6.99
Premium Pearl 270gsm:
6x4 50 sheets +50 FREE £6.99
A4 20 sheets +20 FREE £8.99
Premium Gloss 270gsm:
A4 25 sheets OFFER £8.99
A3 25 sheets OFFER £15.99
A3+ 25 sheets OFFER £19.99
Smooth Pearl 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £14.99
7x5 100 sheets £17.99
A4 25 sheets £12.99
A4 100 sheets £39.99
A4 250 sheets £84.99
A3 25 sheets £25.99
A3+ 25 sheets £35.99
Smooth Gloss 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £14.99
7x5 100 sheets £17.99
A4 25 sheets £12.99
A4 100 sheets £39.99
A3 25 sheets £25.99
A3+ 25 sheets £35.99
Premium Matt Duo 200 gsm:
A4 50 sheets £12.99
A3+ 50 sheets £34.99
Heavy Duo Matt 310gsm:
A4 50 sheets £17.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99

PP-201 Plus Glossy II 275gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
7x5 20 sheets £11.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £36.99
SG-201 Semi-Gloss 260gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £42.99

Smooth Pearl 280gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 50 sheets £35.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Oyster 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Gloss 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Double Sided Matt 250gsm:
A4 100 sheets £24.99
A3 50 sheets £27.99

Premium Gloss 255gsm:
6x4 40 sheets +40 FREE £9.99
7x5 30 sheets £9.99
A4 15 sheets +15 FREE £9.99
A3 20 sheets £29.99
A3+ 20 sheets OFFER £24.99
Ultra Gloss 300gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
7x5 50 sheets £12.99
A4 15 sheets £11.99
Premium Semi-Gloss 251gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £8.99
A4 20 sheets £14.99
A3 20 sheets £29.99
A3+ 20 sheets OFFER £24.99
Archival Matte 192gsm:
A4 50 sheets £14.99
A3 50 sheets £33.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99
Heavyweight Matte 167gsm:
A4 50 sheets £11.99
A3 50 sheets £34.99
A3+ 50 sheets £44.99

Photo Papers
We carry a massive range of papers (sheets & rolls) at competitive
prices. Below are some examples of the selection we stock.

Albums & Frames
We now stock a comprehensive range of frames, mounts, albums
and accessories. The full range can be viewed on our website,
with detailed close-up images of each product to help you
choose the perfect way to display your printed photographs.
Below is just a tiny sample of what we offer:

Memo Style Albums:
Grace 6x4 100 photos £5.99
Grace 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grace 6x4 300 photos £14.99
Grace 7x5 100 photos £7.99
Grace 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Grace A4 100 photos £15.99
Grafton 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grafton 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Baby 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Travel 6x4 200 photos £8.99
Traditional Style Albums:
Grace 29x32cm 100 pages £14.99
Grafton 29x32cm 100 pgs£14.99
Baby 29x32cm 100 pages £12.99
Accessories:
Photo Corners Pack of 250 £2.99
Photo Stickers Pack of 500 £1.99

Plastic Bevel, Glass Front:
Frisco 6x4 seven colours £1.99
Frisco 7x5 seven colours £2.29
Frisco 8x6 seven colours £2.79
Frisco 9x6 seven colours £3.49
Frisco 10x8 seven colours £3.79
Frisco 12x8 seven colours £4.59
Frisco A4 seven colours £3.99
Frisco A3 seven colours £8.99
Wood Bevel, Glass Front:
Emilia 6x4 two colours £4.99
Emilia 7x5 two colours £5.99
Emilia 8x6 two colours £6.99
Emilia 10x8 two colours £7.99
Emilia 12x8 two colours £8.99
Rio 6x4 four colours £5.99
Rio 7x5 four colours £6.99
Rio 8x6 four colours £7.99
Rio 10x8 four colours £8.99
Rio 12x8 four colours £9.99

Grace Albums
Available in

Burgundy
or Blue.

Travel
Albums
Over a dozen
designs in stock.

Grafton
Albums

Available in
Burgundy

or Blue.

Emilia Frames
Distressed wood
shabby chic
effect.
Blue or White.

Rio Frames
Handcrafted solid wood with

30mm wide profile, in four colours.

Baby
Albums
Multiple
different
designs
available.

Frisco Frames
Simple, basic design
available
in a huge
range of
sizes &
colours.

PGi29
Pixma Pro 1
Originals:
Set of 12 £229.99
Colours 36ml each £19.99

PGi72
Pixma Pro 10
Originals:
Set of 10 £94.99
Colours 14ml each £9.99

CLi42
Pixma Pro 100
Originals:
Set of 8 £74.99
Colours 13ml each £9.99

CLi8
Pixma Pro 9000
Originals:
Set of 8 £74.99
Colours 14ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 14ml each £3.99

PGi9
Pixma Pro 9500
Originals:
Set of 10 £84.99
Colours 14ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 10 £44.99
Colours 14ml each £4.99

More Canon Inks...
Originals:
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £42.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £9.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £8.99
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £42.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £9.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £8.99
PGi550/CLi551 Set of 5 £37.99
PGi550 Black 15ml £9.99
CLi551 Colours 7ml £7.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £54.99
PGi550XL Black 22ml £11.99
CLi551XL Colours 11ml £10.99
PG540 Black 8ml £10.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £15.99
CL541 Colour 8ml £13.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £15.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £13.99
CL546XL Colour 13ml £15.99
Compatibles:
PGi5 Black 27ml £4.99
CLi8 Colours 13ml £3.99
PGi5/CLi8 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi550XL Black 25ml £4.99
CLi551XL Colours 12ml £3.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £19.99
BCi6 Colours 15ml £2.99
PG40 Black 28ml £12.99
CL41 Colour 24ml £16.99
PG50 Black 28ml £12.99
CL51 Colour 24ml £14.99
PG510 Black 11ml £13.99
CL511 Colour 11ml £15.99
PG512 Black 18ml £13.99
CL513 Colour 15ml £15.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £13.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £14.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £11.99
PG546XL Black 21ml £12.99

Many more in stock! More Epson inks >>> Many more in stock!

Memory

Compact Flash
Sandisk Ultra
333X (50MB/s)
8GB £11.99
16GB £15.99
32GB £24.99

Sandisk Extreme
800X (120MB/s)
16GB £26.99
32GB £32.99
64GB £47.99
128GB £94.99

MicroSDHC & SDXC
Sandisk Ultra
320X (48MB/s)
16GB £6.99
32GB £12.99
64GB £24.99

Readers & Cases
Delkin USB2 Card Reader £9.99
Delkin USB3 Card Reader £19.99
Delkin SD Card (x8) Case £6.99
Delkin CF Card (x4) Case £6.99

SDHC & SDXC
Sandisk Blue
33X (5MB/s)
4GB £3.49
8GB £3.99
16GB £5.99

Sandisk Ultra
266X (40MB/s)
8GB £4.99
16GB £6.99
32GB £12.99
64GB £24.99

Sandisk Extreme
400X (60MB/s)
16GB £10.99
32GB £17.99
64GB £34.99

BP-511 for Canon £12.99
LP-E6 for Canon £16.99
LP-E8 for Canon £12.99
LP-E12 for Canon £12.99
EN-EL3E for Nikon £14.99
NB-2L/LH for Canon £9.99
NB-6L for Canon £9.99
NB-10L for Canon £12.99
NP95 for Fuji £9.99
NPW126 for Fuji £12.99
EN-EL3e for Nikon £14.99
EN-EL14 for Nikon £19.99
EN-EL15 for Nikon £24.99
BLN-1 for Olympus £24.99
BLC12 for Panasonic £23.99
FW50 for Sony £24.99
BX-1 for Sony £14.99
AA 1300mAh (4) £3.99
AAA 1100mAh (4) £3.99

Batteries

P-Type Square Filters
49-82mm Adapter Rings £4.99
Filter Holder £5.99
ND2 Filter £12.99
ND2 Grad Filter £13.99
ND4 Filter £12.99
ND4 Grad Filter £13.99

Screw-type Filters
46mm UV / Haze £4.99
49mm UV / Haze £4.99
52mm UV / Haze £4.99
55mm UV / Haze £5.99
58mm UV / Haze £6.99
62mm UV / Haze £7.99
67mm UV / Haze £8.99
72mm UV / Haze £8.99
77mm UV / Haze £11.99
Skylight Filters from: £6.99
Circular Polarising Filters from:£14.99
ND4 and ND8 Filters from: £11.99

Filters

No.16
FountainPen Inks
Originals:
No.16 Set of 4 £22.99
No.16 Black 5.4ml £7.99
No.16 Colours 3.1ml each £5.99
No.16XL Set of 4 £42.99
No.16XL Black 12.9ml £14.99
No.16XLColours 6.5ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
No.16 Set of 4 £14.99
No.16 Black 12ml £4.99
No.16 Colours 12ml each £3.99

No.18
Daisy Inks
Originals:
No.18 Set of 4 £22.99
No.18 Black 5.2ml £7.99
No.18 Colours 3.3ml each £5.99
No.18XL Set of 4 £42.99
No.18XL Black 11.5ml £14.99
No.18XL Colours 6.6ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
No.18 Set of 4 £14.99
No.18 Black 12ml £4.99
No.18Colours 6.5ml each £3.99

No.24
Elephant Inks
Originals:
No.24 Set of 6 £41.99
No.24 Colours 4.6ml each £7.99
No.24XL Set of 6 £64.99
No.24XL Colours 8.7ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
No.24 Set of 6 £22.99
No.24 Black 7ml £3.99
No.24 Colours 7ml each £3.99

No.26
Polar Bear Inks
Originals:
No.26 Set of 4 £29.99
No.26 Black 6.2ml £8.99
No.26 Colours 4.5ml each £7.99
No.26XL Set of 4 £49.99
No.26XL Black 12.1ml £14.99
No.26XL Colours 9.7ml each £13.99
Compatibles:
No.26 Set of 4 £14.99
No.26 Black 10ml £3.99
No.26 Colours 7ml each £3.99

T0481-T0486
Seahorse Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £69.99
Colours 13ml each £16.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0541-T0549
Frog Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £105.99
Colours 13ml each £14.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0591-T0599
Lily Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £89.99
Colours 13ml each £11.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0711-T0714
Cheetah Inks
Originals:
Set of 4 £32.99
Black 7.4ml £8.99
Colours 5.5ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 4 £14.99
Black 7.4ml £4.99
Colours 5.5ml each £3.99

T0791-T0796
Owl Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £72.99
Colours 11.1ml each £12.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 11.1ml each £3.99

T0801-T0806
Hummingbird Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £49.99
Colours 7.4ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 7.4ml each £3.99

T0871-T0879
Flamingo Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £66.99
Colours 11.4ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

T0961-T0969
Husky Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £69.99
Colours 11.4ml each £8.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

USBPenDrives
8GB: £3.59 16GB: £5.49

32GB: £9.99

Many more in stock!



Call FREE on 0800 542 4709 to switch your broadband today

Terms & Conditions apply - see ISP sites for details
*First-year cost does not include line rental. Cost is calculated at monthly price x12 with all introductory offers subtracted. Additional charges incurred
outside of free inclusive calls not included in first-year cost.
** Fair-usage or restriction policy applies.
Data supplied by www.broadbandgenie.co.uk. Correct as of 26/05/2016

Broadband Genie’s helpline
is powered by Simplify
Digital, the Ofcom-
accredited switching service

Provider Package Name
Monthly
Price

Contract
Length

Broadband
Speed

Allowance
First-year

Cost*

1 TalkTalk: Broadband
£7.50 18 17Mbps ∞

£0.00(FREE for
18months)

months max speed unlimited

2 Plusnet: Broadband
£9.99 18 17Mbps ∞

£0.00(FREE for
12 months)

months max speed unlimited

3 Sky: Broadband
£10.00 12 17Mbps ∞

£0.00(FREE for
12 months)

months max speed unlimited

4 EE: Broadband
& Calls

£9.95 12 17Mbps ∞
£12.00(£1 for

12 months)
months max speed unlimited

**

CHEAPEST

Broadband Deals

Ne t issue o sale Weds 15 Ju e

In the next issue of our sister title
Web User...

Next issue on sale Weds 15 June
Subscribe toWeb User at http://subscribe.webuser.co.uk

Buy theWeb User 2015
Back Issue CD on Amazon at
www.snipca.com/19697

● DOWNLOAD ANY VIDEO FROM THE WEB
The best secret hacks explained

● TYPE EASIER ON YOUR iPHONE
Use a better keyboard than Apple’s default

● GET A POCKET-SIZED CHROMEBOOK
Put the Chrome OS on your USB stick

● STOP YOUR MOUSE BEING HACKED!
The shocking newway hackers are
attacking you

NEW!

PLUS
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Jargon Buster
32bit Ameasure of howmuch
information a computer can
process at once. Most older
computers are 32bit.

4KVideowith a resolution of at
least 3840x2160 pixels.

64bit A technology that processes
information in larger chunks. Most
modern computers are 64bit.

802.11ac A standard forwireless
networks that allows for higher
transfer speeds than 802.11n.

802.11n A standard forwireless
networks that allows for high
transfer speeds.

Beta A version of software that’s
being tested. Is often released
to iron out problems.

BookmarkletA program stored as
a bookmark in yourweb browser.

Browser hijackersPrograms that
change your default browser, its
homepage and search engine,
without prior warning, when you
install them.

Cache A temporary space for
storing information. Can be
memory used on a computer
processor, or space on a hard drive
used by aweb browser.

CSSCascading Style Sheets.
An HTML feature that letsweb
designers choose how some
elements on awebsite look.

DAB+An upgraded version of
the Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) digital radio technology
used for broadcasting radio
stations.

DownloadmirrorAwebsite that
contains the same downloadable
software as others, bundled in its
own installer.

EXE A program file designed to
run inWindows.

File associations Associates a
filewith an application capable of
opening that file.

FreeSyncAMD’s technology for
varyingt he screen’s refresh rate to
avoid two frames being shown at
the same time

Ghosting In relation to television
screens, the appearance of an
offset second image that’s a ghost-
like facsimile of the first.This effect
can be caused by radio interference.

Gigabit Ethernet A very fast
networking standard that can
transfer data at up to 1,000Mbps.

Graphics card A component in a
computer that produces the image
shown on themonitor.

f2/0The ratio between the
focal length of the lens and the
aperture.

HTML HypertextMarkup
Language.The language used to
writemostweb pages.

HTML5The latest version of the
HypertextMarkup Language used
to createmostweb pages. HTML5
will soon replace plug-ins such
as Flash and Java.

Hz Hertz. Ameasure of how
many instructions a chip can
process per second.

IMAP InternetMessage Access
Protocol. Amethod for email that
lets the usermanagemessages
stored on a remote server.

IP address Internet Protocol
Address. A unique set of numbers,
separated by full stops, used to
identify computers andwebsites
on the internet.

ISO file A type of image file that
contains all the data from aCD or
DVD.

MegapixelAmeasure of the
amount of detail that can be
recorded by a digital image. A one-
megapixel image ismade up of a
million dots (pixels).

Metadata A set of data that gives
information about a file.

MicroSD A small type ofmemory
card. Can be converted to SD size
using an adapter.

Open source Software that can
bemodified by anyone, rather
than just by the employees of the
company that created it.

PCI Express x16A graphics
interface that offers increased
bandwidth over the previous
AGP8X generation. PCI Express
x16 allows up to 4GB/s of peak
bandwidth per direction, and up to
8GB/s concurrent bandwidth.

PhishingA form of internet
fraud that tries to trick you into
revealing personal details.

Plug-in A small program that
adds extra features to software or
to yourweb browser.

POP3Post Office Protocol 3. A
system for remotely accessing and
retrieving email from an ISP. Most
email applications use POP3.

ProtocolTheagreed standard for
transmitting data between devices.

PUBThe format forMicrosoft’s
Publisher software.

PUPPotentially Unwanted
Program. A program thatmay
not be desired, despite the user
consenting to it being downloaded.

QR code Quick Response Code.
A barcode that can be read using
smartphones and dedicated QR
reading devices.

RAM Random-accessmemory.
The computer’s working area,
used for data storagewhile the
PC is switched on.

Raw A format for digital photos
that stores the image exactly as
the camera captured it, without
compression or optimisation.

SD card Secure Digital card. A
popular type ofmemory card.

Small form factorA type of
computer design aimed at
minimising the size of a desktop
computer.

sRGB A standard RGB colour
space for use onmonitors,
printers and the internet.

System restore point
Thecollection of system files
stored by SystemRestore on
a given date and time towhich
Windows can revert if a problem
occurs.

Temporary internet filesWebsite
files stored on your hard drive to
makeweb pages load faster.

USB 2.0 Faster successor to USB
that’s used by devices such as
external hard drives.

USB 3.0 An even faster version of
the USB standard used to connect
devices to a computer.

VAVertical Alignment. A form of
LCDs inwhich the liquid crystals
naturally align vertically between
the panes of glass.

VPN Virtual Private Network. A
technology for keeping all internet
communication safe and private
even on insecure networks.

AllWindows 10 jargon explained in our Definitive Guide:www.snipca.com/17716

2015 BACK ISSUE CD

BUY IT NOW FROM AMAZON
at www.snipca.com/19124

ON SALE NOW!



Do you agreewith Ken?
Let us know at letters@computeractive.co.uk

KENRIGSBY is
Computeractive’sMrAngry

The Final Straw

74 8– 21 June 2016 Next issueKen ordersMicrosoft to stop using confusing names for products

Apple’s overpricing
This issueKen isn’t falling for the ‘old trick’ of. . .

Imagine spending hundreds of your
hard-earned pounds on something
that did nothing more than spew out

endless amounts of hot air. No, I’m not
talking about your taxes being hijacked to
service politicians’ expenses, but the
recently announced Dyson Supersonic,
also known as the world’s most
hilariously overpriced hairdryer.

tablet or laptop that does just as much or
more than an equivalent Apple product,
but for much less – if you’re prepared to
forgo the Apple badge.
Apple’s recent financial results show

that more people are doing just that,
hence the iPhone SE: a cheaper, smaller
version of the overpriced iPhone 6s. And
by all accounts it’s selling like hot cakes.
Wise punters are votingwith their wallets!
Let’s look at some figures.The iPhone

SE starts at £359. You can pick up a basic
phone for about £15 these days but, as I
said at the beginning, it’s unfair to
compare a premium gadget with a
bargain-basement gizmo.
So let’s assess specifications for a fairer

comparison.The iPhone SE has 16GB of
memory, a 4in screen and a 12-megapixel
camera. Now consider theWileyFox
Swift, an Android smartphone with 16GB
of memory, a slightly less sharp 4in
screen and a reasonable 13-megapixel
camera. Shop around and the Swift will
set you back around £99. Would you pay
£260more for the fancy brand name?
Surely no one would fall for that old trick!

come back to that.
Either Apple has experienced a crisis of

conscience or it has an inkling that its
premium-pricing gamemight be up.The
world’s most profitable company’s recent
financial results suggest the latter: quarter
on quarter, its profits were down 22.8 per
cent. That’s a huge drop for any business,
but for Apple the absolute cash amounts
are staggering. Year on year, the firm’s
revenues were down by around £5bn.
Now, let’s be clear: Apple is not in any

financial trouble.The company still made
roughly £79m a day profit.That’s £3.2m
an hour profit. £55,000 a… you get the
idea. And this is Apple in supposed decline.
Over £900 in profit per second.
But one reason Apple ended up with

an estimated £140bn cash in the bank –
enough to give every man, woman and
child in the UK £2,000 – is because its
marketing folks have done a very good
job at convincing punters to pay very
muchmore than they would for
equivalent products elsewhere.
The price disparity isn’t as marked as

those Dyson and Argos wind-blowers,
but when you buy Apple, you’re almost
always paying a significant premium for
the brand. You can buy a smartphone,

Apple has done a great
job convincing punters

to pay much more
than they would for
equivalent products

tablet or laptop that does just as much orcome back to that.

Seriously, is anyone going to spend £299
for a gadget that costs a tenner from
Argos? Okay, it might be unfair to compare
a premium product with a bargain-
basement brand, but you can buy decent
hairdryers for just £40. Why pay £260
extra for a fancy brand name? Surely no
one would fall for that old trick! Oh, hello
Apple customers – I was just talking about
you. Come on, youmust know you’re
being regularly fleeced, right? If you don’t
know, take solace in the fact that Apple
knows. Why else would the company take
most of the guts of its flagship smartphone
(the genuinely great iPhone 6s), put them
in the body of an ‘all new’ smartphone and
sell it for a third less?
Because that’s what Apple has done

with the iPhone SE. It’s taken a vastly
overpriced gadget, reshaped it a bit and is
now selling it for an amount that’s still
overpriced – only a little less so. But I’ll






